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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
The work carried out during this research project has been concerned 
with the performance of large structures and in the introduction to 
this thesis a justification for full-scale testing is presented. 
Full-scale t esting techniques relating to both dynamic and quasi-
static movements occurring in large civil engineering structures 
such as multi-storey buildings and bridges have been studied. 
Dynamic characteristics of buildings were obtained during full-scale 
testing with the use of seismometers and servo-drive accelerometer s . 
Oscillations produced from both by wind and by forced vibration have 
been studied and the methods and results obtained are compared. 
The slow movement of structures, occurring at a frequency less than 
approximately 1 Hz, has been studied with the use of a specially 
developed laser based system. The system consists of a laser located 
at a stationary reference position tvhile an X-Y plotter is positioned 
on the moving structure. Linked with four photo-cells and associated 
electronics, the system proved capable of monitoring the most signif-
icant movements occurring in civil engineering structures. A 
Theoretical control system analysis and frequency response of the 
device was performed. Extensive trials with the equipment and 
monitoring of the atmospheric temperature effects on the laser beam 
were undertaken and are described. 
Deflection data obtained on a multi-storey building and the Tamar 
suspension bridge and discussions on the problems encountered are 
presented. A small scale dynamic survey on the Tamar suspens ion 
bridge and results from an analytical model are described in 
Chapter Seven. 
Simple structural analysis mod P, ls of multi-storey buildings have been 
used to yield values of natural frequencies. A finite element package 
has also been used to deve lop an accurate analytical model of a building 
to which different wind loading profiles were applied and deflections 
ob tained. 
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SYNOPSIS 
The work carried out during this research pl~oject has been concerned 
with the performance of large structures and in the .i..r• troduct.ion to 
this thesis a jus tification for full-scale testing ~s presentcs. 
Full-scale testing techniques relating to bcth dynamic a..Ld quasi-
static movements occurring in large civil engineer:!.r.~' st::uc·tun:,s such 
as multi-storey buildings and bridges have been st,.:.rlied. 
Dynamic characteristics of buildings \-Tere obtatned duri.ng full-
scale testing \-Tith the use of seismometers and servu-drive accol8r-
ometers . Oscillations produced from both by wind and by forcec 
vibration have been studied and the methods and results obtD.ined are 
compared . 
The slow movement of structures , occurring at a freq-..,enc>' less 
than approximately 1 Hz, has been studied \'Ti th the use of a s ::J•)Cially 
deve l oped laser based system. The system consists of a laser J.ocated 
a t a stationary reference position while an X-Y plotter is positioned 
on the moving structure. Linked with four photo- cells and asscciated 
e l ectronics, the system proved capable of monitoring the most signi fi-
ca n t movements occurring in civil engineering structures. rl The~r~7ical 
control system analysis and frequency response of the device was 
performed. Extensive trials with the equipment and monitoring of ~~= 
atmospheric temperature effects on the laser beam were undertaken c:u: ..J. 
are described. 
Deflection data obtained on a multi-storey building and the 
Tamar suspension bridge and discussions on the problems encounte red 
are presented . A small scale dynamic s urvey on the Tamar s uspension 
iii 
bridge and results from an analytical model are described in 
Chapter Seven . 
Simple structural analysis models of multi-storey buildings 
have been used to yield values of natural frequencies . A finite 
element package has also been used to develop an accurate analytical 
model of a building tc which di/ferent wind loading profiles were 
applied and deflections obtaine0. 
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INTRODUCTION 
REASC1~S FOR FULL-SCALE TESTING 
Techniques of observing the effect of disturbing forces on f ull-
scale structures had rarely been applied until the 1960 ' s , since which 
time much more emphas is has been placed, particularly in North America 
an~ Japan, upon full-scale testing. Today's t all structures are far 
mo.!"e flexible than traditional buildings , due partl y to the 
fa~t that there is now a better understanding of structural behaviour 
~•d partly to the use of computers and modern light construction 
mat.arials . 
As progress is made in the fields of structural analysis and 
des::.qu and material science , the re is a need to continue the feedback 
of information on the performance of completed prototypes . Forces 
cisturb a structure , and depending on their time scale, produce 
deil~~tions , velocities and accelerations of the structure . The 
result may be to render the building unserviceable either because of 
struc'tural damage or due to excessive movements becoming alarming to 
the occupants. 
Wind is the main natura l loading force and throughout history has 
caused carnage to all types of structure. One of the first well 
::.ocumPnted failures was that of the Brighton Chain Pier , built in 
1823 an.-1 severely damaged by a storm in 1836 . The observations made 
at thdt time by Lt.Col. William Reed were reporte d in the first 
volume of Professional Papers of ~~e Royal Corps of Engineers 1 • Thus 
the monitoring and reporting of structural behaviour developed from 
visual observation of the damage that occurred. 
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Some of t~e justif ications for full-sca l e t esting are briefly 
outlined in this introduction . 
0.1 Structural Factors 
Forces due to temperature changes , wind, earthqu~ke, traffic, 
impact, machinery and explos ions are all types of leading whid . are 
of interest to the structural engineer. Each of these loadin<;i 
conditions may be the cause of structural daJllage , a:-: 'i. th~re is a 
need for the characteristics of these applied loa6s and tl1e 
subsequent structural responses to be better identi f ied and defined. 
The inte r action of loading , structure and r espo;1s e may b P 
represented diagramatically, as below: 
---------Response 
Input Loads Structural System 
, Deflections , 
Force , frequency I---)~ Stiffness , Mass, etc.1---,~ Accel er.1;:ions, 
Str:.'!sse::a . 
With information gained from the study of any two of these 
elements , details of the third may be determined. The concept of 
applying known loads and monitoring the response was put forward oy 
Ward2 . Alternatively, he suggested that if the characteristic~ of the 
structure are known, then observations of the response may }.;2 used t0 
obtain information as to the nature of the actual loading upon the 
structure. This concept is developed further in Chapter Six. 
A great deal of time and money may be spent on laboratory r esenrch 
work and the development of design meG~ods for specialised structures , 
but it is unusual for this work to be verifie d by full-scale t esting 
of the comp leted structure . One r eason for this has been the difficulty 
and inconvenience involved in executing full- scale t ests. A lot of 
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time is required to organise and carry out the necessary t ests which 
are expensive in man-power. ~1ese facts together with today's e conomic 
climate , are normally enough to. dissuade a client from setting aside 
money for detailed monitoring nf a neH structure . Visual inspections 
of the commissioned stru-::ture a t infrequent intervals may be the only 
observations made . 
Both static and dynami c loadi.ng influence the safe, prolonged use 
of structures; these Jo~ds may produce catastrophic results , such as 
the Tacoma Narrows 3' 4 incident i:1 1940, or may simply render a 
structure unserviceable. CountJ.ess earthqualces in the world's seismic 
zones have also cause(! 5.romeasur.:ilile damage . Less spectacular effects 
are reported by Menzies 5 and Ard.ibold 6. In multi-storey structures 
cracking of infill pane ls caused by excessive deflections may some-
times render the building unusable . '!here may a lso be disturbance to 
the surrounds , to windows and otheT apertures resulting in leakages 
during rainstorms ; even though this presents only minor technical 
probleJ.nS the solution is often ex-?en:::;i~le . 
'!he natural frequencies of a structure , especially when occurring 
close together, may r esult in amplitudes which are higher than would 
normally be expected from theore tical considerations . When , in the 
case of a structure, the transw~r::;e. lor-,gi tudinal or torsional natural 
frequencies are within a narrm-1 frequency range , beating or coupling 
of modes may occur; such coincidence of frequencies occurring between 
a transverse or longitudinal mode and ~ torsional mode may cause a 
pure translational force to produce 0oth transve rse (or longitudinal) 
and torsional deflections. TI1e above phenomena can be clearly 
identified by full-scale testing ; but is not as readi ly predicted by 
theory. 
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0.2 Human Factors 
When the human body is exposed to low frequency horizontal motion, 
discomfort and even nausea may be experienced. Storms may produce 
t.'1ese effects in people living or ~trorking in flexible high-rise 
buildings. 
I n recent years there has been a tendency , in city centres , to 
build taller blocks primarily to maximise areas of floor-space for 
rentr whilst minimising site size and thus the high cost of land 
acquisition. As buildings become taller and more slender, the natural 
fr~quencies fall , and the structure becomes more vulnerable to dynamic 
loadi11g from the wind. The lower half of an idealised Hind speed 
spe~trum is given in figure 0.1 7 . This figure demonstrates that 
most of the \'lind' s power is found in the lower frequencies; thus the 
desiqner must be aware that increasing the height of the structure 
will increase the dynamic response to wind loading. 
Possible movements produced by the ~Jnamic loading of storms 
should be considered a t the design stage, for even t.~ough such move-
ments may be of little structural significance, they might be distress-
ing to the occupants . In 1965 , Ruderman 7 suggested that deflections 
:;h0•1ld be a more important design consideration than material stresses. 
Huch research has been carried out with regard to the sensitivity of 
people t :.:- small amplitude, low frequency motion (references 9 to 15). 
Some of the observations noted during investigations by the author 
will be ::letailed and discussed in Chapter '!Wo. 
Noise generated by the relative motion of building panels and 
other structural components may also affect the occupants; although 
these factors may not herald any significant structural deterioration, 
they are often most alarming. 
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0.3 Experim9nta l Data to J usti fy Analytical Models 
The provision of experimental data to justify theoretical models 
is a strong argument in favour of full-scale testing. Whilst results 
are difficult to obtain, information on the perf0rmance of sLructures 
can be derived using modern electronic equipment ru1d a1alysis techniques. 
The need for such information to justify analytical models is 
obvious, but the problems involved in data collectirm are sometimes 
insurmountable . Control of the loading and the medSllrement of 
deflections of large civil engineering structures a:r~ two mco.jor 
problems . Take for example , the monitoring of a long suspensi0n bridge 
by the application of a known load; the load will nE.:cessari:!.y i:•e 
extremely heavy , needing many lorries filled \·Ti th materi al or a 
suspended mass , incurring much expense and creating difficult s~rate­
gical problems . For multi-storey buildings the solution is als~ 
difficult. In theory to obtain the flexibility matrix , a static 
load must be applied to each floor in turn; however, in prac~ic~ , 
alternative methods have been developed to 'calibrate ' the 
structural response . These methods are fully described in Chapter One. 
The prediction of the response of large complex structures to 
fluctuating loads is a major problem. Theoretical techniqu~s are 
often inadequate because they do not incorporate sufficient feed-
back from experimental observations which concern either the real 
behaviour of similar structures or the true nature of the lo3ds. 
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0.4 Conclusions 
The foregoing factors are the principal bases for the thesis ; 
their influences ar~ expanded and discussed in relation to the 
experimental data collected and evidence deduced during research 
over the past few years , by the author. 
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CHAPTER ONl·"! 
FULL-SCALE TESTING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE DETERMINATIQ~ 
OF DYNA.MIC CHARACTERISTICS OF STRUCTURES 
1.1 Introduction 
As stated in the introduction, the justificat.i.or.s for fuJ.l-scale 
testing need to be supported by reliable methods in order to obtain 
f) 
the relevant information relating to structural pe):fcT:!"lancc . Evaluation 
of natural frequencies , mode shapes and damping value.::; has lr;ng ~een 
of interest to mechanical and aeronautical engineers cc,nceraeu vli th the 
determination of dynamic forces . Assessment of these forces ha3 long 
been necessary in the fields of earthquake engineering and suspension 
bridge design; recently they have been recognised as being relevant to 
the design , construction and operation of a wide range of civil :;ngin-
eering structures. 
Some of the natural forces which produce vibration will b~ 
identified and the methods by which these forces may be utilised to 
obtain information on structurffidiscussed. Forced vi brations g~nerated 
by man-made mechanisms and their application to different strucr.~res 
will also be reviewed. 
Steffens 16 produced a review of some aspects of structural 
vibrations in the 1960's where details of human sensitivity , ·vibra-t~. ')n 
intensity, risk of damage and natural frequencies of structures \ver.c 
given. The same au~hor has also produced a bibliography on vibration17 
containing in excess of seven hundred references . Recent reviews have 
been made by Unger, Dym and ~lite 18 and Ward19 • 
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Full- scale t e sting is an art which requires practice and 
patience , a'ld for the beginner in this field it will at times be 
d.ring and exasperating . It is probable that errors and non-
productive use of time will also accompany initial experiences of 
full-scale testing . 
The forces acting on land based structures are better defined 
than those acting on offshore structures . It has been said that off-
shore structures are instrumented to combat the coefficients of 
i gnorance , as more information i s required relating to the performance 
of these structures in the rough environmental conditions of the North 
Sea. 
Instrumentation to assess the movement of large structures is 
r.1ai.nly carried out with seismomete rs and accelerometers . Br ief 
inf0rmation on these transducers and the additional instrumentation 
nece:;sary to obtain good results is given in section 1. 5 . A full 
study of the more difficult procedure of measuring quasi-static 
movem•m tE of structures is given in Chapter Three . 
The discussions of this chapter are directed tow·ards multi-
s tO>~ey buildings , however the general procedures can be applied when 
t es i:i ng c.ny structure . 
1. 2 Natural Loads which Cause Dynamic Distrubances 
In order to study vibration of buildings and struct ures in 
general, it is necessary to observe the nature of the forces causing 
vibr.ation and to analyse their effect on testing techniques . Naturally 
occurring loads ~ay be broadly class i fied as wi nd , earthquake and 
thermal effects . 
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'I'he movements produced bv diurnal temperature changes arc 
generally extremely slow. Hoh·ever , the frequency of the temperature 
reversals may cause more r apid deflections when oa a broken-cloudy 
day intermittent sunlight falls upon a structure. 
The nature of the wind has been well studied2 0 , :::! , 22 and it has 
been demonstrated that wind turbulence and gustin9 ar9 the mail1 causes 
of dynamic movement of structures. Wind speed is not steady 1 ~ates of 
change of over 300 miles per hour per seco!ld have he::li rC,!?Ort..::d by 
Davenport23 over the range 30 to 40 miles per hour . The shedding of 
vortices in the lee of a structtrre is usually periodic and can induce 
fluctuating loads on the structure. Another form of cynamic l~~ding 
is buffeting of structures near by, due to this vortex sheduiny . Thus 
even a relatively steady wind may create problems as \·Jas the case :!.n 
the Tacoma Narrows sus~ension bridge failure . Buildings may b~ 
permanently damaged by extreme storms as was the case dascribed 0y 
Minor24 in recording the permanent deflection of a multi-store::- build-
ing by 300 mm, due to such a wind . Damage caused by w.ind in t:1e U::1ited 
Kingdom is reported by the Building Research Establishment5 , L5 . 
However , as stated in the introduction to this tl1esis, it is not 
necessary for damage to be caused by wind loading for a structuJ~e to 
become unserviceable . Wind induced vibration can be sufficient to 
cause distressing physiological effects to the occupants . 
The other major source of naturally occurring vibration is tha~ 
of earthquakes which have produced much loss, both of life ar1d of 
financial investment. Wind and forced vibration tests a.re classi£L::<1 
as "small amplitude " testing while deflections produced during earti",-
quakes are large amplitude vibrations. These l arge amplitudes are due 
to the buildings acting as non-linear systems in which a considerable 
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change of natural frequency can occur during the earthquake. Foutch 
and Housner26 have recently co11s idered this softening of the dynamic 
system which affects a structure when subje cted to earthquake vibra-
tions, though no visible structural damage oc~urred. A decrease in 
the fundamental frequ•~!1 Cj' by a factor of 0.67 was reported in the case 
of a nine storey reinforced concr ete structure. The input of ground 
motion is a complex phenoruenon w!-.ich has been extensively studied on 
the West coast of the Ulti te::d Stcttes of America; however it is still 
necessary for more research to be carried out in this field , indeed 
210 million dollars v:ill. be sp"!r..t on these studies in America during 
the course of the next three yP.ars27 • Recent studies are reported in 
Proceedings of World Co'1f.eren.ces 011 Earthquake Engineering28 and 
reports from the California I~sti~ute of Technology29. The Japanese 
have carried out a lot of work in this field , but even so, with all 
the information currently available, it may not be possible to design 
against severe earthquakes ru1d it NOUld definitley not be economic to 
do so for normal structures. Tbc approach of forecasting the occur-
rence of earthquakes so as to allow the prior evacuation of cities 
has been studied in China and may be the practical answer to minimising 
loss of life. 
1.3 Man-made Loads which Cau~~ uynami~ Disturbances 
Artificia lly produce d vibratiou~ may produce disturbing effects 
for the occupants of buildings; for oln buildings such as churches, 
these movements may caus e deteriora tio:-. of the s tructure \vhen occurring 
over long periods of time. 
There are many forms of ground-bourne dis turbances , for example, 
pile driving produces shock waves with a frequency in the range of 
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5 to 30 Hz . The closeness of the construction must be considered as 
the amplitude of vibration caused by piling attenuates with distance 
froru the source; further details are given l.>y Crocket30. 
Blasting produces similar grolli~d vibrations to piling, but the 
frequencies are higher. Studies have been made on nuclear explosions31 
ar1d results showed particle velocities of around 2.0 mm/s at a range 
of 10,000 m, most of the energy existing in the range 0.25 to 1.0 Hz. 
Quarry blasting has been studied32 ,33 and suggests that particle 
velocities of 30 mm/s will produce structural damage. 
Traffic induced vibrations from roads and railways may cause a 
st.t"ucture to become unserviceable or, ultimately, to fail3°. some of 
the relevant information has ·been summarised by Ward3 4 • 
Vibrations produced by internally housed machinery often becomes 
a problem and vibration isolation techniques have been developed to 
::educe this effect. Such vibration may, however, be used to advantage 
a.s j_n the testing technique described in section l. 7. Elevators have 
beGa known to set up vibrations and even to excite t.'le natural 
frequencies of a structure. 
1.4 Preparation and General Points for Obtaining Good Test Results 
The preparation for full-scale testing is as important as the 
actual ~3sting. The whole process is very time consuming, but time 
can bt-~ .:>aved by good planning and the proper use of resources. Some 
of th~ 3uggestions given in this section may seem trivial, but all 
have their part to play in the overall testing program. 
In the testing of most structures, it is best that the structure 
be unoccupied ut the time of testing. This allows the unobstructed 
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use of the structure and prevents the influence of external sources of 
vibration , such as lifts , which may give spurious results. Testing of 
an office block which was fully occupied was performed at one stage 
during the author's research. The experiment proved to be difficult 
and tedious due to the need to protect equipment <md cables together 
with the general unavailability of floor space. Negotiations ·11i th the 
owner or client to obtain access to the building '•Jhilst empty 9rove to 
be very important. Such periods are usually at weekends or public 
holidays and it is necessary to negotiate for as much time in the 
building as possible . Probably only a limited time is avnila~le so it 
is impor tant to pl an well and to i temise and schedi.ll~. 
Pr eliminary site investigation to observe structural d~ta5_ls , 
with regard to the placing of transducers and of a forced vibrator , 
if that technique is to be used , is essential. Floor plans are useful 
in helping to assess where the transducers are to be p l aced. T..e 
availability of a power supply , suitable paths for the cable links 
from the transducer to the recording station and use of lifts a~ring 
the testing period are points which need to be checked. Good co~unica­
tion during the testing, between the recording station and the remote 
transducer stations are essential and involves the use of portable 
radios . Due to the nature of tall buildings , which incorporate a 
large amount of reinforcing or structural steel, the perfonuance of 
portable radios may be affected, trials with the equipment are, 
therefore, necessary before the actual full-scale testing date . An 
adequate supply of spare parts , including such items as fuses, spa~e 
magnetic tape and paper for chart recorders, together with any other 
item that may fail, is necessary. 
For the actual testing at least two people are needed and 
probably an optimum number would be four people . The taking of 
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precise notes during testing, together >vith attention to detail , will 
prove worth\vhile when analysing r esults later in the laboratory . 
Checking the relative calibration at the beginning and end of eac..h. 
series of tests is important. Whenever possible calculations should 
be undertaken on sita s0 tilat ' any strange or spurious results can be 
immediately checked and equipmen t faults remedied. Records should be 
o+ 
madeAsufficient l ength of time ~o allow analysis techniques to be 
employed; this will be discussed further in Chapter '1\-To. 
These are all pui.nts necessary for good results. Some interest-
ing points on full-scale testing techniques were put forward by 
Keightley 35 ; he suggP.sted t."'tat:-· 
1. The structure should be analysed to tile fullest extent using the 
best available information prior to the test. 
2. The effects of temperature , humi.di ty , structural changes and the 
passing of time on the dyn~~~ behaviour of the structure should 
not be disregarded. Ch::>.~1<;~s in natural frequency and mode shapes 
from one test to another ea:-. r €3ult from any of these items. 
3. Machine plotting of mode shapes from trace amplitudes was time 
consuming, less precise and less versatile than manual plotting. 
Full-scale testing is an art whid1 when mastered reveals useful 
information on the performance of ': tr\;.ctures. The points put forward 
in this section will be of assistanc2 in obtaining sound data. 
1.5 Instrumentation 
Transducers for the assessment of the dynami c movement of 
structures need to be able to respond to frequencies between 0.1 and 
about 50 Hz with varying velocity and acceleration levels. 
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Accelerometers are no1v in common use in the full-scale t esting 
field and probably the most sui table is the servo-d.rive acceler-
ometer36,37,38. The calibration of such a device is very simple and 
consists of placing the accelerometer on a table or some other suitable 
support where the angle of inclination can be altered and measured 
accurately. Figure 1.1 shows a picture of a servo-drive accelerometer 
m-:>unted on a sine table during calibration tests. The angle of the 
table {8} produces a change in voltage proportional to. {g sin 8} where 
{g} is the acceleration due to gravity. Accelerometers are able to 
monitor frequencies from zero to a lOO Hz and acceleration levels from 
1 x 10- 3 m/s2 to 1 x 106 m/s 2 . An accelerometer with a top limit of 
une 'g' {9.81 m/s 2} is suitable for full-scale testing. Further 
in~onnation on calibration and the use of accelerometers can be found 
i~ references 39, 40, 41 and 42. 
Seismometers are velocity sensing transducers which were 
originally developed for monitoring of ground motion. They are very 
s~nsi~.ive and quite suitable for measuring the foundation movement of 
ta~l structures as seismometers are available which will measure 
velocities down to lo-9 m/s 43 • Figure 1.2 shows a photograph of a 
seismometer and associated amplifier modulator unit. The system shown 
is a Wi:Llmore Mk. III A seismometer produced by Sensonics Ltd. 44 and 
has pro"ed very reliable and sui table for use in measuring building 
perfor.rance . The gain of the system can be altered by adjusting the 
amplifi~r modulator, which was used at its l eas t sensitive whilst 
monito~ing building vibrations. Calibration at this setting was 280 
volts per m/s. For use on more flexible structures, such as suspen-
sion bridges , the de-tuning of the amplifier modulators was necessary 
to prevent the overloading of the recording system. More information 
can be found in references 45, 46, 47 and 48. 
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The me~~od of placing the transducer on the structure is 
important . Seismometers and accelerometers p l aced on a car~peL could 
possibly cause certain frequencies to be filtered out from signalsi 
thus a solid concrete floor is the most suitable sur£~ce. Acceler-
ometers are quite small, light devices and, therefcr~, require to be 
rigidly attached to a heavy metal block. Seismomet~rs usually have 
sufficient mass to produce good signals \'li tlrout the ad..Ji tion nf extr a 
mass. 
Signals from accelerometers have often to be f iltered ar.d 
amplified before they a re recorded. If a system car. b~ devised which 
is both l ogical and easy to operate , then there \'lil.l !.)~ l ess :r:i.sk of 
inadvertently producing spurious r ecords under the 9ressures cf on-sit e 
measurements . Serve-drive accelerometers set approximately horizontal, 
produce an output s ignal containing a de component proportionul to the 
sine of the angle to the horizonta l. Unless the accelerometer is 
accurately levelled on site, which would be unusual, then thd use of 
ac coupling or the addition of an accurate de signal (offset :>i·~al) 
is necessary . The signal can then be filtered t o r eiilC've unwc.."'lLeL.t high 
frequencies before being amplified. A system of ten amplifiers with 
10Hz low pass filters and five offset units was built for use during 
the full- s cale testing described in Chapter ~wo. Figure l. 3 shows .:: 
photograph of the unit . The components were specially designed for 
low noise and minimal drift . 
The r ecording of the modified signals on a multi- chanr.el F . ~ . 
tape recorder is the most convenient method. The signals are accu~­
ately r ecorded from de to very high frequencies and can be s tored for 
a long time and replayed whenever needed. A multi-channel galvanorlleter/ 
light spot recorder using dir ect print chart paper has been suggested46 
as the most suitable recording unit. An irrmediate visual apprais~l of 
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the signal is obtained and a permanen t record is produced, but the 
signal cannot be reproduced fo:r: later electronic analysis, whereas 
this is possible with data recorded on magnetic tape. 
Recordings can be made at a distance from the transducer, in 
some central processing area . The seismometer system used in investi-
gations during this pr~ject operc:ted \"i th an F . M. carrier signal to 
transmit the seismometcr output •Jia a one kilo-metre cable to an F . M. 
tape recorder. Another system a·.•ailable for trw1smissi.on of signals 
over long distances is a telemet:ry link . 
Another type of moni tori.ng 1-1hid1 should be mentioned at this 
stage is that of strain measuren.ents. Strain gauges are usually 
installed in the steel reinfc .cce1•1ent of some significant structural 
members such as the core of a tower block49 , SO. In addition to 
indicating strain levels occurring, give data on natural frequencies 
ru1d movement direction of structures . 
In general, wind induce::; low ].evel motions , thus the sensitive 
equipment described is required ~o monitor vibration levels above 
those of noise . Signals are normally recorded on magnetic tape and 
analysed later in the laboratory 1 but testing and on-site analysis 
has been used on offshore struct~res5 1 . Obtaining a pern1anent record 
allows many different analysis tec!m).qu::!s to be employed, but it is 
wise to observe the nature of the re~ord whilst on site . A strip 
chart recorder or a storage oscilloscope are useful items of equip-
ment for the full- scale test engineer. The laborato~] analysis is 
performed with the use of low and high pass fiJ t ers (or band pass 
filters) , correlation equipment and real time analysis processors . 
~ne use of these will be described in Chapter TWo with the develop-
ment of field r esults . 
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1. 6 Determina tion of Natural Frequencies and t-1ode Shapes from 
Ambient Vibrations 
Observation of ambient vibrations , particularly those caused by 
wind has been used as a testing technique since the 1930's where it 
was used as part of an earthquake investi gation 52 The usefulness of 
till~ technique was reaffi rmed in non-des tructive t esting with the 
de·v·e lopment of modern instrumentation and analysis techniques developed 
in the 1960's 5 3 , 54 . 
Natural frequencies and mode shapes of multi-storey structur es 
~~y be measured using the induced motions produced by wind and by 
care f ul planning of the positioning of transducers. The details 
givPn he re wi ll be for r ectangular plan buildings, which are the most 
p:r:eva l ent type , but the princip les are corn.;non to al l shapes of build-
ings. By inspecting the floor plans of the structure, the approximate 
location of the centre of stiffness can be assessed and compared with 
the geome tric centre . Figure 1.4 shows the floor plan of one structure 
stt.:lit:cl , which has these centres indicated. By placing transducers at 
locations shown as Q), ® and G) , information can be obtained on 
both the transverse (bending about X-X axis ) and torsional frequencies . 
The t esting methods described in this section require only two trans -
aucers, buu the use of one or two more makes the work and interpreta-
tion of Lesults much easier . When transduce rs are first set up then 
it is acJ, ·isable to place them together at one position so as to check 
the re) .-:~tive calibration which i s important whe n obtaining mode shapes . 
A typical m•;tion of the structure would be that shown in figure 
1.5. I f the frequencies a r e well defined then only two pos itions would 
be r equired to monitor frequencies in each direction , for exampl e , 
positions Q) and Q) , and then @ and G) for the bending of the 
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structure about tl1e Y-Y axis . The transducer at p osition number (!) 
would contain pure translational frequencies , if the correct position 
of tl1e centre of stiffness is chosen . That at position {3) would 
contain torsional frequencies as well as translation. Wind excite s 
structures mainly in the fundamental mode , but s econj and third modes 
may be excited depending on the height of the building. The frequen-
cies contained in these signals can be found by analysi ng tl1e •-:-ecord 
in the laboratory using power spectrum techniques , as describ~d in 
Chapter Two. A typical plot for a transducer \vhich had been ,.,.s.:d at 
a position @ of an eleve n storey structure is gi.11e:-. in f igure 1. 6 . 
When band-pass filtered into the individual frequency cc ,nponents 
the signals from positions @ and @ yield informa tion on l:..o.~.e funda-
mental frequencies, tl1e translational frequency {ft} and the torsional 
frequency { f 8 }. Comparisons of the signals from the two stations on 
a chart recorder will reveal whether they are torsional or tran~lational 
due to the phase relationship of the signals . This assumes t hat the 
transducers have been pla ce d with the same orientation durir.g -che 
testing program. The torsional signals may also be identifico using 
powe r spectrum analysis. The signals from positions 0 and G) are 
adde d together and the powe r spectrum graph is obtained from the 
combined signa l. On this plot the peaks will shovr a reduction for 
torsional frequencies and an increase for translational frequenciPs 
when compared with the powe r spectrum of the individual signals. 
Mode shapes are obtained by the t e chnique of placing :t traus-
ducer at each floor in turn and comparing the signal at one floo~ 
level to that recorded ove r the same pe riod of time at some refer€ace 
floor. Obviously , to obtain the torsional mode shapes , the trans-
ducers are placed t owards the edge of the building. The top f loor is 
usua lly the best position for the reference position as this gives a 
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. . 
large signal for the lower frequenci es which are of the most interest. 
Using the data obtained on each floor , together with that from the 
reference position, the power spect.ra are obtained. The relative 
peaks for each frequen~J in turn are taken off ~1e graphs and compared 
with the peak for the ~~e frequency from the power spectra obtained 
at the reference position f or the same period of time . The ratios 
obtained are deri ver'l fro.n a powor spectrum graph normally drawn in 
units of volts squared per Hz. 'I'he refore , the square-roots of the 
ratios are taken and then norrr.aJised to give unit deflection at the 
reference floor fer o:ac.h vaJ.ue . The resultan t values when drawn to 
a scale give the mode -;l1ape of the building for the particular fre-
quency investigated. Care hi'.lSt be taken for modes higher than the 
fundamental because sections of +::he structure moving in opposite 
directions will not be discerni0le in this analysis. It is necessary 
to check if the two signals from different floor levels , for the same 
frequency , are in phase so b~at t~e correct mode shape can b e drawn . 
This technique was performed u~i~g data obtained during wind induced 
vibration of a building in Plym~uth; results are given in Chapter Two. 
An approximate method for obtaining the mode shape can be 
carried out by l ooking at a single frequency on a twin pen chart 
recorder . The peaks obtained from one: floor are compared v1ith the 
peaks from the simultaneously recu~a~a reference floor data . This 
gives the relative deflection of the ~loor investigated. This tech-
nique when performed for each floor i.1 turn and with the results 
normalised for unit deflection at the reference floor , v1ill give the 
mode shape. The parts of the s true ture out of phase v.•i th the 
reference floor can be visually identified on the traces drawn . This 
method is normally used for first and second modes only . 
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1.7 Forced Vibration by Mass Vibrators 
The use of a known internal force applied a·t a known frequency 
to excite structures is a simple but very effective concept. The 
principle i s that the r eaction generated by rotating or hydraulically 
activated moving wei ghts, when rigidly attached to one of the top 
C .0ors of a multi-storey building, will cause the building to vibrate . 
Vibrators, or exciters as they are sometimes called, produce a 
sj_,Yusoidally varying force in one dire ction only . Rotating mass 
v i brators do this by using two wei ghts reciprocating in parallel 
pla;1es, but in opposite dire ctions. One weight would cause an equal 
f..;;:c-2 in every direction in the plane in which it was rotating, whereas 
t\-lc \veights rotating i n oppos ite directions produce forces which cancel 
eac:..'1 other out and reinforce each other at right angles to that 
direction. Two types of this vibrator are available. Figures 1.7 
ru1n 1. 8 show photographs of vibrators with vertically and horizontally 
nounte d weights r espectively; both produce uniaxial horizontal forces. 
Large fo~ces are best produced by the horizontal type as vertical 
vibrators suffer more from problems with bearings . Large vibra tors 
capable of tes ting bui l dings to the point when damage occurs have 
bee~ usedss. This type of vibrator has been used on a four s torey 
structure wnere a force of 5.5 kN at 1.6 Hz was developed. By 
varying tne mass at the end of the rotating arms then the force vari es 
as indic?ted by the equation:-
Force {F} ~ Mr w2 • . • . . • • . . . • • . • . . . . 1. 1 
where {M} i s the mass 
{r} tne radius to the cent.r e of mass 
{w} the rotating frequency 
Further de tails of t ests using r otary mass vibrators can be found in 
references 56 to 60 . 
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Inertial exciters which are hydraulically controlled are not s o 
common in the full-scale testing field. Weights are moved in a single 
dire ction controlled by a sinusoidal signal which operates a hydraulic 
pump and reservoir valves. Control dcwn to a ver.y low frequency may 
be achieved, the force is varied by altering the w~i·J!: ts on the moving 
slide. Inertial exciters are manufactured by Servct~st Ltd.61. 
Both types of vibrator may be reinforced using a nwn.tJer of 
similar units driven by tl1e same signal source. Dy using such 
synchronised vibrators, placed at different points around the structure, 
large vibrations may be set up. This method may be us~d to pJoduce 
torsional oscillations when a vibrator is placed at each sice ~f a 
0 
structure and the units are operated 180 out of phase . Hov1ev2r, the 
cost of producing a system to operate the above technique is large and 
the design and manufacture of such a system may cost up to £30,000. 
Smaller vibrators of the type shown in figure 1.7 may be produced 
relatively cheaply . A detailed design is given in a report of the 
Earthquake Engineering Research Laboratory, California, by R;;tl::;:.:m6 2 • 
The principle of obtaining the natural frequencies from forced 
vibration tests is based on a method of gradually increasing L~e 
frequency of the vibrator while monitoring the response of the 
structure by a transducer. The slow frequency S1t1eep will i!'i. t....i..ally 
indicate resonances at the natural frequencies. Then at eacn 
frequency a fine tuning of the frequency control should be performe•i 
until a maximum response signal is obtained. Deciphering of late~~l 
and torsional frequencies is performed as for vdnd induced vibrat.i.Cr!S 
as described in section 1.6. The mode shapes are also found as fo~ 
the wind records, but while the vibrator continuously works, locked 
on to natural frequency being investigated. These tests are normally 
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performed on days \''hen the weather is caJ..m, but they can still be 
performed in a light wind depending on the vibrator size. The 
collection of damping data will be discussed in the next section. 
A simple method of obtaining the static stiffness of a struc-
ture using a vibrator .. :as sugg<1S ted by Paquet6 3; this is to operate 
the vibrator at a thi;vd of the f·.mdamental frequency of the structure. 
Considering the graph of the Dy::".amic Amplification Factor dra1tm 
against the ratio o[ ~orcing fre~uency to natural frequency (figure 
1.9), then whatever the damping the value of tne ratio {f;fn} of 0 . 33 
gives a value of appruxime>.tely 9;8 of the static stiffness. 
The data from forc8d vibr~tion tests at resonance , can yield 
information on the mass of tt1e structure and on its stiffness. The 
technique is known as modal a:1alysis , the response in normal modes 
is determined separately and superimposed to provide the total 
response. Biggs6 4 has shovm ho"'' each normal mode may be treated as 
an independent one-degree of freedom system. The response in each 
mode is given by the solution of t~a equation:-
A 
n 
+ 2 w 
n 
+ w 2 A 
n n 
= 
F' 
n 
M 
n 
. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • 1. 2 
where A is the modal response in the nth mode 
n 
is the modal damping i:. the th mode l,;n n 
natural frequer.cJ in the w is the modal 
n 
F is the modal force in the th mode n 
n 
the modal mass for the U1 mode M is n 
n 
n 
In terms of frequency in Hz {f } th-3 equation 1.2 
n 
th 
mode 
becomes:-
+ 41T2 f 2 A n n 
F 
n 
• • . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . l. 3 
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M 
n 
From the f orced vibration t ests i nformation a t resonance of a particular 
frequency. {f } yields values of damping a~d r esponse amplitude for a 
n 
known f orce input. '.'nth this data and a s o lution to equation 1. 3 , 
values of modal mass and sti f f ness can be found. 
The solution f or the ma ximum response is in the form: -
A 
n 
F 
n 
. . . • . . • • . . • . l. 4 
8 1r2 f 2 r; M 
n n n 
from whicl1 the moda l mass ea~ be de termine d. The relationship between 
ti"te modal nmss {I1 } and the modal s tiffness i s given by: -
n 
K 
n 
41f2 f 2 M 
n n 
1.5 
'!"ne. mode s h ap es dete rmined by t es ting are us ed in a form ( <j>{h} J for 
defining the relative displacement at a height {h}, generally the top 
of the mode shape is norma lised to unity. 
The total mass {MT} of a structure is related to the modal mas s 
t..~: the r-elationship:-
= 
M 
n 
t 4>n {h}2 dh 
0 
whe :~:e {H} is the total height of t..l-te structure . 
. . . • . • • . • . . . 1 . 6 
For a st. r o.ight line mode shape the solution gives a value of:-
= 3 M 
n 
• • • • • • • . • . • . 1. 7 
Therefore , if the fundame ntal mode is a straight line, then it is 
poss i ble to obtai~ a quick estimate of the total mass . 
The total s '::iffness is found in theory , by the summation of the 
stiffness in each mode for that particular direction. In practice the 
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second and hi gher modes only contribute about 2% to the total static 
displacement, so that the fundamental modal sti ffness is a good 
estimate of the conventional static stiffness of a structure0s. Thus 
calculated values of mass and stiffness can be checked. By similar 
means the paper by Jeary and Sparks65 derived the Lo1sional stiffness 
for modal analysis . 
The solution to this modal analysis can be come very com~lex 
when modal interference occurs. T'nis is when the na+:nral frequencies 
of a structure are not well separated and damping ~~ each mode is 
small so that excitation of one mode causes some exci.t<ttion in the 
other mode. Response graphs for each mode become ccm~lica+:ed m1d care 
must be taken in analysing results. When modal interference i~; 
appreciable66 , the maximum response does not occur at the resonant 
frequency of the structure, but varies from level to level. Tnis 
problem is not the same as that where the centre of stiffness is 
removed from the centre of mass , as in complicated structures. 
However, both cases will produce similar effects on a struc::ure . In 
a modal analysis this would lead to different values of total ~~ss 
being derived from orthogonal translational modes . If both orthogona l 
directions have large eccentricities of mass and stiffness , the~ the 
effect is that of a pure directional force, in the axis of one ~ode 
will produce a movement at right angles to that force, in 
addition to the normal motion occurring. 
Thus , complexities do occur in the testing of structures, bu~ 
with careful analysis and good site testing techniques, relevant 
results can be obtained. 
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1.8 Damping Values 
A knov1ledge of the dampJ.ng of a structure is essential for the 
prediction of its response to dyna:nic forces induced by wind, machinery 
and earthquakes . n1e amplitude of the response of a structure, at a 
certain forcing frP.I}uency is dependent upon the damping in that mode 
(as previously sho•t~n ::.n figure 1.9). ~e damping is usually expressed 
in terms of the fraction of cri~lcal damping {~} or as the logarithmic 
decrement {to} of an e~uivalent vi.scous damped system. T"ne two are 
linked by the equatLcn:-
~ = . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 1. 8 
for law damping values. Conside1·ing the decay curve of figure 1.10, 
obtained for the free vibrati0ns of a damped structure in a pure 
mode, the logarithmic decrement is given by:-
1 
m 
\'/here {m} is the number of cy~lcs 
A 
0 
A 
m 
{A } the initial chosen amplitude 
0 
{A } the amplitude 'm' cycles later 
m 
• . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . . . 1. 9 
~e structural damping canJ.ot be actually calculated in the 
design stage of a structure , but can be estimated by comparison with 
completed structures of similar desi~n , material and construction 
which have had their damping values m~asured . A note should be made 
at this point that there can appear tu be a change in the value of the 
equivalent viscous damping with incrPase in amplitude . ~is is most 
probably due to the contribution from other forms of damping. 
A value of damping may be easily obtained from a vibrator test , 
by suddenly stopping the motion of the vibrator during the te~t period 
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and recording the decay motion of the structure . Care must be taken 
tl1at the r esultant r e cord is not affected by v1ind or by the interfe rence 
of other modes. Filtering of the s ignal usually aids in obtaining good 
data . The abrupt stopping of a rotary mass vibrator may not be possible 
because of the nature o f the mechanical drive unit. For normal multi-
storey structur es, which have low damping, this merely me ans that the 
fi~st few cycles of the decay should be neglected and the rest of the 
trace used to obtain the damping value. 
The procurring of damping values from wind induced vibrations 
i~ a more complex procedure and involves the use of an auto-
correlation procedure or power spectrum graph; details of vlhich are 
given in Chapter Two . Another method is given in the next section. 
1.9 Forced Vibration by Manual Means 
The force which may be produce d by the human body and applied to 
~lexible structures , has been known for a long time . Suspension 
br j.ds;ss over the ages have had bye-laws requiring troops to break step 
while crossing the bridge because of the disturbing and possibly 
disastrous movements that could be produced. The rule still persists 
tod~y , the Tamar suspension bridge opened in 1962 , still has this 
ru~e as o bye-law. 
Application of the inertial force produced by a person trans-
ferring ~is weight or by pushing against a s tructural member at the 
top of a multi-storey building can produce sizeable lateral deflec-
tions when applied at a natural frequency. It is advisable to obtain 
an idea of the natural frequency of the structure before testing \vi th 
this procedure . A transducer linked to a visual display of the record 
is used so that the operator can time his movements to build up the 
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vibration. The use of more than one operator can be beneficial, but 
they must be synchronised in their movements. Damping values are 
simply obtained by suddenly stopp ing the operator ' s movements. Care 
must be taken that his inertia does not continue after this period as 
it may affect the decay trace . A typical build-up :md decay for an 
eleven storey reinforced concrete building is shown in figure 1.11. 
This method has been used by a number of authors, details may be 
found in references 36 and 67 to 70. Hudson, Keigh t:y <md Ni~lson 71 
described not only how the first and second modes ~ere excited, but 
also the third translation and torsional frequeucie~ at 5.0 .:md 7. 2 Hz 
respectively . At such relatively high frequencies it is very Jiffi-
cul t to move the body r egularly so as to obtain resonr.:nce. H.:)~Mf:lver: 
in another paper Keightly described h0\·1 it was difficult t.o mo..~..ntain 
the proper phase rela tionship exciting at only 2.1 Hz. The building 
from which the trace of figure 1.11 was obtained has seconu mode 
frequencies of 5 . 23 and 6 . 49 Hz and it proved impossiDle for these to 
be excited manually . The use of a metronome did not belp ir. these 
tests. Comparisons of the damping values obtained a:r·e g:!. ven in 
Chapter Two. 
Floor slabs can be excited into vibration by jumping up and 
down or simply by a man standing on the floor , lifting his hee 1..s and 
then s uddenly dropping them the small distance to the floor . By 
this means the natural frequency and damping can be obtained. 
1.10 Excitation by Other ~-1ethods 
A number of other methods of imparting energy to a structural 
system to produce deflections are given in this section. The basic 
idea is the same as previously described in that vibrations are 
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moni tared at different points throughout t!1e structure to obtain 
information on frequencies , mode shapes and damping . 
An initial deflection produce d by a winch and wire is one 
me thod which has been extensively used on a number of different t ypes 
of structure. Barges ·~t. al. 69 described how a tug boat was used as 
the ,.,inch while the c.:lble was c.t ~ached to the towe r of a suspension 
bridge . 'I'he cable had a steel !;)ar included in it which would rupture 
at a load of 25 , 000 k-] , thus providing an i mpulse of knovm amplitude . 
Other work has dcsc:r-.!.bed th'3 use of this technique on a suspension 
bridge supers tructure72 ~1d chi~~eys73,74,75. 
Explosive reactions from r.ccket. engines were use d in 
Czechoslovakia to test a 63 m bu:i. lding. 'l'wo engines were used which 
produced forces of 2500 kg each for 0 . 8 seconds . Mode shapes and 
the maximum r esponse were monitore d . A similar method was described 
by Ohsaki76 who used a rocket to excite a structure . The application 
of these methods is probably 0est suited to very tall structures 
whe re it is imp r acticable to US 3 ~he cabl e attac~ment method and a 
very large vibrator would be neeced. The information gained is 
l imited compared to the vibrator tests , but further details are 
available in references 77 , 78 .::ad 79 . 
If an inves tigation is bein-;i conducted on a structure which 
contains a gene rator or any type of rotating machinery , then the 
machine can be used to excite the structure. The run-up of the 
machine would act in a similar mannr>1.· to the forced vibration tests 
des cribed. This type of work was ...:eported for investigations on 
the suppor ting frame of a turbo-gener.a tor 2 . 
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1.11 Conclus~ons 
The previous sections have outlined full-scale testing tech-
niques which are avai lable for testing structures without causing 
damage. There are very few tests which are carried out to destruc-
tion because of the limitation in the cos t of building a structure 
p•n:-e ly to test it in this manner . However , those tests that have 
be:.~n described do provide infonnation which is of immense use to the 
designe:r: . 
These techniques may be used for the detection of structural 
damage or deterioration, by monitoring the response of individual 
~embers and the overall r esponse of the structure over a period of 
ti~~51, 80 , 8 l. The theory has been applied to buildings in earth-
quake zones for a long time, but application to the fields of off-
shore structures would be of immense value. However , changes in 
response of a structure may be masked by effects such as machinery 
noise, changes in mass , tide , \'lave direction and marine growth. 
It is only by the moni taring of structures that the design 
philosophies both of the control of vibrations and of allowable 
deflections can be checked and improved. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
-DYNAI'.IC CHARACTERISTICS OF SO~':E MULTI STOREY STRUCTURES 
2.1 Introduction 
Study of the dynamic characteristics of struct•.ues v1as :,"t:own in 
Chapter One to yield valuable information about the stiffness ~ld 
general performance of a multi-storey structure. The'techniques 
described were used in an extensive test program w~i.ch include.:i vibra-
tion testing using forced, wind and man-induced methods. The funda-
mental mode shapes of four buildings v1ere determined •.1sing for•:·~d 
vibration methods and also from 1·1ind induced oscillations. Natul'al 
frequencies were derived from both forced and wind vibration data and 
the damping values calculated by a number of different methods were 
compared. 
Once the site investigation and collecting of field Ci<J.t.il is 
complete -then the complex analysis procedure in tl1e laboriltory can 
commence. Specialised equipment is now available which can quickly 
reduce data with much less preparation than was required by techniques 
developed in the 1960's. Some brief details of the theory behj_;-;d the 
analysis procedures adopted and their means of application i:o the da+-.2. 
collected on the structures are now described. 
Three multi-storey buildings in Plymouth v1ere studied and are 
shown in figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. The structures are the Residential 
Nautical College (R.N.C.), the British Rail building and the Civic 
Centre which are respectively 33, 42 and 57 m high; all three are 
located in the city centre area. Structural details of the buildings 
are provided in Chapter Six (section 6. 3) together with typical floor 
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plv.ns and dimensions. Results of work on a nearly complete 190 m 
high building i.E London are also described. 
Information is included detailing the acquisition of wind data 
on multi-storey buildings and particular for work on the R.N.C. 
building. 
2.2. Description o~~ata 
_'l'he collection of data Has described in Chapter One; care· must 
also be taken that. tl1e test date. is of the right quality and of sui table 
length for analysi.s. I1odern transducers generally -provide an output 
in the form of a vol ta.ge sig1:al ·.1hich j_s proportional to the physical 
parameter of interest. The outp~;·i:. voltage is .re.trieved as a function 
of time v1i th the scale altered to suit the particular analysis process. 
Time varying data may be bro3.dly divided into two categories, 
deterministic and random. Dete~inistic signals are those which may 
be described by an explicit I!J~ tl.eraa'::ical. equation. This includes all 
periodic signals and most transie11t ci.ata which can be reproduced when 
the experiment is repeated under identical conditions. Random data has 
no explicit mathematical relatio11Ship, but can be dealt with on a 
statistical basis. Further info~1ation regarding the definition and 
analysis of data is given by Benda t o:nd Piersol82 . 
PO\-Ier spectrum, auto-correlatiou and probability analysis are 
methods described in the following se•;tions using data from the multi-
storey buildings tested. The data h<i..~ been assumed to be both 
stationary and ergodic for the analysis procedures 82 , 83 . The defini-
tion of a stationary signal is that all statj_stical properties are 
· .. 
. ~· 
invariant with time. Ergodic data is a sub-set of stationary data 
and occurs when time averages on individual records-from the same 
process are the same for all records. 
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1-Jhen working wi t_l-) r<:ndom vibrations of structural systems a 
rough guide fo1: a suitable frequency band-width for analysis will be 
{O. 02 f } wJK,re. { f } is t11e natural frequency of vibration under 
n n .· 
investigation84 • Bendat and Piersol have developed a method for 
assessing the approximate length of record necessary to obtain good 
spectra estimates. A calculation of the length of record required 
fo>:: the analysis of data for the buildings studied based on this method, 
is given belo\·r. 
Suppose t11e power spectrum of the random vibration response of 
the structure is to be estimated with a maximum random error.{£ } of 
r 
0.!. The natural frequencies of the structure are of interest up to 
lu P.z and t11e damping .~atio .. {I;} for the resonances is about 0.01. The 
calculation proceeds by using the approximation for the. half power 
band1~idth {B } of a system resonance as:-
r 
B ::: 2 I; f • • • • • • • • . • . 2 • 1 
r n 
~or the worst case when {f } = 10 Hz then {B } will equal o.2· Hz. 
n · r 
For-~ maximum bias error of 0.1 then {B /B } is given by Bendat and 
e r 
Pie:rsol to equal 0.5, where{B }is the resolution bandwidth. 
e 
Therefore B 
e 
0.5 B Hz • • • • • • • • • • • 2 • 2 
r 
Sul:-:o;ti t11ting in values: B = 0.1 Hz 
e 
The reqttired record length (T) · is given by:-
Substit.,Jting in values: 
T 
T = 
(B £ 2)-l seconds 
e r 
((0.1) 
_l 
(0.1) 2) seconds 
T 1 x 103 seconds or 16.7 minutes 
2.3 
Thus records of minimum length of approximately 17 minutes should be 
-used in the analysis. A minimum record length of 20 minutes was used 
for the collection of data from the multi-storey structure tests 
during wind induced vibration. 
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2. 3 Spr"ctral "''c!lysis of Ambient Vibrations 
TI1e object of spectral analysis is to 'determine the variation of 
vibration magnitude 1·1i th frequency. The pov1er spectral density function 
of random data describes the general frequency composition of the data 
in terms of the spectral density of its mean square vc:.lue. The mean 
square value {~' 2 } of a sample time history describes the gener=:..l. 
intensity of the data and is simply an average of the squared "fllues 
of the time his tor}. {x ( t) } . This can be ·expressed~ as,.,. 
'¥~ (f; M) = lim 1 JT x2 (t, f, 6f) dt .•.•..•..•. 2.3 
0 T.-+"' '1' 
where x (t, f, 6f) is the portion of x(t) in the frequzncy ran:1e · 
from {f} to {f + 6f}. For small {6f} the power spectral de:-.sity 
function {G (f)} can be defined to .the effect that:-
x 
'¥ 2 ( f, 6£) "' G (f) 6 f 
X X 
............ 2.4 
Therefore:-
G (f) 
X 
so that:-
G (f) 
X 
lim 
6f -+ 0 
= lim 
6f -+ 0 
'¥ 2 (f, 6£) 
X 
6f 
~ f lim l_ .JT x'2. (t, f, 6£) dJ ..... 2.5 
(6f) l.! -+ "' T o J 
It is easier to think of power spectrum density functions in 
terms of filtering operations, the band-width of the filter deter!!l) •1es 
the frequency resolution of the· analysis. In reality a filter do~s 
not have a sharp cut-off, therefore, the direct measurement of powe£ 
spectrum functions can only be made approximately. The result in the 
limit, is identical in the power spectrum density function. Applying 
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the analysis to the hypothetical case of 1·1hite noise vTould give a 
unifonil power spectrum over al.l frequencies. 
'Ifhe power spectrum density functions were determined for wind 
induced vibration data, obtained on the Residential Nautical College 
(R.N.C.) and the Civic Centre building. In both cases a "Genard" 
mini-computer at til.e Bailding Research Station was used to obtain the 
power spectra graphs. 
'I'he trans lationa 1 ·frequencies were investigated by placing 
seismometers close to the· est!.mated torsional centre of the structure. 
Typical plots of p01·1er spec.:tra obtained from the R.N.C. in the direc-
tion of both lnaj or axes are 9i VE.!il .i.n figures 2. 4 and 2. 5. The natura 1 
frequencies were determined as 1.33 and 5.23 Hz for the East-West 
direction and l. 95 and 6. 49 Hz for the North-South direction. For the 
57 m Civic Centre the natural frequencies were found to be 1.18 and 
5.0 Hz in the East-West direct..i.on and 1.13 and 4. 3 Hz in the· North-
South. 'I'he seismometer on the Cj vie Centre was positioned towards 
the end of the structure and the fl.·ndamental torsional frequency 
found to be 1.47 Hz. 
Mode shapes associated with some of the. frequencies are given 
in figures 2. 6 and 2. 7; they '"ere determined from the peaks of the 
power spectrum graphs for signals recorded at each floor in turn 
(the method described in section 1.6 of Chapter One). A more 
complete investigation was carried 0ut on these structures using a 
forced vibrator and is described in s~ction 2.5. 
Damping values can be estimated from power spectrum graphs. The 
damping in a system is indicated by the sharpness or width of the 
response curve in the vicinity of a resonant natural frequency {w }. 
n 
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Considering figure 2. 8, then the l·;idth of the response curve -(llw} 
measured at the "half power point" gives the approximate \B.lue of the 
damping ratio as:-
21,; 
llw 
= for .:; less than 0.1 
wn 
........... 2.6 
The width {L\w} is taken at a VCl.i.ue of {Rrnax; r.:-2. } , where. {R } is 'IL max 
the maximum value of t.'f)e real< in. the response graph. For a power 
. spectrum density plot then the vertical scale is usually: in the form 
of a db scale and then the value ot' {L\w} is taken 3 db down from the 
peak. A p01-1er spectru.n graph obtained from long records of data 
produces the best estimates of d;;:mping. Figure 2. 9 shows a plot 
obtained using two hours of oat a ohtained from the R.N .c. building 
which took approximately three minutes to analyse on. a Spectrascope 
SD 330 Real Time Analyser. From this an estimate of the percentage 
of critical damping was made beinc:; 2. 4 and 2. 3% for the fundamental 
frequency in the East-West dir~ction and the fundamental torsional 
frequency. A further method o£ o!">taining values is described in the 
·following section on correlation a::aJ.ysis. 
2.4 Correlation Analysis 
A correlation function defines L'f)e correlation between two 
parameters as a function of time. If the parameters (functions) are 
the same signal. then the analysis is termed as auto-correlation, 
between two different signals .i.t is a cross-correlation function. 
If a vibration record of time history {x(t)} is considered, 
then the auto-correlation function is the product of this value at 
time (t) and a value at {t + T} averaged over the observation time (T) 
The resulting average product will approach an exact auto-correlation 
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ftmct . .ion as { •r} approaches infinity. The function can be stated as:-
R ( T) 
X 
lim 1 
T +"' T 
J: X ( t) . X ( t + T) dt • • • • . • • . 2. 7 
Correlation analysis of vibration data can be used to identify whether 
a signal is sinusoidal- e>r random, and is very useful f(Jr detecting 
weak signals in noise. A sine wave or any other detP.:..ministi.:: data 
will have an auto-correlation function which persists over all time 
displacements; that for random data will dimini"sh to· z.erc ·for large 
time displacements. 
Auto-correlation analysis can be used to asse~s the daropir.g 
·characteristics of structures subject to random forces. Il< e-.e 
response of a structure, a single mode must be isolated by nsin-; a 
narrow band-pass filter with its centre frequency equivalent t,) the 
natural frequency of vibration. Care~~~taken that the· filter 
band-width is wide enough to allow the full response in the mcde one 
seeks to analyse. Auto-correlation analysis on building osciJ.l.c.tion 
signals produces a correlogram as shown in figure 2.10. This 
correlogram is for the R.N.C~ building and was produced from wind 
induced vibration data and is for the first translational mode at 
1. 35 Hz in the East-West direction. The damping is obtained by 
comparison of the relative peaks of the graph. 
Values of damping obtained by this means for the R.N.C. are 
given below:-
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r Ilzl ,-Frequency Mode Direction % Critical Damping 
--
1. 35 1 E-W 1.2 
1.85 1 Torsion 2 .o 
1.95 1 N-S 2.6 
5.3 " E-W 3.4 -
7.3 I 2 Torsion 3.7 
6.5 I 2 N-S 4.5 
_L__ 
Table 2 .l. RESU!il'S FRm1 AUTO-CORRELA'riON ANALYSIS 
Care must be tal:.:.:. 1-1hen an<:.lysing data from structures with two 
frequencies close together, as separation by filtering ~ay not be 
possible. The analysis assumes ~ wide band noise input to the system 
occurs; the ~1ind can be assumed to provide this over the small 
frequency range considered. 
2.5 Forced Vibration Testing 
A small contra-rotating vertical mass vibrator (figure 1. 7) was 
used for testing the three multi-storey buildings in Plymouth city 
centre and the technique described, in section 1.7 was used to obtain 
their dynamic characteristics. ~ne forced vibration tests were under-
' taken with the co-operation of the St~c1Ctural Design Division of the 
Building Research Station. 
The positioning of the vibrator on each structure was. determined 
by an available open space and a place where the vibrator could be 
bolted into a concrete floor slab. The vibratol: was ·rigidly bolted to 
a reinforced concrete floor-slab on the R.N.C. and Civic Centre build-
ing, but the British Rail structure at the 'false roof' level had 
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cement. tiles covering a waterproof membrane 1-1hich could not be 
drill~d through. A method Has developed using planks of wood glued 
Hi th epoxy resin to the tiles, mounti'ng the vibrator on the planks. 
'rhis worked well 'rli th the vibrator used . (the planks were removed 
after the tests), but the me~1od employed may not be suitable for a 
lrrge vibrator. 
The position of the vibrator on the British Rail and Civic 
Centre buildings'WuS'·tol..rards··the- ends. T"nis will usually allow the 
torsional frequencies to be much more easily determined than if the 
vibrator 1~ere placed at the centre of the building. The tests, as 
st<:.t;cd in Chapter One, should be performed in calm conditions; 
however only ·limited time was available for the use of the structures 
and of the vibrator. The prevailing wind conditions meant that the· 
torsional frequencies on the British Rail building Here not discovered, 
but both first and second torsional modes were determined for the 
Civic Centre structure. On the R.N.C. only a central location was 
availabJ.e for the vibrator and this, coupled with wind conditions, 
p.teven ted excitation in torsional modes. The vibrator produced a 
maximum force of 258 N at 1.35 Hz which proved to be slightly too 
small for the structures tested, however the results obtained are 
givGn below in table 2.2. 
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N-S 1 1.97 
Damping 
% cd. 
1. 35 
1.0 
Vibrator~------.--·-­
FoNrce I Displacement 
mm 
258 9.o x 1o-2 
576 5.2 x 1o-2 · 
1---------1-----------·------+-----+---------+-----·--
B.R. E-W 1 . l. 32 1.0 119 
N-S 1 1.25 1. 47 314 
N-S 2 3.85 1.24 1014 
1-------·-t--------f---+--··----+------- -------t----- ----· 
c. c. E-W 1 1.18 1.2 203 3.4 x lo-2 
N-S 1 1.13 1.6 166. 2. 3 X 10-2 
e 1 1.47 2.6 314 
E-W 2 5.0 1.1 1710 5. 2 X 10- 3 
N-S 2 4.3 1.7 1265 3. 8 .. 10- 3 
I 8 2 5.8 6.1 2301 2. 3 X 10- 3 
Table 2.2. FORCED VIBRATION RESULTS 
·-··- • 1 • r.:-
The mode shapes associated with ·the above frequencies \·:ere 
obtained using a travelling accelerometer while ·the type of vibration 
(translational or torsional) was determined by seismometers place.: at 
the top of the structure. The travelling accelerometer was transferred 
from floor to floor and the signals generated compared with a 1:eference 
accelerometer at the top of the structure. The mode shapes ar8 found 
in figures 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13. Damping values were determ.i.i:e~ from 
decay traces obtained when the vibrator was stopped suddenly,when 
operating at a particular natural frequency of the structure. The 
signals were band-pass filtered to remove effects from other frequs.:::cies 
which may have been present. T'ne damping values were obtained at low 
amplitude levels and the results are given in table 2.2. 
The natural frequencies determined agreed with the values from 
the power spectral density elements to within 2%. Using the fundamental 
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translcil:.ional res11l ts for each building, the modal stiffnesses were 
detennined from equat:ion 2. a· uhich was deri vcd from equations 1. 4 and 
1. 5. 
K 
n 
2 i\n r,;n 
max 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 • 8 
'l'he modal mass was found from equation 1. 5 and the total mass 
for straight line mode shape is found to be three times the modal mass 
(section l. 7). "These calculnt.io:Js give the results ·belO'd:-
I 
Frequ8ncy I Modal Stiffness Building I Direction Modal Mass 
(Hz). --~/11 kg X 106 
-- -----·-- -- --
R.N.C. E-W 1.3S 112 1.55 
N-S 1.95 556 3.70 
B.R. E-W 1.35 120 1.67 
N-S 1.24 368 6.07 
c. c. E-W 1. j_8 249 4.53 J 
N-S 1.13 253 5.01 
Table 2.3. MODAL STIFFNESSES AND MASSES 
'J.he procedure for straig!1t li.ne iaode shapes yields total masses 
of 4.65 x 106 , 5.01 x 106 and 13,6 x 106 kg for the R.N.C., British 
Rail and the Civic Centre buildings,r"spectively. These are within 
10 per cent of the values calculated from working drawings. The 
values from the other directions for the three structures showed very 
large errors due probably to the effects of wind on the structure. 
Results were limited by the wind and the size of the vibrator. The 
use of a larger vibrator in calm weather should yield more consistently 
reliable results. 
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Forced .vibration tests on a 190 m high building were performed 
Vli th a largm: vibrator which could develop 1070 N a.t 1 Hz. These 
tests 1·1ere carried out between the 27th and 30th December, 1977, 
1·1hen, for- a few days, the structure was empty. A typical floor plan 
is shown .in figure 2.14 indicating directions of modal frequencies. 
The mode shapes and frequencies _can be observed fn figure 2.15. The 
major organisation for this work was carried out by A.P. Jeary and 
B.H. Ellis 85 of the Building Research Establish~ent. 
The results indicate equal natural frequencies of 0.44 Hz for 
the fundamental modes in the axes at right angles to each other. This 
is I'Jhat l'.·ould be e::-:pected from consideration of the symmetry of the 
floo:.= plan. Damping value,; of 0.5% of critical were obtained for 
both axes. ·"'!'---:· -~· 
The testing of the buildings by forced vibration methods requires 
skill and involves a great deal of preparation and hard site work 
C:uring the testing. The procedure is assisted if some idea of the 
st!:UC~.ures natural frequencies are knmm prior to the forced vibration 
tests. Spectrum graphs obtained from wind-induced oscillations of 
the structure can yield this background information. 
2.n ProLability Analysis 
Valuable information can be obtained by using probability 
analysis on signals of acceleration or velocity levels reached during 
storms ~ffecting multi-storey buildings. These levels can be compared 
to s-tandards used for the assessment of hu!nan sensi ti vi ty to vibration. 
The-probability density function is used to describe random 
data and is defined as the probability that the data will assume a 
so 
vc.lue within some definil:e range at any given instant of time. 
Figure 2.16 shmvs the time history record {x(t)}, the probability' that 
. {x(t.)} assumes a value within the range between {x} and. {x + 6x} is 
obtained by taking the ratio of {Tx;T} where:-
T 
X 
k 
E 
i = 1 
lit. 
~ 
• • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . 2 • 9 
. {T) is tJ1e amount of time that x(t) falls. inside the range {J:} to 
l {x + llx} during the observed time {T}. This ratio ·.-::i.ll approad1 an 
exact probability description as· {T} approaches infinity. In equation 
form this is seen as:-
~rob G •r . X < x(t) ~ x + ll~,. = lim 
T-+coT 
• • • • • . . . . 2 .10 
For small llx, a probability density function p(x) can be defined as 
follows:-
Prob ~ < x(t) ~ x +·ll~ ~ p(x) llx .••.••.•• 2.11 
The probability density functions for data collected on the 
R.N.C. during storms in February, 1978, were obtained using a Ecwlett 
Packard Correlator model 3721A. The plots of amplitude probabi.lity 
density functions for both principal axes are shown in figures 2.17 
and 2.18 for data recorded from accelerometers placed on th~ roof a~ 
the South and East edges of the building, respectively. The inter-
val {llx} in this case was an acceleration of 0.4 mm/s 2 . Data was 
recorded over the period 18.00 to 22.00 hours on the 18th February, 
1978; the wind speed record for this period is shown on figure 2.2/. 
For bending in the weak direction of the building (East - West), ow:!r 
that period of time, the probability of t:he acceleration between 
! o. 2 mm/s2 was 0.0383. Similarly for bending about the strong axis 
the probability was 0.160. These two plots were on unfiltered 
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signals and so cqn tained responses in tJ1ose ·directions for111, torsion, 
translation and from higher mcdes tha11 the fundamental. Another plot 
is shown .in figure 2.19 i·1hich is from. the same accelerometer signal 
as produced in figure 2.17, but is, in fact, the filtered torsional 
response for the .same pe.ricd. The probability in this case of the 
acceleration being betwean :: o.:>, mm/s2 was 0.0588. 
The probabi.li ty that the i;'lstantaneous value {x (t)} is less 
than or equa·l to the sa.r.1e vaiue {x} is defined by· {P (x)}, which is 
equal to t11e int.egrai of the arnpl.i tude probability density function 
from minus infinity to {::}. This function{P(x)} is known as the 
probability distributiotl fun.::tio;~, or the cumulative probability 
distribution function. 
P (x) Prob t(t) -<'- j = rx p(x) dx 
'- CO 
. . • • • • • . • . 2 .12 
The cumulative probability di.stribution function is bounded by zero 
and one, since the probability of {x (t)} being less than minus 
infinity is clearly zero, v1hile the probability ot' {x(t)} being less 
than plus infinity is unity. The cumulative probability distribution 
function plot, for the storm as produced in figure 2.17, is shown in 
figure 2.20, where the probability that the acceleration level being 
between-"" and +l2mm/J is 0.98. The acceleration levels shown are zero 
to peak values, so that the acceleration continuously experienced for 
human tolerance levels are VNice these values. For example, the 
probability that tl1e acceleratjon arr.plitude (peak to peak) of 24 mm/s 2 
would be exceeded for tl1is time hist.c».y '~as 0. 04. 
The human sensi ti.vity to vibration is a complicated problem, 
but Bolt· _ 1Znas given a value of tl1e threshold vibration velocity 
at a frequency of 2 Hz to be 0. 33 m/s. .This is an acceleration level 
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of 4.15 mm/s 2 . Extrapolat.ing_ the graph of "feelab:i.lity criteria" 
given by Bolt do1·m. to a frequency of 1. 35 Hz then the threshold 
acceleration level becomes 4. 7 rnm/s2. 'l'his is below the level 
encountered on t.he building during the storm on the 18th February, 
1978. From the same reference the level of "easily noticeable" 
v.i.bration is around 18 mm/s 2 for this structure. During the storm 
~12re was no report that vibration of the structure-was perceived. 
2. 7. :pmnping Values from Vibrations Produced ·by Manual' ·Means 
A quick and simple method of obtaining damping values for a 
structure on a calm day is to use man-induced vibrations, as described 
in section 1.9 of Chapter One. This method was carried out at the 
R.N. C. where large displacements were excited at the fundamental 
frequency in both major axes. It was possible using four men, to 
syncnronise their actions which produced deflections of 1.55 and 0.36 
mru (zero to peak) in the East-11est and North-South directions, 
respect.i. vely. These were well above any amplitudes recorded during 
th~ severe storm. 
Interpretation of the results for the overall decay gave values 
of 1.0 and 1.6 percent of critical damping for the fundamental frequen-
=ies in Che directions stated above. To observe any change of damping 
with ch~ge of amplitude, calculations were carried out for the percent-
age of critical damping, taking successive points from the peak of 
the de.;ay curve. The result for the weak axis of the building can be 
obs~rved in figure 2. 21. The initial values at large amplitudes 
should be neglected as these were probably affected by the continued 
motion of the people instigating the movements of th~ building. The 
'large scatter of the results is due to the inaccuracies involved in 
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rneasu.1·jwJ the P~'aks from the trace obtained on a strip chart recorder. 
A possible general trend is indicated by the dotted lines on the 
diag;:am .• ,hich might be interpreted as a decrease in damping with 
reducing amplitude. This would indicate that the building performs 
not as a sys tern of viscous damping, but that the dcJTI_!?.;;ng arises from 
different sources. 
2. 8 ~lind Data 
The collection of wind speed and direction ii'!formation at the 
R.N.C. bllilding was necessary for the purposes of cc.mparison \d.th 
vibration and deflection data also obtained from thP. !Juildi.r.g: It was 
initially thought that an annemometer and a ~1ind vane situc.ted ::'U m 
away from the R.N.C. on top of a three storey block would be able to 
provide a satisfactory record, but, although the mast on whicli the 
instruments were placed was 7 m in height, this was still well below 
the roof level of the R.N.C. The information recorded by these 
instruments \~ould be very inaccurate as the results \iould b.?. g::;:,at.ly 
affected by the eleven storey R.N.C. and other quite tall bui~oings 
on the Plymouth Polytechnic campus. 
The next consideration was the obtaining of wind informa·tion 
from the local meteorological office at R.A.F. Mountbatten •:.•hil.·h· is 
5 km from the building. This station's instruments are also slightly 
affected by the local topography. Because of this and the distance 
from the R.N.C., it was decided not to use data from this st~tion. 
Eventually it was decided to install an annemome.ter on the 
roof of the R.N.C. to obtain a realistic idea of the nature of the 
wind environment acting on the ·structure in ston~. The building 
itself would have an effect on the wind speed recorded, as the ~1ind 
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forcec1 to :dse over the building. Thus, it was necessary to research 
this effect using 1"ind tunnel studies which Here carried out .in the 
boundary layer wind t1.mne1 86 at the Department of Building Science, 
University of Sheffield. 
ll 1:250 scale mod.-~1 of the building and surrounding buildings 
. ' . 
was constructed in v1ood and covee r.;d a total ground area of o. 04 km2. 
The top of the model of the F..N.C:. was constructed with particular 
accuracy, as·. this v10uJ.d be the area having the greatest· 'effect on the 
wind speed recordings above the structure.· ·Figure 2.22 shows the 
1.2 x 1.2 m wind tunnel and figu:r:e 2.23, a site plan of the R.N.C. and 
surrounding buildings 1·1ith the.i.r :.:-elative heights. 
The maximum height at ~o;hich an annemometer could be fixed with-
out using a large structure was about 6 m. This gave the level at 
which the wind speed above the model was to be monitored, as the model 
was rotated in 10° intervals thx·m:.gh 360°in the wind tunnel; the wind 
tunnel running at high speed. A hot-wire annemometer which had been 
calibrated by placing it next to a pitot-static tube annemometer 
connected to a Betz manometer, ~s located centrally 24 mm above the 
R.N.C. model. The method used to obtain the relevant information on 
the. effect of the R.N.C. on an annemometer on its roof was to record 
the velocities (U1 l with all t~e build~ngs of the model in place, a 
number of readings at each angle were taken and the average used in 
the calculations. The next step involved removing the model of the 
R.N.C. building, leaving the surroll!",ding buildings in place, while 
the wind speed (U2l was recorded for the sw~e 36 different directions. 
This permitted an estimate to be mdade of how 01e·wind-speed recorded 
was affected by the R.N.C. being in place and· gave an idea of the 
actual wind slightly upstream. 
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The_ results obt_ained from these_,t~~.t:s are shown in figure 2.24, 
y.:here some of the variatiOn in wind speed can be attributed to flue-
tuations in the hot-wire annemometer readings due to turbulence, but 
local minima on the graph can be found for the situation 1-Ti thout the 
H.N.C. model vlhich do correspond reasonably well with the local build-
inr;s upstream. '!'he modulation of the p3.ttern that occurs l"lhen the 
R.:·!. C. model is in place should take into account the upstream corners 
at. approximate <L>gles of 15°, 165°, 195° and 345°. It appears that 
there is a pattern 1-1hen the 1~ind is•• from the north, but not v1hen the 
wind is from the south. This could be accounted for by the effects of 
tv1o fairly large buildings on the upstream corners at the southern end 
of the R. N. C. The ratios of {ul} to {u2} are plotted for the different 
ang l:cs of ~1ind direction in figure 2.25. The signals recorded with 
the R.N.C. in place are on average 13% higher; however this is an over 
simp.1ification of what was happening during the tests. 
The wind speed and direction on the R.N.C. proper was recorded 
on a v.:c;tor Instruments rotating cup annemometer model 0600. This is 
sho·.·n mmmted on the building on top of a 6 m guyed mast (figure 2. 26). 
A record from the instrument is shown in figure 2.27 for a period of 
seven hours on the 18th February, 1978. The wind was continuously 
froiu th'e East and the wind speed is averaged over 30 seconds. No 
alterdtion to these results has been made for the observations made 
in the ~:ind tunnel. The maximum wind speed recorded was 27 m/s 
Clveraged over 30 seconds. 
2.9 Conclusions 
A number of methods of determining the dynamic characteristics 
, have been used on several multi-storey structures. A great deal of 
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information can be acquired from wind-induced oscillations, but 
collection and analysis of data is quite time consuming, as indicated 
in the production of mode shapes from pOiver spectrum graphs. Forced 
vibration is also very time consuming, but data can be fairly quickly 
obtained on site if an initial idea of the frequencie~:. is known. By 
obtaining results on site any observable mistakes can be rect:.fied 
immediately. Probably more information can ·be obtained from i'·~rced 
vibration tests, but building movements in strong \·!i.nds yiel(! 
valuable performance data. 
Damping values are more quickly found by ~~e method of exciting 
the structure by manual means, although usually onl~:' in ~'le :F.u..viamen tal 
translational modes and \vhen the frequencies are already known. Auto-
correlation analysis of \·lind induced oscillations produces useful 
results ~1hen the time history is of sufficient duration; however care 
must be taken when using the method of "half power points" on power 
spectrum density plots. Forced vibration decays from mass·-exci:ters 
give realistic results when the signals are not affected by wind, o>: 
internal sources of excitation in the building. 
Damping values for the R. N. C. , calculated by the differe11t 
methods are given below:-
~ 1. 35 Hz 1.95 Hz (E-W) (N-S) d 
Auto correlation 1.2 2.6 
"Half-power points" 2.4 -
Forced vibration 1. 35 1.0 
Man exci talion 1.0 1.6 
,; Table 2.4. PERCENTAGE OF CRITICAL DAMPING VALUES FOR R.N.C. BUILDING 
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'l'h:e valuc::c; for the fLmdamental mode in the East-l'iest direction vary 
only in tJ1e valu.e. obtained· via the "half-pm:er points" method from 
the power spectrum plot. The variation in values for the North-
South dc.mping values can be accounted for by the interference from 
the torsional freq•.;2n.cy which is very close to translational natural 
frequency·. These are on.1_y esti.metes of damping as it is a complicated 
phenomenoP.l and diffit::ult to asse~s accurately. 
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FIGURE 2o 1 RESIDENTI AL NAUTI CAL COLLEGE , PLYMOU'Yrl 
/ 
FIGURE 2.2 BRITISH RAIL BU I LDING, PLYi•JOUTH 
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FIGURE 2. 3 CIVIC CENTRE, PLYNOUTH. 
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FIGURE 2. 7 MODE SHAPES OF CIVIC CENTRE 
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CHAPTER THPEE 
MONI'rORING SLO':I HOVE!".T>NTS OF FULL-SCALE STRUCTURES 
3.1 Introduction 
There are nuruerous problems associated Hith full-scale testing. 
Measuring techniques whici; can be reacli ly employed in the laboratory 
for one reason or anotller, are not so easily employed in the. field. 
If structural vibrations are to be monitored, then inertia type trans-
ducers are sui table fo~· botl1 laboratory and fie le'! observations. 
Dynamic movements (grea~er than ~?proximately 1 Hz) can also be meas-
ured in the laboratory, for exam~lf', with capacitance type pick-ups 
or linear voltage differential tr,..nsformers, as it is always possible 
to establish a stationary reference point from lvhich the measurements 
can be taken. For the same reason .. very slowly varying displacements 
(less than approximately 1 Hz) can also be measured in a laboratory 
using dial gauges. However, ir .. agine the difficulties of measuring 
slow horizontal movements at e1e tc~ 0f a tall building armed with 
only a dial gauge. 
Slow movements of large civ.i.l engineering structures are 
generated mainly by natural e=fer.ts, particular+y by the wind. As 
the wind fluctuates as a function of time, it produces dynamic 
forces on the structure; the structure responds predominantly at its 
natural frequencies. The steaoy-st~te component of the wind on the 
other hand affects a flexible structm:~ by causing a quasi-static, or 
very slowly varying displacement. Di•Jrnal temperature changes cause 
differential thermal expansion with resultant deformations which need 
to be assessed in order to provide a picture of the total response to 
loading. 
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Stiffness and damping are the two most important control 
parameters which define the response of a structure to its load In 
elastic structures the deflection is directly linked to the loading 
applied by the relationship:·- [P]' = [K] • . • • . . • • . . • • • . 3. l 
1vhere [P] reprP.sents the loading vector 
[ll] is the deflection vector 
[K] is the stiffness matrix 
By obtaining information on two o.:: these parameters details of the 
third.can be assessed. 
Coni3ider a lorry standir:g •1t t!1e centre of a suspension bridge, 
the deflected shape al U:ough diffj_cul t to measure,. provides informa-
tion about the stiffness of the structure. Live loads such as moving 
lorries, railway trains, wave action, wind, thermal expansion and 
blasting, all produce motions which are difficult to measure; 
The settlement of a founc:i:ltion is a movement produced in the 
main by the dead 1veight of a st.t:l.!cture and is an important factor in 
assessing the acceptability of the structure's overall performance. 
Differential settlement of the fcr.mdation of a multi-storey structure 
may cause it to lean and eventually become unserviceable. As they 
present an obvious risk to human life, structures such as dams should 
be monitored to record creep ~nd settlement and to check both lie 
within rigid limits. 
Thus, in one way or another, morr, information can be gleaned 
of the real performance of civil engiw~ering structures by monitoring 
the completed structure. This chapter deals with devices, some 
mechanical and some optical, which have potential to measure low 
frequency movements. 
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3.2 Primary Sy~tem Requirell!~ 
1~e most important aspects of a measuring system that require 
definition are the maximum amplitude of movement and the resolution 
·required. Usually there is great variation in these ·requirements which 
depend on the structure involved. The economics of the situation may 
also limit the type of device to be used. It has bee'! obserYGd during 
these investigations that_ the most_expensive equipme'lt: does not always 
give the high performance that one would expect. This-becomes evident 
with the discussion of some such devices in this chapter. 
An automatic continuous recording technique is a-J.so a ne-=essity 
for a modern device. This, when linked to an F.H. La;;>e recorder, 
provides a permanent record on magnetic tape ~1hich mak:es scme m0dern 
data analysis techniques relatively simple. Some advantages cf having 
the data in this form are discussed by ~1illiams 87 • An automotic time 
switch which allows the movement to be recorded once every minul:•~ or 
hour, depending on how it is programmed, may form another paLt of the 
equipment. Additional control devices may be incorporated so <-.hai.., 
for example, when a certain amplitude level of movement of the citruc-
ture, or wind velocity, has been reached, recording can start. 
The possible need to use the equipment at numerous site lvca-
tions makes compactness and ease of transport a great advant~ge. The 
above factors should be borne in mind when considering the follo\~ill·;/ 
sections which deal with the devices that are available to measure 
the drift of structures. 
3.3 Mechanical Techniques 
A report in the Engi~eering NewsB 8 of March, 1894 gave brief 
details of the measurement of wind induced motions of two tall 
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buildings using pendulwns. On the Empire State Building, detailed 
work was reported by Rathburn89 , '"ho used a pendulum to monitor the 
wind and temperature movements •. He used a simple principle Hhich is 
still .the basis of some modern equipment used today. It merely con-
sisted of a long wire suspended from the eighty-sixth floor of the 
Empire State Building, wi. th a heavy mass and dampers attached near· 
the base of the tower. Because t-_'le pendulum had a high natural period 
it did not follow the rFtphi move:nents of the building. However, even 
with this crude detection method, the deflection due to slow movements 
caused by changes in wi:1d sp~ed artd temperature were easily detected. 
A modern plumb lir.e syster.1 1>1as used by the Centre Experimental 
de R~cherches et d 1 Etudes du c;~·c: .. mt:nt et des Travaux Publics 
(C.E.B.T.P.) in France, and is described by Paquet63 • The system.was 
similar to that used by Rathburn, but utilized a capacitance type pick-
up to locate the position of the wire at its lot>~er end. Paquet 1 s 
experience with the device lead him to question its long term stability 
and accuracy, even though it hc>d the advantage of being a- cheap and 
simple system. 
A system based on the use of pendulums was developed by \·liss 
and Curth90. This equipment consisted of a small damped pendulum in 
a framework which could be easil:,· transported and placed at the 
relevant position on a structure. The authors suggested that the 
vertically hung pendulums, which had c. natural frequency appreciably 
above the frequency of the tilt reversals to be monitored, would be 
able to measure the quasi-static move!;:ents. However, it was noted 
by Dalgliesh and Ward91 that the pendulum device would respond to 
tilt and translation at the same time. They also pointed out that 
great care was needed in determining the method of mounting the 
equipment and in the interpretation of tl1e results. 
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The idea of using a tau:t wire to measure the movements of 
buildings and bridges has been suggested by a number of people6 3,92. 
The procedure when used for a building, consists of stretching a wire 
to the full height of d1e structure and then by measuring the angle 
made with the vertical at the· base to determine the bending deflection 
at the top. Capaci taace type transducers have been used to monitor 
the wire movements se tl1at no disturbance of the ~~ire occurred. To 
reduce interference from dynamic effects a damper may be placed on· 
the \~ire. On a bridge the ~lire would be stretched from bank to bank, 
or from b~o relatively static~ary points, and the movement of the 
structure relative to this refere;v::e wire recorded. In both cases the 
wire requires to be p:rute.::tcd fr<:>tn the environment, either by passing 
the ~lire through an external t.~bc ·~r t.'lrough voids \oli thin the structure. 
No maintenance is needed and t.l-:le expansion of the wire .due. to thermal 
effects can be discounted when nsed verti!='ally, but not when it is 
used horizontally as catenary effects become significant. However, 
the transducers used to monitor t:1e movement relative to the ~·lire may 
suffer long te'rm effects. '!'he st3bili ty of the electronic systems 
used is a major factor in determining the actual movements occurring. 
To measure the central deflection of road bridges, the Transport 
Road Research Laboratory (T.R.R.L.: 92 , have used a method based on a 
cantilever deflection device. The cantilever is a 150 mm long strip 
of metal, set horizontal, which is clamped at one end and has a long 
vertical wire attached to the other enc. The device is rigidly 
attached to the bridge with the canti:2ver protruding from the bridge 
deck and the other end of the wire anchored to the ground beneath the 
structure. Strain gauges are fixed to the 150 mm long cantilever so 
that deformations of the bridge, at this position, produce a change of 
strain in the cantilever. With suitable calibration procedure the 
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deflection of the bridge may be obtained. Problems relating to the 
thermal expansion of the wire and in using the system when the bridge 
was over a river v1ere encountered. The T.R.R.L. are no1v considering 
lasers as a means of obtaining deflection data on large bridges. 
Servo-drive accelerometers can ~easure slow movements, but have 
the inherent problem tl1at the :,:;,-;nal proc1uced is sensitive to both 
translation and rotation. I£ cP-e of these accelerometers is placed 
horizontally on a be= at the top floor of a multi-storey building, 
then the rotation si~;!1al will he {g sin 8}, where. {8}· is the angle 
the beam makes witlt the horizontal. ~nis will depend on the deflected 
mode shape and the lor.a·tion o::':" t:'le accelerometer on the beam; for 
example, if it is placed at a point: of contraflecture there Hill be 
a greater signal than at other positions along the beam. 
In order to obtain inforn!ation on the slow movements that take 
place over a number of hours, two accelerometers are required with 
very stable amplifiers. One a-::celerorneter is set horizontally and 
the other vertically. This p:r:esent-.s the opportunity for separating 
the translational and rotational r.crnponents of the structure's move-
ment. The horizontal signal record would represent drift and 
rotation given by the equation. {y + g sin 8}. Low pass filters would 
_be required to separate the signc~ls fr:>m the natural frequencies of 
the structure. The vertical acce lerome.ter would record only a 
{g cos 8}. Therefore, in principle h; is possible to determine {8} 
and, thus, eventually a deflec~ion ·term {y}. In order to do this the 
two signals probably need to be rec.::n:c1ed in digital ·form. 
~~-~:1 _;~ ~ •.•. ..,..'\> '&.'lt-1\~···--: ~ 
Microprocessors 1vould also be'helpful in -th~' a'e~~e-rmiriation of 
actual deflections from the accelerometer signals. Further investiga-
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tion into this procedure is necessary, but a simple device based on 
this method could provide a very useful tool in the field of full-
scale . testing. 
3.4 Optical Techniques (excluding laser S):'Stems) 
Sometimes. simple surveying methods c;:an be adapt.ed to meas:lre the 
deflections that occur under very slowly varying load3. Orre m~thod 
consists of placing a theodolite. at a, fixed station .. "'r.d directed 
tO\~ards a scale attached to the moving structure. 
The success of this method depends on the ~ize of the movement, 
the distance to the monitoring position and, also, the tim<O: s;;&le of 
the movements. In 1938 Rathburn89 used a collimator at the ·low<.r 
stories of the Empire State Building to observe a 'target situated 
near the top of the building. A Building Research Station Current. 
Paper93 gives a number of different applications for the use of u 
theodolite. These include measuring the settlement of buildl 1:ss, 
quay walls, retaining \ialls and dams. Detailed accounts 94 • 9_s c;nd 
trilateration formulae are given in some papers on the subject. 
Reynolds and Dearinger96 describe how to measure the movement of tall 
buildings by precise surveying and they state that errors in tha 
order of 0.3 mm can be expected using this technique. 
photogrammetry is a method which can be used to measure slowly 
varying displacements, although it is limited to certain applicatior.3. 
Moser and Schriever9 7 described the use of single and double camera 
methods and obtained deflections for simple beams, raihray t~ack, 
bridge. beams and a roof truss. The advantage of the system is that 
no supporting equipment has to be attached to the structure under 
investigation and readings can be obtained for many locations on the 
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structure. The main disadvantage is t11at the system can only monitor 
tlle deflection of tlle structure at tlle time cf each photograph. This 
does not matter when considering il number of static loads, but it is 
not helpful when assessing tlle response to a fluctuating load. Costs 
of botll tlle equipment and tlle man-hours needed to analyse individual 
photographs are also dx:a>lbacks. a..C.ei.. ~ li'3~t --~ffects tlle photography so 
tests are best donE during daylisht hours. Errors tllat are encountered 
wi tl1 tllis apparatus dept<nd mainly on tlle distance and are fully 
discussed by Dressler" 3 . Dressler comes to tlle conslusi6n tllat tlle 
lean of any structure C<J1 onl~' be measured to an accuracy of 
1. 7 x 10-:- 4 of tlle heig!".t. When considering a building of 33 m in 
height (i.e. tlle 
'/ ·ResideJ.tia). NA.utical College), tllen photogrammetry 
,.. . 
'could resolve a movement of only ::..6 mm. A system witll a resolution 
approximately twenty times bette~ tllan tllis is necessary for measuring 
movements of tall buildings. 
An electro-optical mea~uring device which utilizes an ordinary 
bright light source fitted wi t:.'l cross-wires has been developed by 
Crist, Marshall and Lawson99 ; t11is is placed on the moving structure 
and directed towards tlle detector. The lateral deflections are 
monitored by a telescope which focuses an image of tlle light source on 
to tile deflections and can be recorded. It appears from their results 
that the resolution of the equipment wc;s approximately ± 0.15 mm for 
a path length of 30 m. This system has been used at the Building 
Research Station in England, but probl,;,ms have arisen in obtaining 
the correct combination of lenses and electrical circuitry. The 
problems of differential air temperature affects all optical systems 
when shooting over long distances and t.his will be discussed in 
Sections 3.6 and 5.9. The device is affected DY thermals and also 
stray light sources, but its great advantage is that tlle signal 
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obtained is a function only of the light's translational component 
and rotational effects are eliminated. 
A similar system, but' one which can record much larger movements, 
is that used by the Laboratorio National de Engenharia Civil in Lisbon, 
Portugal. Here field observations of the Tagus ·Suspension br:~dge have 
been documented by Marecos, Castanheta and Trigo72. -:rn this c:.;;e, the 
light source was attached-to the superstructure of tha bridg~ and 
directed towards an observation room. The light Wiis then· ·filteJ:ed and, 
after being mechanically chopped, was focused on to photo-cells. The 
chopper modulated electrical signal from the photo-c~lls is in the 
form of a square wave which is then amplified and dP.modulal:e:l •:o 
produce· a signal which drives the optic sensing so that it :;:emc.ins 
centred on the light beam. Again, rotation of the light source do~s 
not produce any errors in the translation readings. The recording 
station must be stable because, although the bridge movements ar8 
large, they are converted by means of the lens system into very small 
movements at the detector. The Portuguese claim that the devi~·e C'l.n 
detect deflections in the order of 5 mm. This represents a mcvement 
of 0.006 mm in the motorised detector device. The servo-type drive 
mechanism is· similar to that developed as part of the research \>'Ork 
described in this thesis and fully described in Chapter Four. i:'"rom 
this experience it appears doubtful that such small movements can 
be monitored because mechanical friction and electronic noise would 
probably preclude them. 
3. 5 Lasers for !1easuring Hovements 
There has been a rapid expansion of the use of the laser in the 
construction industry over the last ten years, but it is doubtful if 
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its full potential has yet been reach<'!d. The .intense beam of Light 
can be thought of as a poin t:er of large leDgth, but of no inertia. 
For this reason the normal forces which affect. objects with mass will 
not make the laser beam move. 'rhese properties have led to the use 
of the laser in the fields of pipe laying, tunneling, slip forming 
and research. However, problems do occur when temperature gradients 
occur across the beam. 
It 1-1as decided, t!-Jat a laser would be the best basis for a 
measuring device to be used on a number of full-scale structures. 
The basis for this de.::i.sion, toget.!-Jer with some practical limitations, 
which must be considered, are stc;.ted in this section .. 
Lasers are simple to us•.= anr:!, although the ~nternal glass and 
optics are very fragile, quitc._r.:>bust equipment is now manufactured 
for use on site. However, care must be taken with the equipment and 
usually the better the pointing s t:~.bi li ty of the instrument, then the 
more fragile it is. The point.ir.cs; stability .·is· the ability of a laser 
to define a stationary axis for c. long time, it sometimes alters 
slightly due to internal temperature changes. Using a .nal:row pencil 
of light to define an axis from which displacements in a plane 
perpendicular to the light beam cc.n be determined, is an idea developed 
and used in the equipment des~ribed in Chapter Four. 
In the field of full-scale test5.r.g lasers must be reliable as 
they are often used for days at a time and failure to obtain data from 
a particular rare event is most undesi~eable. The pointing stability 
of a laser must be high, otherwise inaccuracies will be included in 
any deflection results. A value of 7.5 micro-radians is quoted by the 
manufacturer of the laser used in most of the 1-1ork described in 
Chapter Five; ti1is produces a deviation of 0.75 mm in the beam over a 
typical range of lOO m for practical structural observations. 
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The po;~er output of a laser for use in the full-scale testing 
field is an important consideration because, as the laser • s pov1er 
increases, the costs and the potential health hazards also rise. The 
I!JCJ.jori ty of laser systems in use require that a light be detected 
above the ambient light conditions. The pov1er of the laser needed 
varies, depending on the range and shelter given to the beam. It has 
been found that a 5 mvi laser is adequate even on the brightest days. 
Hm·:ever, for indoor \~ork it is probably advisable to use a 2 mW laser 
bec:ause this would minimise the risk to the human eye. 
Sometimes, it is necessary to use a focusing collimator in order 
to produce the required spot diameter at a given distance. The photo-
gr.~ph shown in figure 3.1 is a typical device; it also helps the 
pointing stability. 
The warm-up period for commercially available lasers is usually 
qu~)t.ed as fifteen minutes. However, it should be noted that this 
refers to the power stability only and not to the pointing stability. 
~~is ~roblem was identified and investigated.by checking the perform-
ance of three different makes of laser in the laboratory. A long 
corridor was selected for tests when the building was empty. After· 
switching on the laser, the movement of the beam was monitored with a 
tracking device. The results showed that five hours were necessary 
for the plasma tube to "warm up" and thus provide a steady pointing 
stabiliti. The graph, shown in figure 3. 2, provides some of the 
results for a Spectra Physics laser. This is an important effect and 
one tha~ seems to be neglected in the relevent literature. In effect 
it means that o1e laser must be left on for at least five hours before 
any results can be relied upon. 
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The other important criterion to be established is the loca-
t.ion of the laser in a stationary posi lion. Since the object of the 
... ·--~-
exercise is to use the laser as a reference line, _any rotation of the 
laser will produce a large error at a remote_location because of tl1e 
lever-arm effect. There are a number of methods which may be employed 
to overcome this problem and these· are now outlined. 
(i) A normal laser can be used and rigidly mounted at the reference 
position.: The'·monitoring of.: this reference· point for· rotations 
and general movement then becomes essential. Normal!~ accel-
erometers will show what is happening at a point and with 
constant monitoring during the test period they will give 
correction values or the error limits on the final deflection 
values. Vibration isolation is an acceptable -solution only if 
the dynamic disturbing effects have narrowly defined limits. 
U.i:) If a laser can automatically be kept in an upright or horizon-
tal position, then the problem is overcome. This equipment is 
called an auto-plumb, or laser plumb, and continuously generates 
a-vertical beam; a horizontal beam can be obtained by using a 
reflecting prism. The most practical and simple solution is 
that of a good, stable laser mounted on a gimbal assembly. 
Scme assemblies have been designed at the National Physical 
LaboratorylOO and the use of one of their designs has been 
tested during this research work; figure 3. 3 shov1s this auto-
plumb laser. 
(iii) Another method uses a Fresnel zone plate or coarse grating 
placed between the laser and the target. The system acts in 
such a way that any small rotations of the laser or the zone 
plate do not affect the final position of the beam. This is 
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designated the three point system1 01 where the zone plate or 
grati_ng acts as a type of lens (figure 3. 4). Generally this 
system is used \·rhen twc relatively stationary positions are 
available. Hovrever, there are disad·vantages when shooting over 
long distances; for instance, on a suspension bridge it would 
not be possible to find two relatively stationary positions. 
Fresnel lenses have been •1sed by Ne•,r 1 02 , at the National 
Physi_cal Labora.tory, and also by Herrmannsfelat et. al. 1 0 3, 
vrho used them for very precise •rork in the alignment of a two 
mile atomic piirti.cle r.ccelerator. In this case a laser was used 
in a vacuum pipe to reruove atmospheric effects and obtain the 
necessary accuracy. The c:.lignment sensi ti vi ty obtained by 
Herrmannsfelat was qucted ::.s ± 0.0025 mm. The total cost must 
have been very high sill·::r, the system used 297 separate Fresnel 
lenses and a 600 wrn diameter vacut~ pipe. Nevertheless, these 
results represent the probc~le ultimate resolution of laser 
based measuring systems. 
A ti)ree point system using lenses10 4 , has also been used to 
measure movements on a small bridge. It was found that if atmospheric 
effects were neglected then the s:rstem had an accuracy of ~ 0. 005 mm. 
However, the dynamic range of this system is small and its monitoring 
capacity is restricted to small bridges, piles 105 , dams and similar 
structures. The rotation of the centre lens does not affect the 
pointing stability, nor does the rotatJ.on of the laser, but any trans-
lation will cause some change in the s~'ot position at the de'tector. 
This can be utilized when there are two external stationary positions 
and the central position is of interest.. The practical application is 
on such structures as dams where the two external banks are the 
stationary points and the zone plate is the central position, at some 
level along the top of the dam. 
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3.6 The Effects of Atmospheric Temperature on Laser Beams 
The problem"of atmospheric effects changing the position of e1e 
beam is of importance when considering the use of a laser to define a 
·reference axis. ~~e influence of thermal effects in producing refrac-
tion cf light is a common experience, for example, the heat rising off 
a road surface which produces a shimmering view of a distant object. 
The change of the refructive ind~x is the deciding factor in this 
process, and it is aff~:;tec. mo:::e by temperature variations than by a. 
change of pressure. n temperature gradient perpendicular to the axis 
line .does not alter the final beam position, it is a change in the 
actual gradient which causes V1e spot position to move. Any temperature 
change that takes place in t..l-:te longitudinal axis simply causes a change 
in the speed of light prop.ogation, which is irrelevant in this field 
of work. Figure 3.5 shows a graph of the approximate deviation of a 
light ray, for different ranges, v!hen there is a change of temperature 
0 gradient of 0.1 C/m. The formul~ for this effect is given in Section 
5.9. Thus, if the laser beam W8~e shooting over a distance of lOO m 
then an error in pointing of o.::;6 mm would result if a temperature 
gradient change of O.l°C/m occurred. 
In order to measure such effects a number of different devices 
have been developed. A syste~ csed at the National Physical 
Laboratory lOG, consists of nine themistors 1-1hich have been arranged 
so as to measure the change of gradienL This equipment has been used 
for measuring these changes near the ~round for horizontal site lines. 
It appears that no.work has been dor;e on vertical s'ite lines, or on 
those well above the ground level on bridges. The present author has 
sought to fill this gap with some experimental \vcrk which is described 
in Chapter Five of this thesis. The report by Harrison, Tolman and 
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New 106 of the National Physical Laborato;._-y, concludes that light rain 
coupled with a light wind produces the best conditons for the usr~ of 
laser equipmen·t, as the lapse rate is negligible. However, as such 
weather conditions do not generally persist for long periods, any 
period of cloud cover, preferably between mid-September and mid.,-April, 
is considered satisfactory for producing reasonable results when lasers 
a:r.('o used out in the open for measuring strructural movements. 
Another technique, ·proposed by riyson 107 ' and· \hlli:ams 10 8, works 
on the principle that a change in the refractive index of a medium 
causes a differential bending for light, of two 'different wavelengths, 
pa:::sing through this media. The difference is fractional, but a system 
was developed which measured the-angle of separation of blue and red 
light rays after they had been passed through a colour sensitive beam 
splitter. Another method was invest'.igated by vlood and Thompson109 
who proposed that it was possible to measure the average refractive 
index for air computed from the differential transit times for 
~vticaland microwave signals, propogated over a certain path length. 
~r.e system is quite complicated involving transmission of two laser 
beams modulated at 120 MHz over the path length and measuring the 
relative phase delay. 
3.7 Laser Safety 
La~:ers can be a health hazard if used improperly. The standard 
safety -rules and regulations 1 ~ 0 • 11 1 • 112 • 11 3 , must be closely followed 
in orc'ter to prevent any damage to the ·eyes. Such damage consists of 
burns to the cornea or the retina, or, indeed to both114 . Laser 
radiation is distinguished from most other forms of radiation by its 
beam collimation. If a beam strikes the cornea it may be completely 
transmitted to the retina. The extent to which light is transmitted. 
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through the eye and the extent to which it is absorbed \·Jhen it reaches 
the back of the eye depend on v1avelength (figure 3.6). The Helium-. 
Neon lasers used in tl1is work had a wavelength of 633 nano-metres, 
·"'hich is in the segment transmitted. It is essential that even when 
using a "small" laser, such as a 1 mW helium-neon laser, which is a 
co.re l>~c\ \:.... -\:o.\.."n o..S 'ol; 
type often used in teaching and research,~ has a light intensity a 
th0usand times greater than that which the human eye .can safely bear. 
Suggestions: that .should he considered when us.i..ng a laser as a 
me;:;suring tool are:-
(i) Do not look into the beam. 
(ii) \'larn visitors and others of the hazards involved. 
(iii) Do not use the eye as an aiming tool. 
(.i.v) Do not look at reflections of the laser beam. 
(v) Use laser safety goggles when appropriate. 
(vi) Never use a laser at eye level. 
(".l.i) Use warning signs. 
The above precautions were taken during the tests described in 
the following two chapters. \\'here possible isolated positons were used 
for the laser sight line either in a building which was closed or under-
nea'th the: carriageway of a bridge. Tests on an external ~1all of a 
tall building, with a vertical pointing laser, were carried out at a 
posi ton ~~:nere there were no windo·.~s. The laser beam was also shielded 
above eyt< level before it reached the open atmosphere. These precau-
tions ar~ essential when using the laser as a measuring tool. 
3.8 Sensing Devices for a Laser Beam 
Once a reference axis has been established, a sensing device is 
required if any structural movements relative to this. reference line 
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are to be measured. The,; major criteria for a good system are that 
the deflection data is easily obtained and that a permanent data 
record is produced. 
Several ideas were considered during this research; particular 
attention was focused o~ economical viability. The r~ost obvious 
solution that comes to mind is to attempt to. use a p~.otographi.c. plate 
to take a "picture" of the laser beams movement. Equip1uent wr.s 
developed which used polarisers and··filters.-to allow--light of. near 
633 nano-metres (the wavelength of light from a lieJ.ium-Neon laser) 
through to the photographic plates. This was testP.d in a stair well 
of the R.N.C. building and is shown in figure 3. 7; t}1~ photog.to.phic 
plate was placed in the top of a long tube inside a light tiyht ;)OX 
(figure 3. 8) • This led to a photographic plate· with a darkened area 
in the region that had been exposed to the laser. It had been the 
intention to use a densitometer to give a three dimensional probabil-
ity graph showing the movement of the building in a place pe£Pendicular 
to the type shown in figure 3. 9. However, the problems of gs ':. ting the 
correct intensity of light ot pass onto the photographic pla.t.8 i11 a 
specified number of hours was not fully overcome and the approach was 
abandoned. The practice of "shooting" up a stair well can onli' be 
safely performed when the well is sealed off and proved quite a 
severe constraint when attempting to fully develop this method. 
Originally it was thought that an array of photo-cells could bz 
used to detect the position of the laser beam, but it was fo-.md ti1a t 
such devices have poor differential linearity because of the neces=dry 
gaps between photo-cells. Thus, the resolution obtained depends on 
the minimum size of the photo-cell. A number of such systems have 
been described63,ll5, but the problem of accuracy and size of the 
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actual movement lead to the need for a large nillllber of cells which 
means the device would be expensive. For example, one author decided 
6400 cells were necessary to produce deflection data on a tall building. 
A useful piece of equipment to monitor small movements consists 
of a quadrant diode or strip diode. The former is co;r.posed of four 
separate photo-diodes arranged so as to produce sign,~ls that c.~3 con-
verted into a voltage to give the position of the .laser spot CHi the 
quadrant. Lo.ng continuous measurements with. such dev5.ce::;, over n 
period of hours, can produce erroneous results. Fo:r. exam~le, trials 
were carried out with a silicon quadrant diode device and these showed 
there was a change in calibration as the ambient ligh-...: level c:1anged. 
A study of this change for different laser light levels ove~ ~~€ 
ambient light falling on the detector gave the results sho1vn in 
figure 3.10. The device used in these tests is shown in figure 3.11. 
A spot diameter of 4 to 7 mm was centred on the head which was 
equipped with micrometer screw_ gauges both vertically and hor·izontally 
to allow for calibration. An output voltage, 1vhich is propo:rt.J.onill to 
the displacement, is produced for both axes. There are three se11si·· 
tivity ranges, the least sensitive measures a movement of ± 2.5 mm and 
the most sensitive measures a movement of ~ 0.2 mm with a resolution 
of 0.01 mm. The result shown in figure 3.10 was obtained by r8duci~g 
the intensity of the laser light by using two polarising lenses in 
front of e1e beam. This probably delimited the extremes for conditi~ns 
arising. Hol'lever, as a tool for measuring slowly varying d:i..splacem8!1ts, 
this quadrant diode detector should only be used under constant liyt-:-:. 
conditions; for example, in an enclosed lift shaft and only for small 
movements. An improvement of the system can be effected with t.he use 
of a narrow band light filter, allowing only that light through which 
is in the region of the wavelength of the laser used. 
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New 105 describes a similar device capable of measuring move-
ments of ± 15 nun, but care has to be taken not to saturate the device 
with light, so again the use of filters is necessary. 
Strips of photo-sensitive material are available from United 
Detector Technology Inc,>:.:porated j_n lengths of 50, lOO and 230 mm. 
Using one of these strj_ps a syst:e'Cl 1-1as developed primarily for the 
structural testing of a large tr;,msportable surface to air missile 
launcher1 16. To .reduce the cross-axis motion, the laser beam was 
converted into a strip of light by a cylinder lens; the strip of light 
being set at right angles rel.ati·Je to the sensitive photo-cell axis. 
This system is inexpensive, but: I•1casures movements only in one 
direction; cross-axis sensiti-.rit:.,- is va.riable, for example, a 19 nun 
sideways movement caused a deviation of 2% from -linearity. The beam 
made into a strip of light has a Gausian distribution which leads to 
errors which increase greatly for <H.splacements above 20 nun. The 
system is stated to be capable of detecting movements of 0."025 nun 
over a very short range and t.'1e l>verall resolution is normally one 
percent of the full-scale movement. 'l'o set up a grid system of these 
devices to measure two dimensional movements would be very expensive, 
but one has been produced by H. van Koten of the Netherlands 117 . 
A tunnel guidance systen• hc.s been developed by Zed Instruments 
Ltd.118, which consists of a detector target 110 by 110 mm. The 
accuracy is quoted as 1 nun, using a typical beam diameter of 10 mm. 
Although the accuracy appears to be low, the frequency response is 
higher than is necessary for such ec;t:i;?ment and is stated as being 
up to lOO Hz. The basic unit costs£6, 750, at 1976 prices. 
The first literature published on the use· of a laser with a 
d · h · · b G - 1 
119 
'n photo-detector servo r~ven mec an~sm, was g~ven y rosec ose , • 
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1961\. 'The equi.pment was used on a tall slender guyed mast. The 
tests were deemed to be SUCCessful, but no information ''/D.S given on 
laser drift, atmospheric effects, or base rotation affecting the 
pointing stability. A similar device used with an X-Y plotter to 
give a self-tentreing device was described by 1·1ard120. This was the 
basis of the design fully developed and explored by the present 
auLhor, as described Hith circuit diagrams in Chapter Four. \vard 
gave an example of its use on a railHay bridge to measure the deflec-
ti<':n due to the pass_age of a railway train. 'l'he device is now being 
used by tl1e National Research Council of Canadal 21 to detect movements 
of the Bank of Commerce building in Toronto. l'lind pressure measure-
mel\ts on the 239 m high structure· have been correlated to movements 
recorded on the laser system. 
A detector based on an industrial television camera has been 
developed in Australia 115. The came:ro..was slightly modified, but has 
a high resolution and operates at a rate of twenty-five scans per 
sec:on<l, which is a much higher rate than· is necessary for. measuring 
winj. induced movements. The cost of such apparatus would make it 
prohibitive to some projects (details of the cost are not available) . 
3.9 Conclusions 
Co~ventional mechanical transducers often have limitations on 
their us<: for measuring the slowly varying displacements which occur 
in lar<:i~ structures subject to wind or other loads. The use of a 
laser in suitable conditions represents an important advance for the 
metrology industry and has advantages in a wide range of civil engin-
eering applicatioi1s. 
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!1ovements at the top of tall buildings can be measured 1-li th a 
laser placed at foundation level. The difference betJ~een bending 
movements of tlte structure and rotation at the base, due t.o soil-
-
structure interaction, can be monitored with the use of two laser 
systems. A laser attached at the _base of the st.ruc~t>r8 ·.-~ill indicate 
movements due only to bending of the st1~cture, whereas an auto-plumb 
laser will show both the bending movement and that due to base rotation. 
As a result of .the considerations dealt 1vith .in. ,.this- cht>.pter, 
a detailed .design of a laser based system was selected fo~· measuring 
the quasi-static displacements of large structures. This is dealt 
with in Chapter Four. 
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FIGUllE 3o 1 LASER BEAM COLLlJtlA'.t.OR 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A LASER BASED MEASURING SYSTEM 
4 . 0 Introduction 
The arguments put forv1ard in Chapter Three concerning a n~liable 
system for the measurement of the slow movement of structures , led to 
the de velopment of the syste m described in this Chnpt er . The require-
ment of such a system is that it should monitor mnvements automatically 
over a period of hours or days , with the minimum of ~ttention or 
maintena nce. The dynamic performance of structures con be mor.itored 
by the use of accelerometers and seismometers , but these arc not 
suitable for meas urement belovr a frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz. 
A laser system to measure quasi-static deflections , therefore, becomes 
necessary for the range 0 to 0 . 1 Hz. The amplitude to be monito:.·ed 
is also an important conside ration. Deflections as lov1 as 0. 1 nun may 
be encountered on small structures, whereas one long suspensio~; 
bridge 72 under test loads , de flected app roximately 4. 5 !I!e tres. t-~vre 
common types of bridge could be expected to deflect up to a few 
hundred uun under natural or forced loading. With these liroi ts 0f 
performance the design and construction of a system v1as instigaled . 
The laser based equipment developed , measures the relative 
displacements between two points in adjacent two dimensional planes . 
This Chapter describes the system, its design , frequency response, 
resolution and capabilities . Tests on full-scale structures are 
described in Chapter Five of this thesis; these include the use of 
the laser equipment described in this Chapter . 
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4.1 Dasjs of the t-1easuring Device 
The prototype equipment :::onsists of a laser \vhich is used to 
produce a spot of light at a given distru1 ce . The laser acts as a 
pointer which is directed towar cs the moving structure, where a 
detector monitors the rel~tive motion between the l aser position and 
the part of the structuze under. 0hservation . An analogy is drawn to 
a pencil with i ts poin t touching a paper screen: as the screen moves 
the pencil traces the d2.flecticns on a screen . The arr angement of a 
tracking device t o "lo:::k on" t o t..h~ moving laser b eam, the laser 
moving r e l a tive t o the structure , would faci litate the recording of 
the defl ections so long as the rt'spons e of the tracking device \vas 
known. The tracking of the l nser spot i s carried out using an 
arrangement of photo-cells (photo- diodes) , which are attached to 
the pen carriage of a n X-Y p lotter and the empl oyment of some 
fairly simple electronics. Figure 4.1 shows the arrangement of the 
photo-cells, the two opposite cells in the X as well as the Y direc-
tions being connected in reve~s·? polarity to each other; their out-
puts, after being added , are intc4~atsd and then fed back into the 
respective input t erminal s either X or Y. By this means the pen 
r ecorder is operated in reverse t 0 its normal function: when the 
body of the recorde r moves the pe1, r em::. ins "locked on" the laser beam . 
The pen carriage is held fixed in space , whilst the structure and the 
attached plotter case move. If a pen were attached to the carriage 
then a drawing would be made of the de~lections occurring. However, 
the line would be produced due to mov~~ent of the plotter and not 
that of the pen relative to some stationary r eference position . 
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4. 2 Componon ts of the Luse r Detect or 
A simp l e circuit diagram showi ng one directicn of the l aser 
de t ector device can be seen in figure 4 . 2. Two potent iomet e r s are 
introduced t o a llow the ba lancing of the output Cif the photo-cells 
unde r ambient light conditions . This makes accommoda~ion for any 
situation in which the l aser beam is interrupted, it has been proved 
in practice that the photo-cells \vill remain fairly stationa:z.y and 
will not drift away immediately . 
The components des cribed previously as photo-c~lls a~e ~ ilicon 
photo-voltaic ce lls which have a peak spectral respor•se at 830 ::lane-
metres. The ¥7avelength of t.l-J.e helium-neon lasers normally us.,: -::1 is 
633 nanometres , giving a relative spe ctral respons e of 80% . 'I'h:i.s 
means the cells are quite suitable for use as detectors . 1'he rnost 
reliable cells have been found to be those manufactured by Ferranti 
Electronic Components Ltd. 122 , type t-1S4A, which at 1978 prices \·:ere 
ninety pence p e r unit . The active area is 6 . 2 mm by 5.3 mm , ui t h a 
r ise and fall time of 1 milli-second. Figure 4 . 3 shows a phott)g:raph 
of the detector head. The cells are encapsulated in a clear casting 
resin and are attached to a printed circuit-board . The circui 'i.- board 
has two connections: one , a rigid attachment to the X- Y plotter ' s 
s lider ; the other conveying the photo-cell ' s output s i gnals to the 
e l ectronic hardware . The complete arrangement is shown in t he 
photograph , figure 4 . 4 . 
4.3 Assessment of the Performance of Individual Components 
The overall performance of the deflection measuring sys tem is 
involved with ti1e ga in of tile signals at the integration stage and 
the sensitivity setting of the X-Y plotter . The frequency response 
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and stability of the overall control system· is derived from· the 
individual components; th.erefo:r:e, individual items vmre tested to 
obtain data on their performance and to observe how they would affect 
the system as a whole. From e1is information and the application of 
control system design crit;eria a stable system 1vas obtained; e1is is 
det:ailed in the following sections of this Chapter. 
The first part of the detector system t.o be investigated was 
the photo-cell urii t. With a ··1alue of the- resistors {Ri >, · as shovm 
in figure 4.2, equal to lOO kQ the input to an integrator unit from 
a !:;et of cells was obtained by gradually moving the pair C?f photo-
cells across the laser beam. The X-Y plotter v1as disconnected to 
alio•.-; the movement of the cells across t.l--te beam. Figure 4.5 shows 
the resulting graph of the output in milli-volts; drawn against move-
ment in m.'TI. The slope of the_ graph obtained 1<1as 0.11 volts/mm. 
Investigations into the performance of the X-Y plotter were 
c<~rried out using a 'l'ime Function Analyser (T.F.A.). A constant 
am;::·li':.ude sine v1ave signal was fed from the T.F.A. into the input 
terffiinals of the X-Y plotter and compared with the signal produced 
by the servo-motors of the X-Y plotter. Information on the relative 
·~plitude and phase-angle of the sine waves was obtained at different 
frequencies. This data is represented graphically in figures 4.6 and 
4.7. The graphs are typical of "second order" control systems and can 
be compared to the standard graphs shown in figures 4. 8 and 4. 9 which 
.sho1v u-.. : _response of such a system with different damping values. 
4.4 Design Objectives of a Control System· 
The complete monitoring system, including the laser, is known 
as an open loop control system. However, if one examines only the 
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photo-cell(X-Y plotter equipment as a unit it is a closed loop control 
system. 'l'he basic format of a closed loop feedback system is given in 
figure 4.10; basically the "device" is actuated by an error signal 
which is tl1e difference between the system input and its output. 
The basic goal of control-system design is to conform to certain 
performance specifications123 • There are three characteristic:; which 
specify the important properties of dynamic sys teins:-
(1) Speed of response. 
(2) Relative stability. 
(3) System accuracy or allowable error. 
The photo-cell/X-Y plotter system developed can be re~r.e~e~ted 
by the block diagram of figure 4.11. The closed transfer funr.tion is 
calculated as:-
C (S) 
R 
G (S) 
. . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . • 4. 1 
1 + G(S) H(S) 
~:here G(S) H(S) is the open loop transfer function. 
The criteria for design and stability are based on the analysis of 
these functions. 
4.5 The Laser Based Measuring System as a Control System 
The equipment developed can be broken down into the detailed 
block diagram of figure 4.12. The movement of a structure to which 
the X-Y plotter is attached will produce an error signal in the phot<r 
cells, which is represented by the factor (K1 ). After integration, 
the s.ignal is fed into the X-Y plotter and produces a movement in the 
servo-drive mechanism which corrects the position of the slider. 
This correction procedure generates the same effect as a movement of 
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the structure, RS a change of the position·of the spot of light on 
1:he photo·- cells will occur. Even when there is no movement of the 
body of the X-Y plotter there will be .a constant oscillation of the 
photo-cells, 1-1hich can. be described as "hunting". This movement is 
normally very small, but \~hen the sensitivity of the X-Y plotter is 
iPr.reased, it becomes readily observable. The sensitivity of the 
X-··f plotter is sh01m as (K3) in figure 4.12. 
Part of ·the~x-y·· plotter· is' a d.c. motor·, ·-for- which· the following 
relationship holds: the torque (T) from a.d.c. motor is proportional 
0 
to the flux in· the field (i.f) multiplied by the armature current 
neg! .. ecting field saturation effects 1·1hich will be discussed later. 
For .:. constant armature current the motor Torque is given below:-
T 
0 
.•• ·. • • • • • . . • . • . . . 4. 2 
From He1~ton' s Law of Motion:-
Force (F) 
'therefore, acceleration 
Mass (I~) x acceleration .•...•... 4. 3 
Force/ 
Mass 
To~que is directly proportional to-Force and the factor (K2 l as shown 
in figure 4.12, takes account of this relationship. The definition 
of factor (K2 ) is: the equivalent force on the output per volt 
difference betwen the input and the negative feedback from the slider, 
(M) sho\::1 in the figure w.i 11 be the effective mass and is part due to 
the mctor inertia and in part due to the mass of the photo-cell unit. 
Thus, tt.e force produced is eventually transformed into a position as 
shown b!:! lov1:-
Integral Integral 
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This forn~ the main part of .the X-Y plotter block diagram. The 
individual characteristics of the elements which m.::tke up th.:; whole 
system need to be assessed so as to predict the response and stability 
of the whole control system. 
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4.6 Design of the Control System 
Both the value of (K1 ) (the error signal provided by the photo-
cells) and the transfer function of the integrator, are dependant upon 
the value of the resistors (R
1
) . The transfer function for tJ1e 
integrator is given by:- 1 SRC 
where (R) is the value of the in~ut resistance which is the sum of 
(R1 l, the potentiorr;~,tF~r and the· internal resistance of the 
photo- cP. lls (in units of M.Q) . 
(C) is the capc,ci tan eo: of the feedback capacitor of the 
integrat.or (<~.s <.hO\·m .i.n figure 4. 2) which equals lJ.IF. 
(s) is the Lapl.ace operat01:. 
Thus, the transfer function of the in tegrato:r. is dependant on the 
value of (R1l and so is the value of (K1l, as seen in figure 4.5. To 
obtain figure 4.5, (1\) was used as lOO krl as a fairly high resistance 
was needed due to the impedance c.::;nsiderations for the loading of the 
photo-cells. The value of (R) ·.~as appr:oximately equal to (R1 ) as the 
resistances of the potentiomeler ann of the photo-cells are small. 
The design of the system involves the fixing of the sensitivity 
of the X-Y plotter and the value of the feedback capacitor, allov1ing 
a value to be given to (R1 ). The gain slope criterion for stability 
is used to obtain a rough estimate for (R) . This is based on the 
amplitude response_ graph for the X-Y plotter, figure 4. 6, and the 
standard response graph of an j_ntegratvr. The final slope of the lines 
for th'e X-Y plotter are at -40 db/dec.;)de, lvhich is standard for a 
second-order system and is due to the dynamics of the mechanical 
system. The similar diagram for an integrator 1mit is a straight 
line with a slope of -20 db/decade. The theory of the gain/slope 
criterion is that the combined system amplitude response diagram 
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(culled the Bod.:; diagram) for the }.oop transfer function should have 
a slope of aboul -lOdb/decade and a gain of zero db at the natural 
frequency of the system. This can be_followed by considering figure 
4.13. The line drawn at -20 db/decade is the correct design for an 
integrator, fora combined system of X-Y plotter, as shown, and an 
integrator. The Bode diagram for the combined system being obtained 
by addition of the two lines of the component parts, which can be 
S(;'C!n to have a slope of -30 db/decade at zero db. 
The positioning of e1e integrator line is the approximate design 
that is being investigated and is obtained by observing at what ampli-
tuje ratio the X-Y plotter response curve is at -10 db/decade. This 
value of the amplitude. ratio .is then taken as positive and plotted at 
the s~ne frequency, but above the zero db line. A line drawn through 
this paint and at a slope of -20 db/decade, will be the approximate 
in~eg~ator design. This procedure was performed for the 20 mm deflec-
tion line of figure 4. 6 and proved to have an amplitude ratio of 
c.r.pj:m:irnately -3 db for· a gradient of -10 db/decade and occurred at a 
fJ:equency of 35 radians/second. Thus a line dra\m with a slope of 
-20 db/decade and a gain of +3 db at 35 radians per second is the 
required integrator design. The value at which this line reaches 
zer~ db is designated (w1 ) and was found to be 47 radians/second. 
This value of (w1 ) is related to the gains of the system by 
the eq Uct t:i on: -
= 
where E-J 0.11 Volts/mm 
[k3J - 20 mm/volt 
(C) 1 \lF 
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'l'nerefore R 
suhsti tuting in values 
R [o.1j] [2o] 
47 X 1 
R 0.047 i~Q 
The value intially prescribed to R was lOO krl and 1·ias thought 1 . 
to be the best value for the system characteristics. The gain/slope 
criterion is only an approximate design aid and a filct-:>r of two over 
the estimate is thought not to be excessive for (R1 ). This >rill 
improve the. da'llping of the system, but will, ho;..reve?:, redu;;e t.'1e 
overall frequency response. 
4.7 Assessment of the Complete System 
An investigation into the overall performance of the laser/ 
plotter system was undertaken with the value of (R1 ) equal to :LOO k.P. 
The tests were carried out in the laboratory using a vibrating ;;able, 
which could be moved at a known frequency and amplitude. The laser was 
rigidly attached to the table and is shown, together with the driving 
and measuring electronics,on the photograph of figure 4.14. Th~ X-Y 
plotter with the detector head was positioned at a distance of 5 m 
from the laser and in a plane at right angles to the beam. With the 
system operational any movement of the laser was followed by the phc~o-
cells. Again the Time Function Analyser was used; the output signal 
was used to drive the hydraulic rams of the vibrating table. This 
signal was then compared to the displacement signal produced f:com the 
photo-cell measuring system. Data was obtained on the relative 
amplitude and the phase of the "displacement" signals as the frequency 
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of the movement was increased. However, this was not the true 
response as tlle vibrating table did not fully represent tl\e input 
signal at higher frequencies. Thus, the actual response of the. table 
had to be monitored and calculations made to produce the actual 
response of the photo-·cells in relation to the laser movement. 
The output of th~ X-Y plcti:~r, that is the movement of the 
photo-cells, Has obl3erved Ly louking at the signal on another X-Y 
plotter employed in tJ;A normal m<lnner. In the horizontal d'irection 
the output was sinusoidal for all frequencies, but for the vertical 
direction increasing the frequency gave a peculiar output. This is. 
illustrated in figure= 4.:1.5, whP:r-" at a frequency of 0.4 Hz a deformed 
sine wave was produced ~1hich was fuund to be due to a photo-cell 
functioning incorrectly. Running u,e tests one could actually observe 
that one vertical cell follmmd tl1e path of the light beam whereas 
the adjacent cell started to follow the movement, but 1~as unable to 
keep up with the beam. 
The cell 1~as changed ;md <:. full frequency analysis was carried 
out for 10, 20 and 50 mm movements of the laser (peak· to peak) . The 
resultant graphs for the variations in amplitude ratio and phase for 
increasing frequency, are shown in f_igures 4. 16 and 4.17, respectively, 
for the ~hole laser/plotter system. 
The graph for the amplitude rati.o shows a slight rise in the 
lines above the 0 db· line, which is dea to a slight overshoot of the 
photo-cells when tracking the beam at. the extremities of its movement. 
For the 10 mm movement, which is thr:: worst case of "overshoot", the 
behaviour of the photo-cells results in an error reading equivalent 
to G%. By obtaining further graphs at different amplitude levels, 
allo1~ance can be made for this effect when recording actual movements 
at a particular frequency and amplitude. 
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The -3· db point which is the usual specif:.cation for the band-
width of a \vm:king system, is at 16 radians/second (2. 5 Hz) for the 
10 mm peak to peak movement. For the 20 and 10 mm movements the point 
is 5.6 radians/second (0.9 Hz) and 2.8 radians/second (0.45 Hz), 
respectively. 
In order to observe the smallest movement detectable by the 
phcto-cells, the laser was mounted on a lathe \vhiC'.h could be controlled 
. dmm to 0.001 mm. It was not- until· the! movement--reached- o.08· m.TJJ that 
the laser detector responded; the movement was morii tored on a chart 
re.::order. 
4. C Gain and Phase t1argi n Criterion for Stability of the Control 
System 
An idea of the stability of the system can be obtained from the 
g~·aphs of figures 4. 16 and 4.17 which are known collectively as Bode 
chagramsl23,l 24 . From the graphs, the values of "gain" and "phase" 
ma:r:gi'ls can be obtaine-d, which give an assessment of the systerrls 
·performance. Their definitions are given below. The gain margin is 
a J!leasure of the relative stabili-ty and is the magnitude of the 
·reciprocal of the open-loop transfer function, evaluated at the 
frequenc:r{w }at which the phase angle is -n radians (-180°). -That 
1T 
is:-
gain margin (G.) = 
m 
1 
I G (s) H (s) I 
s = jw 
(w1T) i3 called the phase crossover frequency. 
The phase margin ($PM) is a measure of relative stability and is 
·defined as 180° plus the phase angle $1 , of the open-loop transfer 
function at unity_ gain (zero db). 
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That is:-
$PM = ~80 +. , G(s) H (s) jwJ s degrees 
(wl) is called the gain crossover frequency. 
The Bode dia(]riin: for the system is shmm reproduced in figure 
4. 18. Considering the n;ovemcn t of 10 mm then the phase crossover 
frequency {(u )' is approxinately 4.0 radians/second and the gain cross-
11 
over frequency ~w1 )· .is 8 radi<:ms/s2cond. ~nus, the qain margin {G r . . m 
is calculated as 11.5 db and the phase margin as 60°. Martin and 
Stephenson 12 5 state th<>.': the s:ai.n margin is .the additional gain 
required to make the system unstal.Jle and that the phase margin is 
the amount by which tl:c phasf< an~rh: hv.s. to be increased vrhen 
IG(s) H(s) I = 1, to cause instability. However, Stockdale 126 states 
that the existence of a posi ti 1;e phase margin does not in itself 
suffice to assess the servo performr.nce. Also as a "rule of thumb" 
the margins should be in the r_egioil of 40° to 60° and 8 to 20 db 
respectively. 
Thus, it would appear that the results obtained are acceptable 
and that a stable system has been developed. 
4.9 Simple Design·and Hanufacture Guide 
The photo-cell manufacture· descr.i.bed in section 4. 2, ~1as the 
fifth and final trial in an attempt to obtain a reliable and cheap 
construction for the detector. It pr~ved to be suitable as this 
device was used in all subsequent te:,-;·i.;s. Some of the trials with 
different types of photo-cell included individual encapsulated cells, 
produced by Integrated Photo Matrix Ltd. These cost E7.00 each at 
1978 prices and.proved to have very delicate connections and, as such, 
were not particularly suitable to the hostile conditions in which 
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they were to be used. A number of different. connections. bot11 to the 
X-Y plotter slide and the electrical connections to t11e integrators 
were developed. The best mctl1od was· fow1d to be ~~at using. a metal 
bracket attached to the slider nnd bolted \vith fine bolts on to the 
circuit board where the, photo-c.:ells were encapsulated. The electrical 
connection was best maue with aE eight-~1ay Radio Spares, flat multi-
connector. ·This was attar.hed tc• flat, flexible cable which allowed 
unrestricted movement ol' t11e sl5.dcr and was of suitable length to 
reach the remote integrator/powe1.· supply unit when on site. The 
spacing of tl1e photo-cc:!..ls is dependent on the diameter of tl1e laser 
beam spot when it reaches the t.rar.king device·. If the system is to 
be designed for a specific jab, r.hen the beam diameter at the known 
range can be fotmd and tl1e spacing of the cells in the correct posi-
tion made. Hmvever, a collimator used on a laser will provide ·suit-
able focusing of the beam diameter for different ranges. 
The integrators selected were Griffin and George operational 
amplifiers, powered from a ±1~ volt c>u9ply. These devices are used 
as standard teaching aids and a:ce readily available from t11e manu-
facturer or from suppliers of electrical equipment. 
The particular X-Y plotter ~sed in these tests was a Honeywell 
530 model which is now out of productiu~, but there are many X-Y 
plotters on the market which a1:e suitable for use in this work. When 
choosing an X-Y plotter the connection of the pen to the slide is 
important as is its ease of removal t.:· provide a fitting for the 
photo-cells. The X-Y plotter conta:i.•:~s accessories which are not used 
in the laser detection system so_ that a mechanism could be specially 
constructed which only used the servo-mechanism and some of the 
sensitivity of a normal X-Y plotter. The frequency response of the 
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X--Y plotter is important, as demonstrated in previous sections of this 
Chapter, when relatively high frequency movements need to be r.Jonitored. 
Some modern Hev1lett Packard X-Y plotte_rs have better response character-
istics than the one used in this work, but can cost. over £2,000. 
In designing a sys tern an initial decision lvoulcl have to be made 
on whether the sacrifice of accuracy due to overshoe',: at. high<o.i. 
frequencies 1varrented the· use of the equipment at these frequc1cies. 
The maximum amplitude is limited by ·the size of th8-;:>lot;:er·so this 
would require consideration. If one needed to reco;:d movements greater 
than those provided by standard equipment, then t~e 9rod~ction of 
special equipment would be necessary. This need not !Je: tn:l difficult 
for technicians experience in the instrumentation field. 
4.10 Conclusions 
The tests have shown that a stable system has been C!esignc.d 
and details of the maximum frequency and amplitude have been !J::::oduced. 
The frequency response can be increased up to a point whe::::e i;-,,te.bility 
of the photo-cells would occur. This is physically observed by the 
la.rge oscillation of the photo-cells about a stationary laser beaw. 
This situation occus when there is a substantial increase of the 
sensitivity of the X-Y plotter, or the Transfer Fllilction of the 
integrator or output of the photo-cells. Increasing the response by 
one of these means moves the curves of figure 4.16 to the right, but 
will also increase the "overshoot" which is represented by tl.e pa::::·t. 
above the zero db line. However, a system has been designed which 
will measure quasi-static movements of structures for amplitudes up 
to 300 mm. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
MEASURING T".t-lE SLO.'l l>lOVEMENT OF STRUCTURES \HTH A 
LASER BASED SYSTEM 
5 .1 Introduction 
The details of a number of systems devised to measure th0 slow 
movement of structures were given in Chapter Three aru th~ development 
of one of the cheaper and more reliable devices was described in 
Chapter Four. The versatility of this prototype system: in its appli-
cation to a number of full-scale structures , is presr~r.c.ed in thi.s 
Chapter. 
As with most kinds of transducers , care must be taken uv~r its 
use and it is necessary to know the limitations and accuracy of the 
device. Varied types of structure were chosen so as to assess e1e 
adaptability of the laser based system . Some of the struct~es \'/ere 
investigated to obtain information on the deflections taking place 
under loads. Situations where fairly static tests were performed are 
described; such as the loading of a reinforced concrete balcony ana 
that of a laboratory test rig. Monitoring of a tall building during 
a storm was performed , with limited r esults, but some temperature move-
ments were recorded on another date with the X-Y plotter laser system. 
The l imitations of using lasers in external conditions is 
( 
assessed because of the changes in the atmosphere vlhich affect the 
pointing stability of the laser beam . This wa~ monitored using an 
array of thermistors in different situations and conclusions are drawn 
as to the best conditions for the use of the l aser . 
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The movements of a suspe nsion bridge , as recorde d, are described , 
both info:::-mation on the deflection at the centre of the 1nain s pan and 
that occurring at the top of one of the main tov1ers is given . 
5.2 Full-Scale Te:;tin~ Techniq t:e with the Laser Based Syst em 
A preliminary si le investic_;".l.tion , where the major priority is 
the position to be taken by the· lo.ser and its isolation from vibration, 
or possible rotatior. <'-1 1 ~·1ovements , is necessary . The type of sight 
line to the moni torir.~J position , a11d the actual position of the X-Y 
plotter are also initi~l conside:::-ations. Protection of the laser from 
the natural elements of v;ind and rain, must be considered as well as 
making the equipment vandal proof .i.f in a public place. The protection 
to human eyes,which was described in Chapter Three, means that the 
laser must not be used horizontally at eye l evel or at a low position 
pointing vertically without any scLeening. 
Care must be taken to prot.E-ct the laser from rain, especially 
when a laser is used pointing vertically in external conditions . Use-
ful data can be obtained on a st.ructure by monitoring its performance 
in a strong wind, but such winds are often storms which have rain 
associated with them . A des:i.gn for the protection for a vertical 
pointing laser is shown in figure 5 .1. This consists of the overall 
protection given by a site hut to prevent wind from moving the laser, 
the site hut being securely bolted dO\v,~ to the ground. Connected 
through the roof, as shown, is an op.an-ended cylinder with an inverted 
funnel, of a smaller diameter, attach~d to the inside at the lower end. 
This allows any rain running down the inside of the tube to run away, 
outside the area of protection needed for the laser. Figure 5.2 shows 
two lasers being used in such a manner. 
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, A horizontal pointing la!;er can be protected much more easily 
by a cover over t.he laser Hi th a small opening for the beam to pass 
through. The deflect.ion of the· main span of a suspension bridge was 
monitored with a hori?.ontally pointing laser. This .was attached to 
a stiff .cross-be~n at one of the main towers and gave a relatively 
stationary support for the laser and the carriageway overhead gave 
protection from the elements. The laser in this position can be seen 
in ·figure 5.3. 
The laser stat.ic!1 chosen for any tests should be checked both 
before and during t11e cests for vibration and rotational moveme.nts. 
The grow1d at the base, or the foW1dation raft, of a multi-storey 
building v1ill be. affected by the movement of the 'structure. This will 
be a very small amonnt, normally causing negligible angular movement 
of the laser beam. The more stiff the gronnd, then the less the move-
ment. It was fow1d on tests on t'.-10 tall buildings in Plymouth, that 
there was no response at the bc:se in the fnndamental f~equency due to 
' 
wind excitation, or to a rota!.y mr.ss vibrator. One building was 
monitored for twenty-four hours ~1i t:1 =:. servo-drive accelerometer at 
its base, but no sl01v movement could be detected. The use of very 
stable amplifiers is necessary for this type of work and this pro-
cedure should be applied to each test. Traffic vibrations causing 
problems to a laser have been reported by IVilliams 91 where vibrations 
were transmitted from a road viaduct ·to the gronnd at the laser 
position. 
Obviously one of the considera.t~.ons is that the~·e must be a sight 
line from the laser to the position w~ere deflections are to be moni-
tored. Sometimes only limited space is avail·3l:le do\·m which to shoot 
the laser and so the laser monnting needs to be able to accommodate 
lateral and rotational movement for direction on to a distant target. 
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Figure 5. 4 shm.;s a 5 mW Helium-Neon laser in an adjustable tripod for 
.use on multi-storey buildinqs. When a flat base was not available a 
rig had to be manufactured. This is shm~n in figure 5.5, the frame 
···lil.s adjustable in the plane at right-angles to the beam direction and 
rotation about these axes was possible. The frame in this case was 
belted to the side wall of a 170 m lift shaft where access to a flat 
base \.;as not possible. The 'laser seating, shown in figure 5. 3, under 
the carriageway of a suspension bridge, consists of similar adjusting 
sc:::ews which allows fine pointing of the laser on to the distant 
target. 
The target in these tests was an X-Y plotter which needed to be 
rigidly attached to the moving structure. The unit weighed 13 kg and, 
at times, needed to be cantilevered out from structures so that a 
strong frame•tlork was also required. The X-Y plotter is shown in figure 
5.6 attached to a cross-beam at the centre of the main span of the 
Ta~ar bridge. Waterproofing is achieved by fitting a perspex cover 
around L~e laser detector. The cover protrudes from the surface of 
thG plotter by 150 mm and the sides are covered so that stray ambient 
light cannot affect the photo-cells. Signals produced by deflections 
.are transmitted by cables to a suitable recording position where an 
F.M. tape recorder is located. The X-Y plotter should be directed 
approximately at right angles to the beam, but this is not too 
criticai. Rotations at this position are not recorded only transla-
. tional ruvvemen ts. 
The test procedure must allow time for the laser to warm up and 
become directionally stable. This normally takes about five hours, 
but each laser should be checked in the laboratory prior. to use. 
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5.3 A Small. RailHay Bridge. 
An invest-.igation was carried out on a small railway bridge over 
the river Plym at Plymouth, where .the vertical deflection of the piers 
was measured as a train passed o•.rer the bridge. The piers ~~ere moni-
tored with the co-operation of the Plymouth District Engineer of 
E:r·i tish Rail and this work is more fully described in reference 91, 
witll dralvings of the bridge and details of equipment positons. The 
rar.ge ~~as 20 m to the ·x:...y plotter position which can be observed in 
figure 5.7. Deflections were small, less thanl mm, but good results 
were obtained. A typical curve is that shown in figure 5.8 which 
relntes to the passage of a freight train over the structure. The 
equipment proved to be satis:J;actory for monitoring such movements when 
it would have been very difficult to use any other equipment. 
5.4 Static Load Test of a Balcony 
The. testing of a number of small reinforced concrete balconies for 
a I.oc:.l Authority was carried out. The load was applied by concrete 
blocks and the deflection:monitored with t~e laser system developed. 
The laser was located on an adjacent canopy over a doorway .(figure 
. 5.~l) I level with. the balcony under tes't. A typical load/deflection 
cu:r.ve ob~ained is given (figure 5.10) where the total applied load 
was 4 kN· and the deflection measured \Vas ·between 0.3 and 0.4 mm. 
A ~rief calculation of the theoretical deflection under this 
load is given below:-
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LOAD 
A 
I. J ..1 
Deflection at position A is given by : -
41 w£ 3 
= 24 EI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 .1 
where (W) is the t otal load = 4 x l03N 
( R,) loaded length of cantilever = 460 mm 
(E) modulus of elasticity of concrete (ass Ulil8 a) = 20 k.N/lllr'12 
( I ) second moment of bd
3 
x lo-4m4 area 12 = 2 . 22 
(d) average depth of slab = 110 mm 
The result of this calculation gives a value of 0 . 14 mm fo~ (dA) , 
which is approximately half of the observed value . The discr.epancy 
could be due to the error in the assumed value of (E) , or tiH::: v.:.o lue of 
the actual depth of the section acting which could be much less t:.1an 
110 mm . 
A s i mpler method of measuring the deflection could have been 
devised , but this proved to be a useful trial for the laser based 
equipment. 
5 . 5 Rotations of a Laboratory Tes t Frame 
The structures laboratory of the Construction Studies Group at 
Plymouth Polytechnic contains a large test frame which is rigidly 
connected to a concretefloor slab . t-1any student and research projects 
utilise this 8 m by 4 m by 3 . 25 m high frame\vork , as a rigid frame 
from which load tests on different models take place . Deflections 
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of the models are monitored considering the frame as _completely 
rigid. A simple test was undertaken to observe rotations that ~1ere 
occurring in the centre of orrc of the 200 by 200 mm 'H' section 
columns where a small plane frame was att.<:tched acting as a cantilever 
from the column 127 . The laser/X-Y plotter system was used, but to 
monitor the rotations at the coh1mn, a mirror was placed at this 
position while the :•. 6 m long pJ.c,ne frame 1·1as successively loaded in 
10 kg steps up to lOO kq. 'l'i1e laser beam v1as directed from a station-
ary position towards tile mirror ;:md then reflected bA.ck to the X-Y 
plotter positioned a~1jA.c:ent to th•) laser. Deflections at. the X-Y 
plotter of 0. 5 mm per JO kg load. :cere recorded- giving rotations of 
l. 7 x lo- 5 radians pe.r 10 kg lc.ad. 'l'he measurer.~ent of smaller 
rotations can be obtained by !.·emcving the recording station to a 
position further a~1ay from the rrLLrror. Note should be made of the 
possibility of thermal effects on the beam position over an expanded 
range. 
5.6 Tamar Suspension Bridg~ Truss Movo;ments 
The monitoring of the central deflection of the bridge was a 
major trial for the prototype equipment, as the range for the laser 
was 168 m in a possibly hostile environment. The laser, as stated in 
section 5.2, 1~as positioned on a de'~P cross-beam just below road level 
at the East tower. A laser spot of e1e required diameter was produced 
at the centre of the span by using a Zeiss collimator attached to the 
laser. The bridge lies East-West so the North side of the bridge was 
chosen for the tests, as this would be the side least affected by the 
sun. 
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The luser position was moni t:ored with a servo-dri ve accelerometer 
and sho·ded large signals of acceleration a·t frequencies of beb1een o. 3 
and 1.0 llz, but showed only small signals at frequencies around 0.04 Hz 
(period of 25 seconds) which is e1e frequency due to the movement of 
traffic over the bridge. The accelerometer records both rotational 
a!.1d translational movements combined in the same signal (see section 
3.3 of Chapter Three). It was only the rotational movements that 
affected the position of the beam at the X-Y plotter position. The 
t:,-anslations v1ere small compared to the rotational component, which 
~as magnified as a result of the long lever arm effect. The signal 
recorded on the accelerome.ter, due to the passage of a lorry carrying 
pre-cast concrete ·rings over the bridge,. gave an appro>:imate measured 
acr.eleration of 0.6 rnm/s 2 (shown in figure 5.11). If e1is signal is 
considered as obtained by pure rotation of the towar, then a rotation 
of 6 x lo-5 radians took place which gave a resultant movement of the 
laser beam position of 10 mm at the centre of the bridge. Results for 
othe:r lorries passing over the bridge gave values of rotation less than 
6 x ~o- 5 radians. 
Calculation of the approximate translational component can be 
made by reference to work described in the next section lvhich gives 
de~ails of the movement at the top of one of the main towers. A load 
of approximately 40 tonnes at the centre of the bridge can be seen to 
produce a deflection of 16 mm at the top of one of the towe~s; therefore, 
a load :.lf 20 tonnes (an estimate of the load applied by the lorry with 
precast concrete rings) would produce 8 mm movement. Assuming the 
mode shape of the tower to be somewhat of a parabolic curve, then the 
translation (ll) at the laser. positim would be 2. 7 mm. ThE: time taken 
for e1e lorry to pass over the bridge was thirty seconds (f 0.033 Hz). 
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'I'he acceleration level associated with this movement is eqmtl to:-
·where ( 6) the translational movcmen t = 2. 7 II'JU 
(w) frequency = 0.033 x 2n radians/s 
therefore a= 2.7 (0.033 x 2rr)2 mm/s2 
a = 0.12 mm/s 2 
5.2 
This acceleration is 20% of that monitored at the cross--beam 
level and so the error produced in the laser pointing'· for the heavy 
lorry crossing the bridge, was approximately 8 r::;m. The a'Jove calcula-
tion gives some indication of where errors are introduced iatr.> the 
measuring process and of their relative magnitude. 
'l'he vertical deflection of the centre of the main spc:n wc.s 
monitored, and records produced for the passage of different ~ypes of 
vehicle over the bridge when there was little ot.1-Jer traffic on the 
bridge. Data was recorded on magnetic tape and analysed later in the 
laboratory. Figure 5.12 shows a number of these 'influence L.nE?. dia-
grams' . If more funds had been available it would have bee:<1 ..,,ery 
useful to have a number of vehicles of different weights pass· ;,ver 
the bridge at different times, when the bridge was otherwise ~nloaded. 
An estimate has been put on the vehicles from which the deflection 
surves were obtained. These are for graph no.l- 12 T, no.2 - 15 T, 
no.3- unknown, no.4- 2o·T. ·The maximum value obtained 1~as 60 mm 
for graph no.4 which was the lorry carrying precast concrete rings. 
It has been shown that this result is approximately 20% too large due 
to laser rotation and a similar correction should be applied to ea,-h 
graph. Care must be taken in comparisons of the deflection curves as 
the monitoring station was on the North side and vehicles travelling 
West to East travel on the South side of the carriageway. 
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Supe.rimposed on the slowly varying curve is a signal of changing 
frequency and amplitude. This is probably due to a number of effects, 
• . .>-
including rotational vibrations at the laser position transmitted by 
lever-arm action of the beam to the X-Y plotter position. Some of the 
signal could be due to the hunting of the photo-c·:=llf;, but this is 
probably unlikely as such response is normally of a. mu~h smalle.r order 
of magnitude. Atmospheric changes also affe·ct t.'le pointing of the 
beam 11hich is discussed in section 5. 9. The natural !'requencies of 
the bridge, as determined in Chapter Seven, are excited by traffic 
and could be part of the signals shown in figure 5. 1?... Tn8se were 
recorded when the 1·1ind 1·1as nearly at zero, and condition,; 11ere_ generally. 
cloudy, although bright occasionally. The signal recorded v;hen there 
was only light traffic on the bridge can be observed in fiSJ1lr8 5.13, 
where the movement was approximately 3 mm peak to peak amplitude. 
Observations of the horizontal movement 1vere automatically 
recorded as well. The record produced when a la_rge lorry passed over 
the bridge (figure 5 .14) gives a peak to peak amplitude of 3.S mm. The 
increase in amplitude as compared to figure 5.13, is most pro!:>ably :lue 
to vibration produced by the vehicle both moving the bridge and the 
effect on the laser. 
On a later day wind excited the bridge in to movement in ::. ts 
fundamental vertical frequency and the unfiltered signal is shown in 
figure 5. 15, where the peak to peak amplitude was approximately 6 mr.: 
at 0.33 Hz. n1e fundamental frequency obtained from vibration tests 
with seismometers was 0.37 Hz. It proved of interest to inspectth~ 
spectrum of frequencies in the signal for the vertical deflection of 
the bridge; obtained with the laser system (figure 5.16). Tne result 
indicated that the low frequency signals, below 0.1 Hz, have the 
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largest f'O\'Ie:c. Hm.'ever, the fundamental period of the bridge does show 
above the general noise lev8l. 'I'he respm1se to wind movement.s of this 
·frequency ~-;as quoted as 6 w.m, bu l: the true deflection is slightly 
different as at this frequency the amplitude ratio characteristics of 
~1e X-Y plotter/laser system have some effect. Full reference to this 
response was given in Chapter Four. With consideration of figure 4.16 
of Chapter Four, the approximate value for the true respo11se can be 
focmd. For a 10 mm movement (peak to peak) at 0.33 Hz (2.07 rad/s) the 
db is +0. 5. This gives a true movement of(f". o6) x 6 rrnn whi_ch is 5. 7 mm 
peak to peak amplitude. 
The moni taring of this posi ti.on over a number of hours gave 
inLc!"es ting graphs of the loading which 1vas acting upon the bridge .. 
A typical plot is shmm in figure 5.17, where the deflections occurring 
over a four hour period a:::-e represented. The number of occasions when 
heavy lorries passed over the bridge can be clearly seen by the large 
deflections. 
5. 7 Tamar Suspension Bridge To1ver Novements 
To demonstrate that the laser/X-Y plotter system developed was 
cap~ble of observing the very slo movement of a structure over a 
period or days, the laser was positioned at the base of the downstream, 
East-side main tower of ~1e suspension bridge. The laser used in this 
test was an auto-plumb on trial from the National Physical Laboratory 
and is -that laser shown in figure 3.4. The towers arc hollow with 
diaphl.·ams at 6.1 m intervals, but each has a regular 300 by 150 mm 
rectangular hole thus allowing the laser beam to pass through unobstructed. 
The range to the position of the X-Y plotter was 70 m in perfect 
conditions as the hollow tower \vas completely enclosed so with no air 
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currents, changes in temperature gradient were ,,unlikely. The equip-
ment was left operational for a nwnber of twenty four hour p~r.iods; 
the external air temperature was r0corded toget...l-ter with the lateral 
movements at the top of the tower. 'I\vo sets of results are >3hown in 
figure 5.18, where the correlation between to1·1er movement and air 
temperature can be clearly observed. The deflectior'.s are in the order 
0 
of 1 mm per C. The test conditions are indicated on each grc-;;'h and 
the wind was negligible on each occasion. The movemer.ts recorded were 
to1vards the East for temperature rises. 
An annemometer was set up at the top of the to·wer t.o rec.)rd wind 
speed and direction. Winds of up to 20 m/s were :cer.o:::ded, but no 
correlation could be made with tower movements as the recorus v;eye 
predominantly deflections due to the effects of temperature and 
traffic flow. 
The tower was ·monitored when three large "dump trucks" r-assed 
across the bridge. They each· weighed 38 T and took a total o~: two 
minutes to cross the bridge, the vehicles being set off at. di.fi:er.ent 
times across the bridge. The results obtained (figure 5.19) show 
a -ma)dmum deflection of 16 mm, but reference must be made to the 
relative psoi tions of the vehicle on the bridge. 
5.8 Residential Nautical College 
This 33 m, 11 storey building, was instrumented for two separate 
periods in the hope of obtaining information on temperature and the 
wind induced deflections taking 'place over a number of hours. The 
building was in constant use. so that the laser could not be used in 
the stair-well or in a lift shaft. The only other position was on an 
external wall, which considering the atmospheric effects on the beam, 
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and the waterproofing necessary for the laser, was not particu.larly 
sui·toble. However, it was considered necE:ssary to proceed 1dth tests, 
if only to obtain information on the practical limitations of the 
technique. 
The North \·lall of the structure was chosen which is shmm in the 
facing 1-1all of figure 5. 20. Th,:; reasons for this choice were twofold, 
firstly, the effects from the sun' S· radiation would be reduced because 
of the shadow of the act.ual bui.ld:i.ng and, secondly, there were no 
windows located cent:::<tlly in this v1all. . Discussions and results of 
tests 1-1ith thermistors moni.torin:;J atmospheric effects on the laser beam 
pointing .stability are siven in section 5.10. 
The first tests were cax-rieC! out in July, 1977 with the laser 
located centrally, 300 mm froru the base of the North wall, with the 
X-Y plotter mounted 34 m above, as shovm in figure 5. 21. This test 
was carried out in calm conditions over a number of twenty-four hour 
periods. ·The results, at times, did not show any trend of movement, 
only random motion. The deflections also did not correspond to the 
data obtained for the change of beam position, as recorded and calculated 
from the thermistor equipment. 
However, a 16 hour period f.Yom 22.00 hours did provide some 
results (figure 5.22). The previotts day, the 15th July, 1977, had 
been very clear with a lot of sunshin8, so the building would have 
moved to the East in the afternoon and early evening. Therefore, 
over night as the structure· cooled it would have been expected to 
move back to the \-lest and its equilibrium position as the movement on 
the diagram indicates. However, one would expect this movement to 
continue \~estward as the sun heats the East face of the building 
during the morning and then for the situation to 'change around mid-
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day. This situation does not occur, but the temperature changes 
taking place are much more complex t.'1an has been stated, as internal 
cooling and heating takes place and, during this Summer period, t11e 
sun is very high so heating of the roof occurs. A simple calculation, 
taking the building as a block of uniform material, heated on one 
s.i.ne and bendi_ng as an arc of a circle provides a figure of 0. 033 mm 
0 . pc-: C for the deflectlon at t11e top of the structure. A value of 
1 x lo-s per °C was used for the thermal expansion of the material. 
Fm: a temperature change of 7°C this gave a deflection of 0. 23 mm 
and does not compare with the deflections monitored which \vere in the 
order of 2 mm 1-1hile t11e t11ermistor results (section 5.9) for the same 
pe dod were 0. 3 mm·. 
The next series of tests were performed in the more violent 
conch tions of a blizzard which occurred· ilirough the 18tl1 and 19tl1 of 
February, 1978. The building was ins trumented \vi tl1 accelerometers to 
obt.ain information on the dyna'1lic movements that occurred. It was hoped 
to au9ment tl1is data by recording ilie slow movements taking place in 
the stru~ture. TWo lasers were used witl1 two detector devices. One 
of the detectors was a micrometer quadrant diode device manufactured 
by Scientifica and Cook Electronics Ltd. This was found to be 
unsuitable for this type of test over a number of hours as a change 
in calibl·ation occurred when iliere was a change in ambient light 
conditions. The effects are fully described in section 3.8 of Chapter 
Three. ~ne other detector was the X-Y plotter/photo-cell-system· 
develop~J for tl1is type of work. 
The winds proved to be too strong! The site hut, in which the 
lasers were contained,worked loose from the rawl bolts, which attached 
it to the pavement and managed to knock ilie laser out of position. 
Devon and Cornwall experienced much darnage to buildings. during the 
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swne night Hi·th gusts of 40 m/s recorded. A record for thiD period, 
from an annemometer placed 6 m above ·the roof level of the R:;,sidential 
Nautical Coll~ge can be observed in figure 2. 27. 
On the 14th March, 1978 another storm of lesser extent affected 
the area and the recording system \·las again set in mc-r.ion. Tl-:e wind 
was from the South-West and the aver_age wind speed v<:ried bet.wea 8 and 
18 m/s. The signals analysed in the laboratory were filtered -::o remove 
higher frequency signals and the result is sho•.~n if~. £'igur>o! 5.23, dra\·m 
against the •dnd speed data for the same period of time. 'J'her"l appears 
to be no definite correlation between the results, b..:t tbe concept of 
relating the movement to an average Hind speed or p:o::~ssure cou:!.d have 
given interesting results. Dalgliesh and Rainer 12 1 were abl.e t.o 
correlate movements at the top of a 234 m high building with .pressare 
measurements on the outside surface of the structure. They used a 
similar laser monitoring system and recorded diff(n·ential movements of 
50 mm. The laser ~·as located inside the structure, but no assessment 
was made of atmospheric temperature_ gradients affecting the .l.'l.Zer system. 
The technique used on the Residential Nautical College was 
correct in procedure "in the available conditions, but as in all full-
scale tests, problems do occur, as unforeseeable circumstances arise. 
The results obtained are very limited in view of the man-ho~rs of 
work invested, but a taller structure which would normally have largP.r 
deflections associated with wind loads; the use of an internal 
position for the laser, would, no doubt, provide good results. 
5.9 Monitoring Atmospheric Changes 
The problems of atmospheric effects altering the poi~ting of a 
laser beam were noted in section 3.6 where some equipment for monitor-
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ing these changes Has briefly described. Tests in Plymout.l-J used an 
array of thermis tors to. monitor changes in temperature gr~dient occur-
ring across the laser beam, in order to predict movements in the spot 
posi. tion due to these effects. The equipment was borro\ved from the 
National Physical Labo::-atory and their co-operation is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
The system involved the US3 of nine small thermistors which 
could be arranged to Slli t "t.he site situation. '1'\m of these arrange-
ments, as shown in figures 5.24 and 5.25, which are straight arrays 
and a cruciform ar!:ay ·to monitor gradients at right angles to the 
beam's direction. 'l'he tbe:rJ~ist.o.cs are shown with aluminium shields 
backed with polysty:r·ene, to protect them from radiation from the sky 
and the ground. A small chart rec01:der sequentially monitors each 
of eight normal thern,istors either continuously or at pre-selected 
intervals of ~. ~ or l hour. The ninth thermistor \vas used to cope 
with drift due to a changing ambient temperatu:r·e and had a longer 
time constant for comparison \-."i 1J1 each of the other therrnistors. 
The calculation of the deviation of the beam is from the 
equation:-
(n - l) 
a 
T p 
s a dT 
p T"2 dR 
s a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. l 
which was developed by Harrison, Toliman and New 106 • 
Where (xi) is the beam deviation m 
(i) the range m 
(n· ) the refractive index of drJ air = 1.000277 
a 
0 (T) atmospheric temperature at standard conditions= 288.15 K 
s 
(P )· atmospheric pressure at standard cor!ditions = 1.013 x 105 N/m2 
s 
(P ) atmospheric pressure at site N/m2 
a 
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(T ) 
a 
(:) 
atmospheric temperature at site °K 
0 temperature gradient across the beam K/m 
Using this equation and conditions of standard tempe:r.ature and pressure 
with a gradient of 0.1 °C/m across the beam' the graph of beam deviation 
against range was drawn and is given in figure 3. 3 of Chapter Three. 
The calculation of the temperature_ gradien\.: was o'->tained from 
the trace of the recorder by the following method. 'l'he model situation 
would be that shown in figure 5. 26, where the four rt:adings A, B, C 
and D form a straight line. Lapse curves are not al·.1ays of this form so 
some form of calculating the best value of the gradie!.t in °C/m is 
necessary. 
The spread of the thermistors was arranged sysmmetrically about 
the laser beam and as the thermistor readings from B and C were more 
accurate in r.egistering the effect on the laser beam, a weighting 
system vias used for the readings which amounted to single weighting 
for A and D and treble weighting for B and C with the gradie,1~: 
calculated by:-
m for i = A, B, C and D 
For 0.2 m spacing shown in figure 5, this becomes 
m 1.25 (C + D - A- B) 
using the values of gradients calculated from each set of thermistor 
readings, values of deviation of the beam for the range were derived 
from the graph of figure 3.3. 
5.10 Thermistor Results 
The results of tests with the thermistor equipment on different 
structures are given. ~1ese results should not be considered as 
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represen·tj_ng the actt;al cha."1ges occurring to the beam pos.i tion, but 
give only a general ir.dication of what is happooning and ;~.hat .the levels 
of deviation were. The equipment could only be used at one position at 
a time, so the readings of this position \~ere considered to be constant 
over the >-1hole length of the beam. 
The Residential Nautical College was monitored ~1ith th(.' crucifonn 
array positioned. at the 11th floor on the North w::tll. nesult!; (figure 
5.27) shovJ an error of about 0.3 mm ·for the period :i5th to 16t1: July, 
1977, except for a period around 19.00 hours, vi hen ::.he sun \vculd be 
shining at the equipment from a 10'11 position in the We.:;t.. This pro-
duced a change in the results of 0.6 mm. 
To observe whether the East or West sides of the building would 
produce greatly different results, tests were carried out with two 
straight arrays of thermistors. The results for the t\W faces are 
given in figures 5. 28 and 5. 29, both were recorded on ove~·cast days 
which are the best conditions for the use of laser alignmer>t ·.=quipment. 
!lOivever 1 these positions were at windows through which heat loss occurs 1 
so that the occasional peaks could be the result of open windows caus-
ing warm air currents affecting thermistor readings. A further test 
was carried out on the l~est side on a bright, warm day with the rest!lt 
that large errors in pointing would have occurred if the laser were 
used on that side of the building (figure 5. 30), the errors were in 
the order of 1.1 mm maximum. 
Similar tests were performed on a li-ft shaft on the 190 m hj_q1 i 
building in London. The array used on this structure (figure 5. 31) 
was of a different nature as only a small area was available in the 
lift shaft and it was not necessary to use radiation shields. The 
results are sho\m for a twenty four hour period in figure 5. 32, the 
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maximum error in laser painting was approximately 5 mm over a range of 
170 m. Lift shafts are normally completely enclosed, but a1·. the· time 
of testing (27th to 28th December, 197'7) the building \vas still under 
construction so that air currents were able to enter the st:r:·uc:ture at 
different heights and these could be felt in the sr.a£t. This accounts 
for the large value of 5 mm that would not normally be encount2red in 
such a situation. 
During tests on 'the Tamar Suspension· Bridge· th<>.. cr;,;ciforni array 
of the:r:mistors was used in a position under the cc:.rriagewny <>t. the 
North side where the effects of the sun would be least.. Results over 
twenty-four hours (figure 5.33) gave an indication ('f ch;m.;~eE in spot 
position of 17 ITL'll over the range of 168 m. Checkir.g on t.'1e ch2nges 
occurring over a period of minutes gave values within 5 mm (figure 
5. 34) . 
The conclusions to be drawn are that careful planning of t~e 
location of the laser beam line should be carried out, togeth·.=r with 
some monitoring. The North wall of the Residential Nauth:al College 
proved to be the most adequate external site, but there is no dr,ubt 
that a lift shaft with no draughts would have proved the most satis-
factory position. Care must be taken in analysing deflection r8sults 
over long periods for work with long site lines in the open, as work 
in even a fairly enclosed position showed that there are sizeable 
effects from temperature gradients. 
5.11 Conclusions 
The X-Y plotter/laser prototype system developed proved ~uit­
able to monitor the most difficult deflectiornon a number of struc-
tures and to cope with extreme weather conditions. Care is needed 
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with the interpretation of results as regards the rotations taking 
place at the laser position. 'l'he use of an automatic-plumb laser 
assists in the testing procedt1re in this respect. 
1-!oni taring of . the change in temperature. gradient for vertical 
site lines, as on the raulti-stcrey buildings, and the horizontal line 
on the suspension brioqe, has r • .:>-1:". been carried out before, so some 
valuable information hiis been obtcained. Improvements to this method 
are likely to be mace in t.l-)e future. One approach would be to use 
more thermistors at closer intervals or to use the devices described 
in section 3. 6. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
ESTIMATIO~ OF BUILDING PERFORMANCE 
6 . 1 Introduction 
The frequency analysis of tall buildings can bt:: a very ,:C'mpli-
cated mathematical procedure, depending on the s ophi stication of the 
technique and the assumptions made about the struc:t:ur0 . The analyst 
must decide whether the structure is acting as a f;·.:une type , or a 
shear-wall or a combination of both and how much ebch supplies l ateral 
rigidity to the building . 
Much research has been undertaken into the structural an~lysis 
of multi-storey structures and , as a result , the t echni ques ewployed 
for dynamic analysis continue to improve . It is not within t he scope 
of this Chapter to probe into new methods or even to fully use ~~iose 
already de veloped. However , the use of a finite element cc~puter 
package , coupled with results taken from actual structures , h u3 
a l lowed some correlation between wind forces and building defle ctions 
to be attempted. 
The prediction of the natural frequencies can be a difficnl t 
and expensive practice , but may yield informati on vital to the bui~d­
i ng ' s continual serviceability . The graph showing the response of a 
system related to the ratio of forcing frequency to natural frequenc.,r , 
i s gi ven in figure 6 . 1 . This is for a s ingle degree of freedom 
system, that for a higher order would simply be an extension of this 
graph; with peaks a t diminishing values of the response factor . The re-
fore , if the struct ure is to contain machinery which will vibrate at 
or near the resonant frequency , care mus t be taken as the resultant 
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deflections, velocities and accelerations produced wil l be much higher 
than i f the load were. applj_ed statically . The pec>.k of the g:r:aph is 
controlled by the damping inherent in the structure , which cannot be 
calculated, but Hhich can be estimated from similar structures. So 
the prediction of the natural frequencies, particula}:ly the fundamental 
frequency is important. One point that is worthy of note is tl!e pro-
cedure to be followed if a structure is affected r :r resonanc-e. If the 
working frequency of machinery cannot be altered , thea some al teration 
of the structure may be necessary . Initially , one Hould consider 
stiffening the structure , so as to reduce the leveL o.: the ?mplitude ; 
this, however , may cause the reverse effect if the n:gion in which the 
ratio of forcing frequency to natural frequency was that it ·.dicated by 
the line A in figure 6.1. Increasing the stiffness wuuld c~usc an 
increase in the natural frequency and SO the ratio {WT to {Ill ( \"IOUld 
n 
reduce and _possibly give a greater value of the arr~litude respons~. 
The structure , although stiffer would respond more to the maci1ine 
induced vibrations. A reduction in mass would also cause the ~ame 
effect. 
6 . 2 Elements of a Building 
A multi-storey structure is normally designed with a shea-y· . core 
to resist lateral loading and a framework of columns and beams (<n: 
slabs) to resist gravity loads . Stiffness is also added by internal 
panels , often designed as non load bearing divisions. 
The original tall buildings of the pre-1940 ' s derived a l argE 
part of their lateral stiffness from masonry walls . It was estimat~d 
by Rathburn89 that materials other than the steel frame stiffened the 
Empire State Building by ·three or four times the frame' s contribution . 
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The basic formula for the natural frequency (w) related to 
generalised mass (M) and stiffness (k) is given by:-
w =11 .................... 6.1 
\'li th the better understanding of structural behaviour and the use 
of computers in design, as stated in the introduction to this thesis, 
thore has been a reduction in the overall stiffness of structures. 
Considering equation 6.1, this has resulted in a decrease in the 
no.tural frequency of structures, and the taller buildings being con-
structed have beco:ne more susceptible to dynamic forces from the 
1~.ind. However, the original buildings contained heavy masonry walls 
whi:::h have been replaced by precast panels and .internal walls of 
mu(;h lighter material. This has the effect of increasing the natural 
frequency and so, for structures ~1ith a similar number of stories, 
the fundamental frequency has remained fairly constant over·. the years. 
The type of structure affects both the frequency and mode 
sh:'lpes. Figure 6. 2 shows the type of modes obtained from pure 
st::uctural systems and gives an idea of the combined system deformation. 
6.3 ·structural Details of Buildings Investigated 
. The three buildings investigated in Plymouth were built in the 
1960's a:-:d are all reinforced concrete frames, with lift shafts and 
end walls forming shear walls. Photographs of the structures have 
been referred to previously (figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3). The three 
buildir.gs are. the Residential Nautical College (R.N.C.), the British 
Rail building (B.R.) and the Civic Centre (C.C_.) and are 33, 42 and 
57 metres high, respectively. Although these buildings are not. 
particularly tall, they are, however, flexible and susceptible to 
dynamic loading. They demonstrate all the problems and responses 
which are encountered on much taller st.ructures. · \vork carried out on 
a 190 metre structure is described briefly in Chapter 2. 
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Residential N<Jutic;al College (R.N .. C.) 
This is an eleven storey structure used as accorrmodation for 
students and is situated on on exposed site on the side of a small 
hill. ~01·1ever, it. is faced by some quite tall structures on one side, 
one to about t\vo-thirds of its mvn height. Figure 6. 3 shows a model 
of .the R.N.C. and the surrounding buildings \·lhich was prepared for 
wi~·,d tunnel tests. 
The building is rectangular in section and the dimensions are 
sho1m in figure 6.4, a t.ypical floor plan of one of the eleven storeys. 
'!'he main shear ~;alls occur at the ends of the structure in the shape 
of a 'T' and the lift shaft, which is positioned slightly offset from 
boU1 axes. The rest of rhe structure i.s of column and slab construe-
' tion, with external columns of size 300 by 300 mm Hi th ·larger internal 
colunms 600 by 300 mm. The building is founded on schillet (a local 
te:::01 to describe weathered shale) and the column foundations are 
individual pads. 
British Rail Building (B.R.) 
This ten storey structure is founded in a small valley and has 
a large raft type foundation. There is a basement and column sizes 
vary at different levels up the height of the structure. At the 
tenth floor level there is a first roof level which houses the lift 
motors at the ends, a final roof level is 3.66 metres above this. 
The floors are of hollow pot construction and the concrete topping is 
thickened to form reinforced concrete beams spanning between the 
columns. The building is aligned North-South, with a double lift 
core at the South end and a single core at the other end, as sho\-m 
in figure 6.5. Other shear \valls are provided by plane twin end walls, 
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which can 'be seen externally on the photograph of figure 2.2. 
Another pair of shear 1·1alls he<ve been constructed tmvards the North 
end. The basement contains the columns as part of the reinforced 
concrete enclosing walls. 
Civic Centre (C.C.) 
The.Civic Centre is locaterl behind Plymouth Hoe and somewhat 
sheltered by it, but it is still exposed and vulnerable to wind from 
Plymouth Sound. It is fifteen storeys high and consists of conven-
tional slab and column cons tr.uction 1·1i th shear walls. Lift shafts 
are located tm1ards t.'\e ends cf ':he structure and are of near.ly 
synunetric construction. A typic<:l floor plan is shown in figure 6.6 .. 
. At 1-1hat is considered the second floor level there is a vel:y strong, 
deep beam, belo1-1 which there is a reduction in floor area down to the 
basement level. In the level beloH the second floor there is a 
gallery area and an enlargement of the large internal columns. The 
reduction in stiffness caused by the lack of a floor slab is probably 
compensated by connections to adj~cent single storey structures. 
6.4· Calculation of the Natural Frequency of a Framed Structure 
The calculation of the 1::esponse of single-degree of freedom 
systems is a simple process; extending the process to large multi-
degree of freedom systems b~comes difficult and the use of extensive 
computer time is necessary. Manyrreth0ds and approaches have been 
made to formulate the stiffness of s1K:h structures and vast computer 
programmes have been built up. The w<.>rk on North Sea oil rigs has 
recently propagated similar interst and programs handling 2200 degrees 
. ~ ... ..:_ 
of freedom have been developed128 • 
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The equations of lateral motion for multi-degree of freedom 
systems can be written either in terms of the stiffness matrix, or 
the flexibility matrix. The stiffness matrix represents the forces 
acting at each floor when one floor is given a unit horizontal dis-
placement. The flexibility matrix is the inverse of the stiffness 
matrix and relates to the deflections of the structure when a unit 
hcYizontal force acts at each floor in turn. 
A simple one degree of freedom system shown.j_n figure 6. 7 has 
a dynamic equilibrium represented by equation 6. 2: 
ky + I~ + cy F (t) . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . 6. 2 
The= damping value (c) is given as proportional to the velocity 
and acting in the opposite direction to the positive-velocity direction. 
In an actual structure the damping, in some circumstances, is, more akin 
to frictional damping. In practice equivalent viscous damping can be 
calculated and this is generally done, because it is easier to carry 
out analytical calculations with viscous damping. For an n-degree of 
fr8edom system, as in figure 6.8, neglecting damping and allowing free 
vibr-ations the following equations are obtained:-
" 
" o. 
" kNN YN 0 . • . . . . 6. 3 
~fuere L~e (k) 's are the stiffness coefficients, which are spring con-
stants or combinations of them. The (y) 's are the displacements of 
the lumped masses and it becomes obvious that matrix notation is 
riecessa:ty because of the large number of elements involved. 
The difference in natural frequency of a lightly damped struc-
ture compared to an undamped model is very small indeed. For a damped 
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vibrating ,;;c;t:cm ·the natural frequency is given by equation 6. 412 9 
bJ 
u 
where (ul ) is t.'1e undamped natural freque-ncy 
u 
............... · .. 
(~) is the fraction of critical damping 
6.4 
For a lightly damped system, such as that of a multi-'storey structure, . 
(i,) might be equal to 0.01. This produces a change of natural fre-
q•~ency of only 0.01!0 so can be neglected. 
In the motion of a single mode the solution of equation 6.3, is 
ccnsidered to be sinusoidal and so the deflection (y) can be expressed 
as a function. given belovT in equations 6. 5 and 6 .. 6. 
a
2 
sin wt, etc. . ............... . 6.5 
an cl 
" w2 yl -al sin wt 
" w2 y2 = -a2 sin wt, etc. ............... 6.6 
Substituting these values into equatiom 6. 3 and removing sin wt 1vhich 
is a common term, equations 6.7 are obtained. 
0 . . . . . 6. 7 
A non·-t.:dvial solution to these equations is found only if the deter-
manent is equal to zero:-
(kll M w2 kl2 ...... klN 1 
k21 (k22 - M2 
w2) k2N 
kNl kN2 
k - ~ w2 ..... 6.8 NN 
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An expansion of the determinant of 6. 8, leads to a solutiqn fc;>,r (t0). 
One real root being obtained for each normal mode. A more detailed 
·explanation can be found in most text books on-structural dynamics64,!30. 
The solution for multi-degree of freedom systems becomes· a . 
problem which is suited to the use of computers, but by using iterative 
procedures the complicated probl~m can be simplified. "The most commonly 
used iterative approach is ~~e Stodola. 
In general this procedure yields both the natural frequency 
and the characteris;~ic mode sh<:pc, by use of ~~e modified equations 
of motion given in 6.7. The valu.es of (k), as stated, are the values 
of the stiffness matrix for thP. structure, but by inverting the matrix, 
the flexibility matrix is obtain<•d and can be used in thi-s process. 
In using the stiffness matrix a solution is obtained for the highest 
mode first, so it becomes more acceptable to .use the flexibility 
matrix as one is normally only interested in the lower frequencies for 
multi-degree of freedom systems. The solution using this method is 
obtained by assuming an ini ~al mo.:e shape and substituting the ratios 
thus obtained for (a) into the first equation of 6.7, solving for (w2). 
Using the remaining (N - 1) equations a new mode shape is found which· 
is used in the next cycle to obtain a new value of (w2 ). This is 
continued until convergence to a constant (w2). 
Based on this method Ward131 developed a computer program for 
use on multi-storey framed structures. The program_involved the in-
put of the flexibility matrix and COI'ld only coter for a structure 
up to eight storeys high. A development of Ward's program was under-
taken in this research project. This allowed structures with up to 
fifty lumped masses to be analysed a.'1d. the stiffness matrix was the 
basic input as it is easier to form than the flexibili-ty- matrix. The 
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necessary data for input is listed belov1:-
( t·l) Number of buildings 
(N) Number of storeys 
(c) A constant 
(E) Modulus of Elasticity 
(SMA) Second Homent of Area 
(H) Height of one storey 
(G) Acceleration due to gravity 
(WT) Hass of standard floor 
F(I,J) Stiffness matrix 
W(I) Mass ratio of floors relative to stan~<.rd floor. 
D (I ,NA) Initial guess of mode shape 
IR Nt~er of iterations 
Note: The nomenclature above is not the same as used in the text of 
this thesis. A listing of the program is given in Appendix A, together 
with a typical output. The print out is in the form .of the c::;:-;_ginal 
stiffness matrix, then the flexibility matrix, followed by ri.1~> inp·<.lt. 
variables of the structure. The first three natural frequencies are 
calculated and their mode shapes given. 
Details on data preparation and some assumptions made to P.ase 
calculation are given in the next section. 
The prediction of torsional frequencies is not dealt with in 
this Chapter, but only plane-frame analysis. However, torsional 
equations of motion can be quickly set up by considering a number cf 
frames and a central core, neglecting the torsional stiffness of 
columns. Torsional stiffness is normally provided by the t'tlisting c·f 
L~e central core in combination with the compatible lateral displace-
ments of the outer columns. For small torsional rotations {8}, the 
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link with the applied torque {T } can be expressed as:-
o 
where {G} 
{J} 
{E} 
{I} 
{h} 
T = 
' 0 + 
core columns 
shear modulus 
Polar second moment of area 
modulus of e )_as tici't:y 
second moment of area 
height. 
• ................... . 6.9 
From equation 6.9 the t01:sional stiffness (T /8) can be found and when 
0 
used with the second <lloment of .i.ner.tia { Ii} calculated from:-
where m mass 
mK2 
g 
Kg . radius et gyration 
.................... 6.10 
Thus a simple model can be set up to calculate torsional frequencies. 
6.5 Data Preparation for Scodolu Gas2d Program 
To obtain a simple solution to the complex problem of multi-
storey building analysis, a number of constraints and assumptions have 
been made in the analysis. Details of these are given belo\·r:-
1. The distribution of mass is concen~rated at each floor level. 
2. The system analysed is considered linearly elastic and the 
principle of superposi tion holo'.i. 
3. The value of the modulus of Elasticity is constant for the height 
of the building. 
4. The floors are rigid compared to column stiffnesses. 
5. The buildings are founded on very stiff material. 
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6. Only translational frequencies are investigated. 
7. Only column s t:iffnesses are used at this stage, no considera·tion· 
· g·iven to shear walls. 
8. Frames at right angles to the direction of motion are "lumped 
together" to obtain a two dimensional frame for analysis. 
9. The mass of the floors was estimated from available drawings. 
Considering statement five above_; a framework vlith infinitely 
rig.i.d beams compared to column stiffness will result in a tri-diagonal 
st.iffness matrix, with all the other elements equal to zero. By apply-
ing the definition of a stiffness matrix given in section 6.4 to such 
a framev10rk, then only forces above and belm1 the deflected floor are 
necessary to maintain equilibrium. Thus the tridiagonal matrix is 
obtained. 
A typical frame.in the East-West direction of the R.N.C. is shown 
in figure 6.9. An example of the forces and moments produc::ed when a 
r:coor is given a deflection (o) is given in figure 6.10. The 'floor 10 
deflected on amount (o) by the force P 10 , 10 gives rise to forces 
- P · and - P
9 
to restrain any movement in the other floor levels. 
11,10 ,10 
From the moment-area method for built-in beams, the moment (Q) 
produced at the ends of a beam due to a deflection (o) is shown in 
figure 6.11 and is:-
Q ..•........... · .... 6.11 
The vclues of P
9 
, P 
1 
and P 11 1 
are found in terms of (E), 
' ,10 10, 0 1 0 
(I), (o) and (h) and are stated belo•.-~:-
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p 
9,10 
plO,lO 
- 2 X 6E o10 h 2 
10 
- (P 9, 10 + P11,10) 
I· + 2 
p - 2 x 6E 010 tl 
+ I2 11,10 
h11 2 
Thus for unity deflection 
p -12E 
El I~ = + I2 + 9,10 hlO 3 
. plO,lO = 12E ~1 + I2 "+ I~ 
P11,10 
-12E ~1 I2 I~ + + hil 3 
I~ 
..................... 6.12 
Ij 
1 
+ 
hll 
r~h 3 1; j .. 6.13 + !l. . ~ 11 10 
If the nwnerical values are worked out in tems of (E) and c t.wH1a::=d 
values of (I) and (h) then the calculations become easier. TJ:~ data 
is then ready for the Stodola program. 
6.6 Results from Stodola Program 
Data was prepared for the three buildings previously d2scr'ibed 
and the following results obtained from tl1e Stodola program for 
frequencies in the East-West direction. 
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Frequencies (Hz) Ratio of 
Buildi_ng 
Degree 
of 
Matrix 
Frequencie:-, 
r--------,---------~--------+---~----~· ~ 
f2 f3 
I I 
fl fl 
R.N.C. 12 o. 729 -~-T117 --3-:248 --~-o-~-4--:46-
Il.R. 12 o.8n \ 2.376 3.6ol 2.71 4.11 
.·L289 i· 3.470 4.708 2.69 3.70 j 
----~·--------L-------~----·-------L-------·--· 
16". c.c. 
.Table 6 .1. FREQUENCIES OB'J'AINEI) F'ROM STODOLA PROGRAM FOR EAS'r-I·IEST 
DIRECTION OF BUIJ"DING l10VEI-1ENT-
The value. of (E) , the mojulus of elasticity of the columns, had 
to be estimated as no i;·,formatto:r. was available on the concre.te or 
reinforcing steel strengths. Sirrilarly for (I) the second moi:Jent of 
area, the amount of reinforcement was unknown. For simplicity:the 
concrete area of the column was taken for calculation of the (I) vnlue 
and (E) was taken as 30 hl'l~~2 • This assumption is based on the 
design being that of a balanced. section and a full analysi:c; ··.-~<)uld be 
excessively time consuming. A designer \vould kno\oJ these two values 
much more accurately and so obtain !Jet:ter estimates of the frequencies. 
The mode shapes associated with the results of table 6.1 are given in 
figure 6.12. 
The actual results obtaine0. are shown in table 6.2. 
Frequencies (Hz) Ratio 
Building f2 
fl f2 If 1 
·-----
R.N.C. 1. 33 I 5.23 3. 93 
1. 35 I -B.R. I -I 
c.c. 1.18 4. 98 4.22 
Table 6.2. ACTUAL BUILDING FREQUENCIES IN EAST-WEST 
DIRECTION 
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The results of table 6.1 are for a structure without shear 
walls and so would be expected to have frequencies relatively close 
together (for R.N.C. 1:2.90:4.46). The inclusion of the shear \valls 
to form a more realistic model Hould increase the fundamental frequency 
and also the ratio to the fundamental. The est.imatas of (E) and (I) 
we.r.c too lar.ge, as it can be seen, for the Ci vie Centre the value 
es-·dmated for the frequency is larger than that for the actual sttructure. 
The table bel m~ (6. 3) gives values for the Nor.th-South direction 
frequencies,as calculated from column sizes,by the Stodola computer 
program. Table 6.4 contains the actual values of tl1e frequencies from 
the full-scale test. 
f 
-H (Hz) Ratio of Frequencies Frequencies Building 
·-r-fl f2 I f) fl f2 /f /f 
1 1 
----- ---------- ·-
.H.N.C. l. 328 3.387 4.885 2.45 3.54 
l;_ 0.454 1.348 2.202 2.97 4.45 0.948 2. 349 3. 334 2.57 3.52 . 
T:ilile 6. 3. FREQUENCIES OBTAINED FROM STODOLA PROGRAM 
FOR NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION OF BUILDING l10VEMENT 
I Frequencies (Hzl Ratio I Building f2 I fl f2 /f I 
I R.N.C. 1.95 6. 49 3.33 I 
B.R. l. 24 3.85 3.10 
I c. c. 1.13 4.3 3.81 
Table 6.4. ACTUAL BUILDING FREQUENCIES IN NORTH-SOUTH 
DIRECTION 
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1 
-
For the t.l-J.ree buildings one \·10\.ild normally expect, by 
considerc.t.ion of the plan geomet:ry, that the fm1damen tal frequency 
in the Eust-\llest direction would be less than in .the North-South. 
·This is the case for the R.N.C. However, the situation is :.:eversed 
for the British Rail and Civic Centre buildings. By consideration 
of the colunm stiffnesses, it is observed that t.he direction of 
greater stiffness is, indeed, in the East-West direci:.i.on so giving 
·a higher frequency. The· actual results for the fulJ.-scale s c~:Jcturcs 
are modified by shear <~alls and claddi:ng panels, but still sh::w the 
same tendency. 
6.7 Moment Distribution Analysis of a Frame 
.The idealisation that the floor slabs are coc::?letely rigi<1 is· 
not a true picture of the perfomance of these elements. Rr:>ta'~-l.ons 
occur at beam to col= connections Hhich cause a distribution of the 
moments. 
The use of computers in the application of moment distxibiltion 
to multi-storey frames is a necessity because of the nlUube:.: c£ joints 
involved. The method involves the calculating of the fixed-end m·:>ments 
(Q) due to a unit deflection (c), as sho\'/11 in figure 6.10. Distribu-
tion of these moments by relaxation of each joint in turn is performed. 
In figure 6.13 a joint is shown which has a moment (Q) applied i:o it, 
and this produces a rotation of the joint of (8). The moment in each 
member will be given by:-
'l'he total moment is 
Q = 
i 
4E I, 
~ 
given 
4 
l: 
= 1 
e where i 1 to 4 . • . . . . . • . . • . 6 .!4 
by:-
Qi .............. 6. 15 
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The distribution of the moment (Q) to the members is in the ratio 
Qi/ 
Q for member i. 
Therefore, the DISTRIBUTION FACTOR ........ 6.16 
The carry-over f:.o:ri one joint to another via adjoining members 
can be shown to be a half of the moment. Based on these ·ideas, Ward 1 32 
developed a program to 9erform r.,oment distribution on multi-storey 
structures. The program can ci.eal with a structure ··up ·to· seven bays 
wide, and of any height, but the data becomes cumbersome when dealing 
with structures wi'l:l1 more than ai:lout fifteen storeys. Detailed 
preparation of tl1e data is p~ovi de-l in the paper by Ward, which is part 
of the National Research Co=cil of Canada's literature. A listing of 
the program is given in Appendi~ B. 
A listing of the data input ;;hich is necessa:ry is given below:-
DIST (I, J) Distrillutio,1 factors for joint I, member J 
FEM (I, J) Fixed end rr.oments for joint I, member J 
NF Number of loading conditions 
N Control number for type of constraints 
NUB Number of balances at each joint. 
The output is in the form of the sumrnai:ion of moments and forces act-
ing at each level. The theory with rigid floor members gave the 
resultant of only a force one level above and below the floor level 
given unit deflection to maintain equilibrium. The result of introduc-
ing moment distribution is to distribute tl1e loading above and below 
these floor levels. A series of runs with this program, using differ-
ent beam to column stiffnesses, was carried out and the stiffness 
matrices obtained were used in the Stodola program t.o obtain natural 
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frequencies of the frameworks. The data used related to the eleven 
storey Residential Nautical College (R.N.C.) and the results are shown 
in figure 6.14. This indicates the resultant frequency for changing 
ratio of beam to column stiffnesses with the column stiffness remain-
ing constant. The frequency is only affected by about lS% for changes 
il' beam stiffness from beams with three times the stiffness of column 
tv the limit of rigid beams. It is below this ratio value of approx-
ill'.ately three that the value of the frequency becomes greatly affected 
by the reduction of beam stiffness. 
6.8 The Finite Element Approach 
The finite element analysis method has developed in .. the past 
decade and has now come to be an accepted technique for the; .. solution 
of a wide range of physical problems. The basic concept of the 
me.thod is that the total structure can be modelled analytically by its 
f'Uhdivisions into regions (finite elements)~ in each . of ~~h-ich. the 
b8havi.oL:r is described by a set of assumed functions representing the 
st::r~~sses or displacements in that element. A full description of 
finite elements can be found in text booksl33,134 on the subject. 
Cou.puter packages based on the method are available and one has been 
used to ru1alyse each of the structures previously described. 
Program for Automatic Finite Element Calculations (P.A.F.E.C.) 
is a coDl':JUter program which has been developed at Nott~ngham m;iversity. 
It is ~ versatile scheme which can be applied to a wide range of 
problems. For the analysis the structure is split into small manage-
able components. The size and number of the elements decided upon is 
usually restricted by the size of the computer available and the 
amount of computer time, which is proportional to cost. 
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P.A.F.E.C. was originally developed as a research tool into the 
finite element method, but has no,., grmvn in to a conunercial or:janisation. 
The package is used in a number of Universities and Polytechnics through-
out Great Britain. The manual for the package 135 contains 3•50 references 
on the finite element method and its application~.· 
The program can calculate stiffnesses, · flexibi:!.i ties, cli.s_;_)lace-
ments, deformation patterns and stresses due to a nurr.ber of lc:'.ding 
conditions, such as:-
1. point loads 
2. pressure loads 
3. thermal strains 
4. gravity loads 
5. centrifugal loads. 
Natural frequencies can also be calculated ~1hich is the main use that has 
been made of the me.thod described in the· next section of this Chapter. 
Full finite element analysis of structures can be extravHg2nt and 
a method described by Cheungl36,13? appears to be able to reduce computa-
tional effort and computer core ·requirements. This is describ~d as the 
finite strip method and is suited to structures which can be divided 
into strips connected to each other along a discrete number of nodal 
lines. The application of this method would appear to be for core 
walls, but further work in this application is necessary. 
6.9 Finite Elements Applied to the Multi-Storey Structures 
The basic object of using the finite element package for the 
analysis of the Plymouth buildings, \vas to build up an accurate 
computer model based on the physical properties of the ·structures. 
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T'ne gradual conglomeration of frame-\vork, shear walls .and infill. 
pa.nels to simulate the actual si:J:ucture was the basis of the computa-
tions. The natural frequencies of the computer model were checked 
against tl1e real frequencies and alterations could be made to panel 
stiffnesses so as i:o cb,)t.ain a correct model. As a check on the 
accura~· of t11e model the forced vibration tests described in Chapter 
TWo \vere simulated and results cr,mpared. 
The frame action of t.he ini.tial model was built up from a series 
of one dimensional s:~1·aight be?.m elements to form a t~1o dimensional 
·grid. The networks d.;veloped fc.r the East-~!est (transverse direction) 
' 
of the three buildingr; are shC>Wn in figures 6.15~ •6.•16' and 6,17;· For 
the longitudinal direction of th~ buildings larger networks \vere 
necessary and are sho.-:n in figures 6.18, 6.,19 and 6.2_0_, The number 
of nodes and elements for each 1uodel are listed below:-
Building Node:; Elements 
R.N.C. · (E - 1·1) 39 60 
B. R. -- (E - wl 24 33 
c.c. (E - W) 38 53 
R.N.C. (N - S) 6S 108 
B.R. (N - S) n 121 
c. c. (N - S) 106 183 
The minimum nuwber of degrees of freedom necessary at each node 
to obtain a solution to the dynamic analysis of the frame in pure 
translation, was two. These were the lateral deflection in the (X) 
direction and rotation about the (Z) axis ( e ) . 
7. 
The defined axes are 
depicted in figure 6. 21. The use of only u1o degrees-of-freedom at 
each node neglects axial deformations that may occur in the vertical 
members, but thls was necessary because of limited computer core 
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capacity o.vailable. This limitation also meant t.hat only tv/0 dimer,sionCJl 
g:>:ids were analysed and torsional frequencies were igno~·ed. 
The.cornputer at Plymouth Polytechnic is a 64 K,I.C.L. series 
190.3A, which was unable to cope with even the smallest of the above 
fini·te elements models.· By courtesy of the Computer Centre .at Birmingham 
tlr>.i versi ty some analysis was possibJ.e on their 256 K machine. 
The input data consisted of the type of analysis, in this case 
I 
dy;B.mic, node lay-, out, degrees of freedom for each· node and ·the 
properties of each element (E, G, I, p and A) . The analysis was 
~erformed for rigid base connections. 
The floor slab stiffness for multi-storey building is very 
difficult to estimate. A very simple approach has been used for ·the 
input to the P.A.F.E.C. models so as to observe the change in the 
natural frequency. A certain width of floor slab is considered as 
. acting as a beam spanning beb1een columns. Figure 6.1 22_:shows 50% 
of the floor slab acting as a beam where the direction of bending of 
the fr~uework for this diagram is into the page. Thus, 50% of the 
slab acting as a beam infers that the whole slab provides beam stiff-
ness. Three sets of stiffnesses were investigated, they were 50, 25 
and 5% slab widths. 
Due to the limited availability of computer time, some of the 
larger f.=ameworks were not fully investigated. The results from the 
frame ac:tion alone are listed below in Table 6. 5. 
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~~--~----------------~r-----------f2--~r~,f ,,,, 
1----R-.-N-;-c-.· ------f.--5%--+--0·.--23-1----~H-. -:-~6 1. 362~-~1~ 192.__--;g;--
Beams Building 
(East - West) l 
25% 0.833 2.487 4.103 i 2.99 4.93 
50% 0.842 2.515 4.150 2.99 
l
i r----:c------+----+--·---------~-----·---
R.N.C. 25% 1.134 3.342 5.522 I 2.95 4.87 
4.9.-~ 
(North - South) 50% 1.222 3.600 5.920 I ~.95 4.84 
B.R. 5% 0;131--0-.-4-8_2 __ 1_._0_7_1  3.6·-.8---~~~~--
(East-West) 25% 0.236 0.75!3 1.43113.21 
i 
6.06 
1------·-----1---5·-0-%-t--0~ 55~--~~~~---~~-2-~~j-- ---~~~ 
0.129 0.413 0. 774 3. 21. 6.0:... 5% 
25% 
5% 
25% 
0.184 
0.008 
0.576 
1 0.127 
1.165 
0.611 
·~~-~ 
7. 54 ' 
3.13 
2.19 
0.137 0.495 
-50% 0.231 o. 727 
c.c. 5% 0.126 0.413 
(North - South)! 
-
1.002 
1.268 
0. 780 
3.61 7.31 
I 
I 
3.15 5.49 J 
3.28 G • .i.9 I 
'---------- __ j 
Table 6.5. RESULTS FROM P.A.F.E.C. COMPUTER MODEL OF FRA}ffi 
ACTICN 
Typical mode shapes for the three frequencies f 1 , f 2 and f 3 for 
each building are given in Appendix C. 
The values of 5, 25 and 50% beam widths were chosen arbitrarily ·."'>.!'d 
give- values of (I) \·lhich vary considerably for each building. The 
influence· of this stiffness on the overall stiffness of the structm:e 
also varies from building to building. For the first set of results, 
the frequencies for the R.N.C. in the East-West direction, the 
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difference in f1:equency beb~een the 25% beams and 50% is negligible 
and it is only when there is a reduction dovm to the 5% width that 
there is a large change in frequency. This can be accounted for by 
comparing the ratio of (I) values actually used for the column and 
. t) 
beam elements. For the 25% a11d 50% beams, for the R.N.C., the values 
of. ratio of the beam to column stiffness are greater than ten, so 
. •J 
both can be classed as rigid beams. H01~ever, for the 5% beams the 
ratio is 0.23, which by comparison of figure 6.14, shows why there is 
a ) arge reduction in fundamental .natural frequency. The frequency in 
this_case is dependant on beam stiffness. 
,, 
6. J.O In troducti.on of Shear Wall and Infill Panels into Fini t.e Element 
Model 
The ideal finite elemen.t model would involve a three-dimensional 
grid pattern representing the frames, with floor diaphrams and wall 
infill panels represented by membrane elements. This IVOUld give an 
I 
a~curatc solution, but the model would be too large to handle and too 
expen!'ive in computer time. The introduction of shear walls into the 
computer model would also complic<:tte the situation because of frame to 
wall connections 1'38. 
The stiffness of shear "'alls has been the subject of literally 
hundreds of technical papers and also provides the subject for many 
research projects. Simple calculations on the end wall and lift shaft 
of the R.N.C. building were carried out,(I)values were computed for' 
each meiiher about its own neutral axis. These values were then used 
in the simulated structure of figure 6.15 as. the input for the central 
column e le men ts. 
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·'· 
The follo•.ving <:n·e the r·esul ts obt.a.ined:-
·.I ~ • ~--r----~~------- f2____ f3 (Hz) £2/f f3~:-·/ 
_ll ________________ --- - 1 1 
5% 1. 104 3. 391 ---6-:094---------3-. o7- ----5. 52--
l_ 25% 1.511 5.041 ·9.500 3.34 6.29 ! 
------------·-------------·- --------- ______________________ ,_] 
The value of the :fundamer.tal frequency (f
1
) obtained for the 
5% strip beam is sr,lallc~r than the actual building frequenc.y of 1. 35 Hz 
while the stiffer structure has 2roduced too high a frequency. The 
values of (E) and (Il --:!;:e i:hc same as those used for the Stodola 
approach, so an allownnce must be made for their accuracy, as stated 
before. 
In trying to· build--up ;, co~:1puter model to simulate the structure 
the next step is to allo\·1 fo1· stiffness from the infill panels. 
Although not usually designed to add stiffness, they do and frequently 
these are the parts of the structui:8 which crack under dynamic loading 13 ~ 
A great deal of experimental and theoretical work has been carried out 
on the performunce of single panels to obtain a value of the .combined 
stiffness for an infilled f:::-aEel'•0.1 4 l,ll>2,143. The v1ork involves 
the interaction between the components \vhi.ch can vary depending on 
workmanship·, material and gaps p:roduced. The P.A.F.E.C. analysis 
allo1·1ed the use of membrane elements which were used to infill beb.veen 
beam and adjacent column elemonts. Fo~ the R.N.C. structure this 
involved the use of 24 of these elements taking the total number of 
elements to 84 for the 39 node model. 
The input parameters for the merrbrane element were (E) for 
which a value of 10 kN/mm2 was used, (v) Poisson-' s ratio input as 0. 20 
and the thickness (T) 1vhich was varied to give the correct value of 
the natural frequency. The value of (T) was found to be 0.40 metres, 
from which the results below were obtained:-
' . --\--.,',;. 
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fl f 
f2 
2 it l 
1. 330 4.181 3.14 
Compared to the full-scale results of:-
fl f2 
f2 
it 1 
1. 33 5.23 3.93 
; 
The fundamental frequency was, of course, accurately simulated, 
om: the second· frequency vias 20% in error. The· n1odel. frequency being 
too 101~, probably indicates tJ1at the frame action is having a greater 
influence than in the actual structure. 
To test the accuracy o:f the computer model, reference was. made 
t.o the forced vibration tests described in Chapter Two. A point load 
1~a.s applied at node 35 which simulated the force from the vibrator. 
The load applied by the vibrator was 258 N which was rotating at 1.33 
Hz.. The Dynamic Amplification factor calculated from the test results 
o·:: the ·damping was 37. During the forced vibration tests the steady 
st.c>.te amplitude \~as 8.6 x 10- 2 mm. The equivalent static force applied 
to the computer model v1as calculated as (F) 
(F) = 258 x 37 N 
or (F) = 9.546 kN 
This applied to the model produces a deflection of 9.0 x 10-2 mm. n1e 
value is within 5% of the measured value and it can, therefore, be 
assum::!c. that we have a realistic model. 
A similar p~ocedure was performed for the C.C. building also in 
th'= transverse direction of bending. The deflection was 3. 4 x lo-2 mm 
due to a 203 N force applied at a fl:·equency of 1.18 Hz. The dynamic 
amplification factor for this structure ~~as 42 and .. 1~hen a load of 
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8. 526 kN V!E'.S applied to the comput.er model the 'calculated deflection 
Has also 3. 4 x 10-2 nun. 
The effects on the two buildings had no1-1 been simulated by a 
computer program and the deflection under loading conditions was the 
next step of the analysis. To do this, the building ~IoS ass11JJ1ed to be 
elastic. 'l'he loads applied by wind pressure are wel i rcomoveLl :::rom the 
formation of any plastic·hinges in the structure, i.e. the stL8sses in 
the members will not reach the yield stress. The dc:i:'lec·Cioi~s j_n the 
forced vibration tests ~1ere small, whereas tl1e londi.ng condi.ti::ms 
applied by the natural elements produce deflections up to a· lOO times 
greater. 
6.11 Simulated 1-lind Loading Applied to the Finite Element Hodel 
The wind is not steady, but varies both in time and space·; 
therefore, applying it to a computer model to obtain some .. c)u.3.si··stati.c 
displacement is a strange task. The nature of the wind ha~: ':lcen well 
studied and Davenport has published some interesting Vi'Jrk 7 ·,;;, 3, 144: 1'15, 
. as have Simu and Scanlan 1'' 6 . A study of the turbulence and gusting of 
the wind is beyond the bounds of tl1is thesis, but they have bsen 
assessed before and are given in an easily useable form in CP 3: 
Chapter Five: Part 2: 19721 4 7. 
As a first approach, to see what the deflection of a tall bu~ld­
ing might be under wind loading, one might consider applying a 
uniformly distributed load. The pressure is obtained from a \vind 
speed (V) by tl1e formula 6.14. 
q = 6.14 
where (k) is a constant equal to 0.613 for normal atmospheric pressure 
and temperature and (V) in units of m/s 
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therefore q o.613 v2 • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 6 .15 
The lateral loads calculated f;.com a uniform distribution of velocity 
up the height of the structure are applied to ~~e nodes of the 
P.A.F.E.C. model. From this tb~ deflection of the top of the struc-
ture is computed. F:i.gu~es 6 !23.' aad 6 .1g_4lshow graphs of the deflec-
tion of the R.N.C. ar.d C.C. for i.ncrease in wind velocity. Thus, 
for a 40 m/s wind acting un the !LN.C. a displacement of 7.1 nun 
could be expected and 6. 3 nm< for the C. C. 
Table 3 from Cl? 3: Ch2ptcr 5: Part 2 contains values of the 
variable (s
2
) to be appEed t(J the basic \vind velocity. These values 
vary with ground rouc;hn;~ss, building size and height above ground. 
For a quick, simple calculation of wind loading, one value for ·the top 
of the structure is taken and thi.s is used to calculate a design 
pressure along with other fil.ctors of situation, building size and 
design life. This is equivalent. to the unifom pressure distribution 
used to produce the curves of figures 6~_?3.1 and 6.'24 ~ To obtain a more 
realistic pressure distribution; then the structure may be split into 
sections up the height of the b\l: lding and different values of s 2 
applied. This will be discussed and used later in this section. 
The loading considered by Ci> 3 is the maximum three second gust 
acting on the structure and in t!1is case a maximum wind speed expected 
to be exceeded only once in fifty yeo>.l.S is used. From this information 
four points are indicated on the graphs, these are for the four 
different types of roughness of terr~:i.n encountered. These are:-
Type 1 Open country with no obstructions. 
Type 2 Open country. with scattered windbreaks. 
Type 3 Country with many windbreaks; small tp\ms; outskirts of 
large cities. 
Type 4 Surface with large and frequent obstructions, e.g. city 
centres. 211 
The buildings in Plymoutl1 (if redesigned by the present code) \•Jould 
be subjected to type 3 roughness, but one can see how the change in 
terrain around the building affects the \vind forces. 
Many wind speed profiles have been advocated and much \·toJ:k on 
wind loading has been carried out in England by tl1e Building Research 
Establishme:~t 148 • 149 • 150 • 151 • Figure 6.25 sho\·ts mean velocity profiles 
o•!e.r terrain \vith three differ·ent roughnesses. This is a standard set 
of profiJ.es which were put· fon1ard by Da_lgliesh and Boydl52 . From this 
an approximation can be made which is the division of the structure 
ir.to segments as previously described in this section. The approxima-
"i..ion is made by considering the profile uniform over each segment 
height.. Using this procedure for roughness type 3 the ·information from 
T"ble 3, CP 31 was used to calculate the deflections at. the top of the 
buildings. The line shown on figure 6 ., _26; as Number 2, was calculated 
in this manner for the R.N.C. building. The graph is drawn showing 
the deflection plotted with increasing pressure (p) at. the top of the 
s~ruc~ure. Line number 3 is taken from the previous plot of figure 
6.22, which is for a uniform pressure distribution. The improvement in 
the design values that is encountered by taking the pressure distribu-
. tion of line 2 is shown by the arrow marked 'A,.. Line number l has 
be~n added to show the effect of a triangular pressure distribution. 
A similar graph is shown in figure 6."27 for the C.C. building. A 
reductic-·.'! of almost 2 mm in movement is recorded because a more 
nccurate model of the wind was applied. If a three-dimensional model 
of the ':!ind were applied directly on to the side of the structure, 
there would be edge effects giving a reduction in pressure at these 
places.· This is allowed for to some degree in CP 3: Chapter 5: 
Part 2, but still an overestimation of the load due to there being 
only three categories of building size. 
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Experimental work on the R.N.C. to obtain data on quasi-static 
movements correlated with wind speed data was unsuccessful. . ]!,. descrip-
tion of this work can be found in Chapter 5 where the main reason for 
failure is described as being due· to only an external sight line 
being available for the laser based deflection measuring system. If 
information had been obtained, then may be the accurBcy of th~ wind 
pressures, affecting the structure, could have been assessed. 
'I'he present graphs obtained show quite large ~·Jvement_s .. h:IVe been 
calculated for the design pressures given in the code. The deflection, 
obtained are due to bending movements of the s tretct.ure ,. nn. account is 
taken of ground-structure interaction. 
6.12 Empirical Formulae for the Prediction of Natural FreqnePcies 
For preliminary calculations, a quick estimate of the fw1d':lmental 
frequency from a simple empirical formula can be very convenj enL. A 
quick calculation to obtain approximate information has been i!"lvestigated 
for many years on the Continent and in North America. 
In 1963 a paper prepared by Housner and Brady 153 comparen 
formulae which had been prepared for the prediction of these frequencies 
for multi-storey buildings. Reasons are suggested as to why the use 
of certain formulae are advantageous over others, but a lot of the data 
on which they had been based was for structures built in the 1930's 
and 40's. Previous work in tl1is thesis has been conducted in terms 
of frequency (f) in Hertz (cycles per second). Hmvever, the formul<<e 
from literature are in terms of the natural period (T) in seconds so 
this 1-lill be used in this section of the thesis. 
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The two traditional formulae: 
T 
T 
0.1 N 
H 
o.os fro 
.....•.......•. • . 6. 16 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 6. 17 
are quoted by ·HoUS!1er and Brady and originate from recommendations 
made by the Structural Engineers Association of California. (N) 
represents the number of stories and the equation is purely for frame 
action. In equation 6.16 (H) i::: the height of the building in feet 
and (D) represents ths dep·th, in feet, of the building parallel to 
the direction of vib:.:ation. 
The comparison of these formulae will be given with regard to 
the structures tested durin'] thi.s z:esearch. 
A slight improvement on equation 6.16 was suggest.ed by Steffens 16 
whose modified form is given by:-
T 
N 
11 
. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 6. 18 
Crawford and ward53, 15 4 found J:at for some Canadian buildings, equations 
6.16 and 6 .1 7 did show good agnc,emen.t, one within 3%. In 19 71 
van Koten155 developed an expression which related the period (T) to 
the storey height (H) in metres. 
H 
50 T 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 19 
This was based on seven builG.ings, tes~ed in the Netherlands, ~rhich 
varied between 36 and 104 metres in height. 
More recent work is described by Ohta and colleagues 156 where 
formulae are given for different types of structure. 
T = (0.06 to 0.10) N 
and T = (0.018 to 0.028) H 
T = (0.03 to 0.06) N 
and T (0.010 to 0.018) H 
} 
} 
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for steel frame ......... 6.20 
for reinforced concrete and 
reinforced concrete steel 
composite frame ....•.... 6.21 
where (H) is the storey height i11 metres. 
TJ;ese authors also found an average relationship bet•.veen the 2nd and 
3rd modes which they presented as:-
T2 0.33 ·r 1 ................... 6.22 
= T3 0.19 Tl .................. 6. 23 
in those terms previously used in this Chapter:-
3 6.24 
5.3 6.25 
A :celationship was also found between the fundamental translational 
period (T) and the fundamental torsional period (TT) as:-
or 
T 
T 
= 0.8 T 
1.25 
6.26 
R'.:!sult"s of the application of some of the above formulae to buildings 
tested in England are given in Table 6.6. 
Buildin'g 
Number of 
Stcreys (N) 
Height in 
met:::es 
Residential 
Nautical 
College, 
Plymouth 
11 
33 
British Rai 1 
Building, 
Plymouth 
10 
42 
Civic Centre, 
Plymouth 
16 
57 
' 
190 m I 
Building, 
London 
52 
183 
~--------·- --------1----------l--------+-------j 
2.27 measured 
(T) as 0.75 0.74 0.85 
1-----------·- -----------------4-------+--·----
T = 0.1 N 1.1 1.0 1.6 5.2 
~---------------------------------~~---------4----------T = 0.05 H/ 
ID 
(dimensi~ns in 
· feet) 
0.94 
T = ~~-----~ --1.0 
T.= H so 
(dimensions in 
metres) 
0.66 
1.03 1.28 
0.91 1.45 
i 
0.84 I 1.14 
I 
Table 6.6. RESULTS FROM FORMULAE FOR PREDICTING FREQUENCIES 
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3.43 
4.73 • 
3.66 
The results from the s·tandard formulae given in the literature 
do not show very good agreement with measured periods. 'l'he reason 
for this is probably that the formulae given for the American, Canadian 
andJapanese buildings, are based on structures which have beendesigned 
to resist earthquake effects. 
The equation put forward in the Netherlands co'lles much 1;0arer 
to the results for the English buildings. It would appear frc•J com-
parison of the results that the Civic Centre is rel.;,t.i.vely stiff con-
sidering the number of storeys. Based on the R.N.·:::: .. and the B.R. 
building, a formula of:-
T 0.07 N • • • • • • .. • • . . • . . . . . 6. 2 7 
is more suitable. 
6.13 Conclusions 
The estimate of building frequencies and performancP is s~~en 
to be a very complicated, or a very simple procedure, depend.i.:>g on 
\~hich route of analysis is taken. Generally the more det.>:lilec:i a!:'pr0ach 
gives the more accurate results. However, improvements in existing 
techniques should always be encouraged so as to more realistic3.lly 
predict the behaviour of tall structures. The standard methods used 
initially in this Chapter can be supplemented by detailed analysis of 
the core wall and end shear walls,· to produce a better model of what 
really happens.. However, the addi tonal tinie spent may not be justi·· 
fied because there still may be broad assumptions which will over-· 1:ide 
the accuracy of the technique. Design and analysis tables and for"-ulae 
can assist the process, but care must be taken that they approximate 
to the reai behaviour of the frame or shear \~all. 
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ThiS: approach of using a buildi..ng as its own force transducer 
is a poVJerful concept l·lhich has not been fully developed and further 
research is necessary into this idea. If an accurate analytical model 
of a structure has been developed then monitoring the response of the 
structure in wind :::an yield valuable in forma ton on the loads acting. 
The benefits of e1is research would be to provide more accurate data 
on the real forces acting on a ·st.ructure. Justification of the 
expense of this research must be in the checking of design methods and 
loading codes of practice, to']et:hcr lvith the information on 1vhether 
the structurcls real performw1ce justifies new construction methods. 
The use of finite elernez,t analysis cannot be justified in the 
normal practice of design, but on!.y £or special structures and 
research, because of the large cost of computer time. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
THE DYNAPuC PERFORMANCE OF A SUSPENSI ON BRIDGE 
7.1 I ntroduc tion 
In Chapte r One dei:aJ. l s of f ull-scale testing techniques are 
given in order to provide information on the dynamic characteristics 
of structures . The techniques di~cussed are those that have been used 
to derive information .::oncerning t11e performance of some mul ti-storey 
buildings , the r esults -~-..:-e give n in Chapter Tvro. Chapter Five describes 
the application of tht> las e r baSt!d system developed to measure quasi-
static movements , on a number of different structures, including a 
tall building and the Tamar suspension br:idge . Some analytical work 
completed the work on multi-storey ouildings and this Chapter sets 
out to complete the work r elau.ng to the Tamar suspension bridge . 
Details of dynamic tes ts on tJ1 .:, b:ridge superstructure are given, 
app lying a s lightly modified tecnni q 11e to tha t described in s ection 
1.6 of Chapter One . Wind and traffic i nduced vibra tions were used as 
the form of excitation for the dynamic tes t s . 
This Chap t er concludes ~ith a des~ription of a computer based 
analysis on the bridge. This Has perim:med with the co- operation of 
Mr. J. H. Rain er* and Mr. A. van Sels t.'~ *, who used a program for 
suspensi on bridge ana l ysisl5? to run oata prepared on the Tamar 
bridge . 
* Division of Duilding Research , National Research Council of Cana da, 
Ontario, Canada , 
** Buckland and Taylor Ltd., Consulting Engineers , Vancouver, British 
Columbia , Canada . 
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7 . 2 Desc.dption of the Bridge 
The Tama r road suspension bridge, 1·1hich links Devon and Cornwall , 
was opened in 1962. It has a main span of 335 m and two side spans of 
]14 m. A photograph of tl1e bridge , figure 7.1 , shows its c l ose prox-
i mity to ·the Royal Albert bridge built by Brunnel. Full details of 
the bridge design and construction can be found in references 158 and 
l59 ; a general drawing of the bridge cross-section is presented in 
figure 7 . 2. The bridge was des i gned by Matt , Hay and Anderson and 
constructed by tl1e Cleveland Bridge and Engineering Company Ltd. 
Th·~ ruain towers are of bvin , hollow rectangular sections in reinforced 
CO!H ... rete , rising to a height of 80 m and supporting the main suspen-
sic,n cables which consist of a series of locke d coil wire ropes . From 
these suspenders support a 4 . 9 m deep stiffening truss of the Warren 
type with panel points at 9 . 1 m centres . The deck of the bridge is 
of ~;~inforced concrete and supports a three lane carriageway 10 m 
v:i.de and two l. 8 m footpahts . Due to the closeness of the Royal 
Albert •.:aih1ay bridge, i t was necessary during the design period to 
a3~ess tile effect of buffeting, arising from vortex shedding off the 
rai. lway bridge , on the proposed road bridge lGO . 
The main toweres are designed as flexible struts and l ateral 
forces on the superstructure are accepted at the main and s ide t owers . 
Longit~dinal forces are transmitted to the anchorage chambers at the 
ends of the structure . Linkages at the East main tower and both side 
towers , mean that all longitudinal movement is concentrated at the 
West tower where a large expansion joint is provided. 
1his bridge initiated the beginning of the modern interest in 
suspension bridges in ~~is country and which led to the design of the 
Forth , Severn and Humber bridges. 
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7. 3 'I'es ting procedure 
As stated in the introduction to this Chapter, the bridge ~.,ras 
tested using a similar approach to that described for multi-storey 
buildings under ambient Hind conditions. The br.i dge was excited by 
a North-Westerly wind of beb;reen 7 and 12 m/s and 11 £~i.rly continuous 
flow of traffic during the testing period. 
Seismometers \-.rere the transducers used in the investigation 
as they could be easily set vertically or horizontdlly and could be 
used up to l km away from the recording station . A s chematic of the 
bridge is shown in figure 7 . 3, which indicates the l ayout or the 
seismometers used to obtain data on the frequencies and moC!e shapes 
of the bridge oscillations. The position indicated as number l Has 
used as the reference position, a seismometer w~s constantly at this 
position throughout the testing. Twenty-five minutes of data were 
recorded at each station . 
To obtain damping information the method of driving a c.:>r O':e:: 
a ramp and recording the r esultant vibration decay was consideTed, 
but the traffic conditions on the bridge would not allow this. 
However , another method was tried; this was the use of a large , 
strong plastic bucket loaded wi~ sand and heavy metal weights . The 
idea \"/as to lift this by a carrying frame (figure 7 . 4) and drop lt un 
to the pavement setting up a disturbance of the bridge. In the actual 
tests the traffic and wind induced vibrations were too large to 
record any effect from this 175 kg load dropped from a height of 0 . 5 m 
on to the pavement . 
For the vibration testing only two seismometers were available 
which made the t es ting and analysis procedure much more difficult 
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than i f a l a rger nl~er of transducers had been uscu. The more 
transducers availabl e to the r esearcher, then the quicl:8r the tes ts 
or the more reliable the r esults , as l onge:r records can bE> taken and 
extra r e cording sta tions intr odPced . 
7.4 Tes t Results 
A frequency ana lysis of the data recorded at each station , a 
typical trace from a St':..smomc t e r is sholin in figure 7. 5 , was per-
formed on a Spectrasc0pe Real Time Analyse r. From the spectrum 
analysis, the peaks a t ee>.ch f r equency , for each location, were taken 
from the graphs and com~ar~d to r~e reference position results and the 
mode shapes obtained. A typical SI:Jectrum ana lysis plot , for a record-
ing taken at location number one , is shown in figure 7.6. This plot 
\ias obtained using an analysis range of 0 to 25 Hz \ii th n. band-width 
of 0.15 Hz and a tape speed-up of 8 times real time . The phase of 
signals from two separate position~ was checked by firs t adding the 
signals, us ing an operational aJn_Dlifier with a gain of one and then 
spectrum analysing the signal . ~~is procedure is similar to the 
method of cross-spectrum analysis described by McLamore, Stubbs and 
Hartl 61. If the frequency obtained on the spectrum shows a marked 
decrease from the n1o original graphs for the separate signals , then 
the signals are out of phase . By observing the peaks for each 
individual frequency at each position and then comparing these with 
the reference psotion data , a picture of the mode shapes can be con-
structed. 
The mode shape s and freque ncies from the Tamar suspension bridge 
found by this method are given in figure 7.7. The first vertical 
mode was found to occur at 0 . 32 Hz and the first torsional at 0.83 Hz. 
Two modes at 0 . 67 and 0.73 Hz were unde ciphP.rable from the recorde d 
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data. The mode nt 0. 6'7 llz •ws not alv1ay:3 excited during the testing 
period and the mode at 0. 73 11 ~. appeared to have a node at the refer-
ence position . Details of tlw mode shapes could be found by using a 
new r eference position and r ecording from a longer period of time at 
each pos ition . 
The first and second ver.:l.~·al modes '''ere found to be close 
togethe r occurring at 0 . 32 anc1 0.37 Hz , respectively . This is possibly 
related to the support-. conditions of the main truss and is discussed 
i n Section 7 . 5 . 
The capacity of a b r idgP. to dissipate energy is of vit alimport-
ance both to its oven>. lJ. respuHSe to the action to h'ind and to its 
general stability . Damping .i.n s·c~spension bridges is de rived from a 
number of different sources , .::or example , the inheren t damping in the 
material and friction in the joints , conc r ete decking slabs and at 
the bearings , some area-dynamic damping als o occurs. 
Auto-cor relation analysj.s, as nescribed in Chapter 'IWo , \vas 
carried out on band-pass filter2d signa ls for each frequency . The 
r esul ts were not of the clear , correct form that h ad been obtained 
for the multi-storey buildings. Figure 7 . 8 shows a t ypical plot 
which was obtained for mode number 1 at 0.32 Hz . The result i s 
difficult to i nte rpret and a rough estimate of damping can probably 
b e found by taking the he i ghts of tho relative peaks where the dotted 
l ines are indicated on the graph. The value of the percentage of 
critical damping i n this case was 4 . 2% . A lot more work is necessary 
on this t echnique , before this valu8 can be determined \vi th confidence . 
The reason tha t the technique h~s not 1vorked in this case might be 
that the input force spectrum \vas non-uniform. Vehi cles were produc-
ing vibrations that were not random , but lay \'lithin a narrow frequency 
range . The occurrence of close frequencies will also have had its 
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Damping is very cri t:ical to U1e stability of suspension bridges 
a.r.d there are o number of mf~thods of increasing this value for smaller 
bridgesl62,163,164 . 
7 . 5 Theoretical Analysi s 
'l'he development of suspension bridge theory has allowed the 
COJIStruction of progressively more economical, more slender and more 
ambitious structures . This development is well described in a book by 
Pugsley 165 . 
The natural frequencies and mode shapes for the Tamar suspension 
bridge were calculated using a continuum model computer program devel-
oped in Canada by Rainer and Van Selst. The data was prepared from 
working drawings and sent to Canda for computer analys is . This pro-
grrun \ias based on work by Setberg166 and incorporated the following 
assumptions :-
l. Axial deformations of the tower and girder were neglectd . 
2 . The individual hangers were replaced by an equivalent 
membrane having no shear resistance . 
3. Dead l oad was uniformly distributed along the span . 
4. The girder has constant stiffness within each span . 
5 . Curvature of the girder was negligible compared to cable 
sag . 
6 . Shear deformation in the girder was negligible . 
7 . Deflections were small , which allowed linear displacement 
theory to be used. 
The program solved the differential equations by a trial and error 
method on the first seven terms of a rapidly converging infinite 
series. The program could incorporate tie rods , these are not present 
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on t he Taro1ar bridge and appear to be used only on a number o f North 
American bridges . 
The vertical and torsional frequencies \·lere c alculated and the 
results are given in figures 7 . 9 and 7.10 . 'I'he progrrun could incor-
porate a model wi th or without longitudina l restraint a t the tO\vers . 
Figure 7. 9 represents the case: "' i th longi 1:u<?inal r es traiu t and 7 . 10 is 
for the case without . The fundamental ve rtical mode was calculated as 
0 . 394 Iiz. It is i nteres ting to note that a second v--:.cti cal mode i s 
introduced at a lowe r frequency for the case with P.::> longi tudinal 
restraint a t the tO\ver. This is at a freque ncy of C. 206 Fz and can , 
in theory, occur in thi3 particular case . The mod•~ shape o:!: the deck , 
hangers and tower , associated with this mode is sho'vn in figure 7 .ll. 
Note that though the top of the to~ver moves away from the deck , one 
might e xpect it to pull up the deck by means of the cable and hangers; 
however, the deck instead moves longitudinally and , in fact , sa·JS . 
Restraining e1e deck longitudinally eliminates this mode , but h~s little 
effect on the other first anti-symme tric mode shown in figu::ce 7. 12. 
In the analysis this occurred at a frequency of 0 . 871 Hz . 
The first symmetric frequency is very much dependant on the 
backstay stiffness , "'hereas the first anti-symme tric frequency is not 
much affected by the backstays , but is very dependant on the hange r 
length at mid-span . 
The Tamar suspension bridge , as describe d in section 7.2 , allows 
all longitudinal movement to occur at one tower and so can be con-
sidered to be longitudinally fixed at the othe r main tower . It w.:J.s 
not possib le to reproduce this situation exactly in the computer 
analysis and this will account for some of the difference in the 
freque ncy values . Analysis work , with the same program, but on a 
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suspension bri dge h aving a 473 m main span hus s hown that a combina-
tion of s mn ll varia tions in the p roperties had quite a noticeable 
effect on the result of the comp u ter output16 7 • This could account 
for the differ ence in actual a•1J calculated values as some of the 
input data h a d to be "guesstima t e d" . 
7.6 Conclus ions 
A full site inl!8stigatio:1 o f the dynamic properties of a suspen-
sion bridge is vert time consuming and require s good planning . The 
same inferences ea~ be m~de of L~c analysis of the resul ts and con-
clus ions dravm . Thee-re t ical techt i.quGs proved expensive in computer 
time, as it was neces:.>a:ry for 16,000 calculations to be 1oade on the 
equations to obtain the frequencies from 0 to 4 Ilz . 
Comparison of the results can give an idea of the bridge's 
dynamic behaviour, and the accuracy of the model found . Although the 
agreement of the results for t!-.e Tama r suspension bridge \"as not 
particularly good , the same program produced excellent agreement for 
the other bridge analysed by this mode l (the Lion's Gate Suspension 
Bridge, Canada157>. 
The r esults of the full-scale tests described in this Chapter 
can be used to assess the accuracy of tests carried out in a \dnd 
tw1nel by comparing mode shapes and an~litude levels. Also the 
probable response of such bridqes tn earthquak e and other large 
forces can be predicted. 
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FIGORE 7 o 1 THE TA11AR SUSPENSIO~' BRIDGE 
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.~ 1 ' 11. lk ' l ', f/1 '> ; 1 1 5 1:.C •ll il ' '' ' l ff T •H h ' ! A1 1 11 X I' ( S '' i\ ) = ', F l u . ? ,• 
J 1 I " " 10 1 • I /1 '1 1 1 1 T \ ' 1> I I; i L S Tol ( f. V ·~ r I (, H T 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 ( 11 ) = 1 1 F f) • ) 1 1 1) /( 1 1 
t, .. . , I I . "j :.: I I \ r r. E 1. 1 IJ , , r I n I :1 I) r: r r; ·i .: ,I V I TV ( .j ) :: ' I F ') • ;> I I ~ l( I I , Is 
5 • :, ' , 1 I 1 ~i ·: 1 ' i Y P i c •'. l. r L CJ 1:: 1, ' •;:; 1..! ·, t.. .t 1 • <. r ) = _ I • F 1 '1 • 1 , , ;< , 1 ~ ' , 1 1) 
·~1 FORMAT ( ! " ) 
fs 1J ~ J :: 1~ ~1 
- -- --I= ; , ,", 'I , J ! :: ( 1: ~ >: w ~. , I ; " " > I \ ( I .., ~< 1 ) • . I T ) 
'• i I T E ~ 3 , 'l ~ I· t. C r • l i \ 
q 1-., -. i; ' T < 1 r, :-: , • r 11 c T li ;· < r. "E- * s !' •\ *; > 1 < < " " ~ 1 > 1..1 r > 
1.1 ·' r r F. ' ·; 1 ~ I, > 
.25 ~o ·{ ; J \ ·~· C}) : ' , 1 S flU •.::'s ' 11\T 1d X .. < r. ~ ~ * <; .-1 ·' ~ u > -~ < < " ... * .s > "' " r > • , 1 1 
eO 3 J = 1 , •I 
5 ' .J { 1 T E • ~ I , ... 4 ) ( F ( I I .I ) • I .= 1 • ;-: ) -
0 1) ·1 ; i\= 1 , ., 
C.I L:.: 1 , 1 1 FO; , .; ) 
~ ( t: 1 ~ I ;:: 1 . o) 
1) 0 1 0 .1 :: 1 1 1 :i 
1 D ~· ( K1 JJ = t flo~ 1 .1 ) • r: /\ L 
[)'} 1 ' j ( :: 1 IN 
I ~ ( I - ,, ) 1 1 I 1 ?~, 1 1 
11 ~ = Ht . K > 
F < l , t. ·~ = o.O 
oo 1;? J = 1~1J 
1 ' S * F ( •: I .I ) 
i L r: < 1 I .1 ; = r < 1 1 .1 > - T 
I~ c.ONT1 1h ' t: -
\.;RlH (3 , 2 ~f 
2 2 r n ~ 11 \ ,- ( 1 'i r ' . ,·, > 
z ~ r o R 1·1 '1 ·,- < 1 ' 1 ··; •.1.< , I tt · v :· ·: T t: ' ' ·: :1 r " 1 x 
IT) /(C ~ r. ... ~ MA*•i) I /1 ri I 1 1; 1[. 
2 5 - ., . J; T r. • I I I ) 
t>O i, t, J :: 1 1 N 
wRIT ~ ( 3 I 2 4-l ( F \ ( I J) • t ='I I I ) 
24. r O ( i 11\o'C1 ·t 11 ;F 1•J , .n 
- 64. CC'rlTI NlJ f: 
1)0 26 1 -: J,N 
DO ?6 ..l ::tJN 
2 6 r \ 1 I ' • = t= ~ 1 1 .1 > 1 ,: ,. t r 1 ~< 
R E AD ( z ' z 2) ( \ l ( I ) I I :: i I • I ) 
RE A o < . · - ~~ .., , < o < 1 I . , 1 1 r :.: 1 I . , > 
RE A p ( 2 I I~ 1 ) 1 R 
14 pO 15 l .;1 1N 
R,H(t ) = 6 , 0 
0 0 I 5 J :: 1 I '~ 
' 5 Rti ( 1 ) ::; ~ H (1 ) + bJ (j) ll F ( I I ,I ) .. D ( J I 1 ) 
FQ ( ·j i.:: D (NI 1 ) I RH (I.Jl 
s=o.o 
00 1 6 1 -, 11N 
16 s~ s ~ABS ( D(l ~1)) 
DO 17 l =1, N 
17 t>{I, 1 ) =(RH( l) ·H0,(1 ))/$ 
I R=l R- I 
H ( 1 R ) 1 8 I 14, 1 4-
A/. 
~ F L [ v i P II 1 r Y . h T ~ r % f 
?. 3 
* ( ( •I * * ~ ) " '·I 
'· 
tlX'=tl-2 
() 0 'I 9 I · ! .. tl~ 
l 9 A l l ) :: i-J ( 1 ) • () ( 1 I 1 ) 
I A=N 
NA"=1 
r.A-=o 
folA=O 
20 IA-LA-1 
IJA.:: t~ A + 1 
MA~NA•1 
KA -=K A""1 
<i O TO < 3Q , t.o ~S&>~ KA 
'JO tll:tiD (2, 22~<o CJ,HA),J::1;LA> 
~ L :, : I ( 2 I 2 I ) ( I ~ ) 
:S2 D(N 1 Nk) "Q . O 
[)0 3'· J ;.: 1 , 1.,\ 
.J I, D 'N I ~~A ) ;;; D UJ I ., A ) - w ( J ) • [) { J , 1 ) ... 0 ( J ' ~~A ) I A ( N ) 
lR=rR.-1 
3G 
·- -..,. 38 
1 F ( 1 R.) 3 6 I 11 ;:\ , 1..8 
DC 38 J, lli i N 
S{ I) ::'..t(j)~DcJ Nt\) 
GO TO 20 
110 Rf:A0(2 ,2 7.) ( {)( l,NAJ,Y :: 1.LA>' 
REA0<2 , 21J(t~> -
1t 2 R < 1 > ::: 0 , 0 
DO 44 1::1, :, j' 
!. 4 R ( 1 ) :: R C 1) - ( rJ (! > .. D <! , 1 h 1> < 1 , N A)) 
RCZ>=O . o 
oO 46 !::1, Lh 
46 P. ( 2) = R. ( 2 ) - ( '.! < l ) <- D (J , 2 ) rti.J ( I , :: ~ ) ) 
() l ,, y I N h ) -:: ' B ( N ) ~ R ( 1 ) - A <IJ ) * R ( 2 ) ) I ( ll ( N ) .. A ( N V' - A ( H ) H ( ~ '() ) 
[) ( N , N /\) :: ( f} U I Y ) "R ( 1 ) - i\ (lty) • R ( 2 ) ) i ( B ( N Y) • ·' ( N) - /ll N y ) * B ( 11 ) ) 
tR:::JR-1 -
lf(IR)2Q,4&,48 
4-~ i)0 50 i::'I.L\ 
Rf1(J) -: Q , O 
1)0 50 J:: 1 IN 
~ o R.H < 1 > =-RH ( 1 > • < .,, < J ' * F < 1 1 1 > • r: c ·' , N A) > 
F~<NA)=O(lA,NA>IRH<L~) 
s=c . o 
. . - !)0 52 I :: 1 , LA 
52 <;='i+ASS(O , l l ll /1)) 
eo 54- 1,.11 LA 
54 0 ~ 1 1 tiA):::(fU-I(t)~FQ(~/I) J/S 
G 0 T 0 u 2 I 4 2 ) MA 
!16 oO 58 Nfl:-1 d 
F'Q {UA} ; <SO.R1 (F <l(NA} )) /(2 * 3. 142) 
1-iR I T E ( 3 I 6 0 ) F Q 0~ i\ ) dol A 
oO S8 I"1,N 
58 WR1TE(3,62)D(l ·N ~ ) 
.. t,Q F0RHAi(//15X~ ' C,Ll:ILH ': t • r:··:'l'll; lr: t-
'111SER ' , J,', I 1 . 
62 ~ ORMAT ( 10X , FlO.S> -
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.. 
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-
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U1 
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0.(10() 
iJ .. onu 
:) . t"l.)J 
0.00~ 
1l.ll•11) 
-3.Bq. 
1..7?7 
-3.31!9 
O.flOO 
O.IJOO 
0.1)1)0 
o.non 
0 ~ 'I()('; 
~.;1 nn 
O,i•GO 
o.on(l 
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O,t1nO 
-3.>39 
5,1335 
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APPENDIX B 
Listing of Moment Distribution 
Program and a Typical Output 
from the Program. 
A7 
li i\ S T F. ll 11 N C 1, 
0 I ( I I. "' s t l) N {l I s T ( 1 0 H I '· ) I F F. ~~ ( , 0 R I 4 ) I c 0 ( 1 0 8 I 4 ) I ~ E H ( 1 0 0 , '· ) I B A L ( 1 0 .q , 4 ) ' f 
1 0 I~ c t ( 11) I s u tl ( 1 \).~ ) I F L 0 ,, D ( 1 0) 
c FUl ll AT<JI2) 
F0 Ri iAT(t,F0,0 ) 
2 F 0 ~1 :A T(4F 0 1 o)) 
READ(2 ,1)({ DIST (t,J) 1 J =1 1 4 ) 1 I~1~ R8 ) 
GU T I) 7 4 
n. ()0 00 l::C)I/2 
[)0 .10 J=114 
HO DlS TCIIJ )=D t ST(!+8 1J) 
'13 r! [ . \ [l ( 2 I 1 ) ( ( [l [ s T ( 1 I J ) I J = 1 I '· ) I I = 1 , ll ) 
R f./\ V ( 2 , 1 ) ( ( 11 I s T ( I I J ) , J ~ 1 , '· ) , t = I ) I R 8 ) 
7 4 RI:" D ( 2 I 2) ( ( f F 11 ( 1 I J) I J " 1 I '· ) I I :: 1 I .. ~fl ) 
~RIT~(],2 6 )(( U 1 S T(!,J),J = 1 ~ 4 )11 =1,1lH > 
RE 1\ D ( 2 1 6) :IF r N I lliJ H 
71 DO 5 I :q , 811 
005J =114 
5 HE'I( IIJ)::F EJI (liJ) 
:->0 7 I =1, 38 
7 ~ u: I ( I ) = F E: ~~ ( I t 1 ) + F [I I ( 1 I 2 ) + F E tl ( 1 I 3 ) + ( F E 1·1 ( 1 , '• ) ) 
t 5 D v .~ 1 = 1 , 8 8 
oo 8 J=1,4 
0 A L ( 1 I J ) = s lJ! I ( 1 ) ~ ( - 0 1 s T ( I , J ) ) 
8 11 c I ( I I J ) =RE~~ (I , ,J ) + 01\ L( l I J ) 
NU!I::'JU ' I-1 
I F < rl tJ 11 > 6 1 , 6 1 1 1 1 
11 IF( ii)Q , ?61/o 
9 C0{111} ::r) , )<tOI\L(2 13 ) 
c r)(1 ,?.) ::1) , 0 
C0(1 13 ) ::0 , 0 
C0(1 ~ '•>=0,)1<G.\L(9 12) 
oo 10 1=2~1 
C0(I 1 1)::Q, S•RAL(I+1 ,3) 
C0(I , 2 ) ::0 ,0 
CU<r~ ~ > =O , S•UALCI-1 ,1) 
1 (I C C ( I r -'• ) = 0 , ) * 11 ll l ( 1 + :·1 1 2 ) 
CO( i\. '1)::0,0 
CO( ;! , ?. )::O,I.l 
CU(JI3)= 0 ,)• 0AL (711) 
C0( J I4 )::Q,S• aA L(16 , 2 ) 
GO TO 75 
'16 uo 1 00 I=1 ,a 
C0(ti1)::Q,O 
C0(J,2> =0 , 0 
CO<t ~ • ) ::Q , O 
10 0 CU(J 1 ~ )= 0 ,5 *BAL (!+ 8 1 2 ) 
'IS K=1 
13 K=K ,•>\ 
L=K+I . 
DO 1~ I =K ,L 
corr, 1 >= 0 .5 •BAL< 1•1 ,Jl 
c 0 ( I , 2 ) = 0 • ~ .;, l1 ..\ l. ( I ~ :1 I '• ) 
c I) ( t I 3 ) = 0 • ~ ... R" I, ( 1 1 , 1 ) 
1 2 c 0 ( 1 ' 4 ) = IJ • ~ * B ,\ L ( I of• ; ; I 2 ) 
rF (',' 3- K) ?. 1 ' 2111:; 
21 ()U n I = 11 1 d \8 
CO(t 1 1) :: 1) , 0 
c 0 ( 1 . 2 ) "'il • ~ ~ !1 .\ l. ( I - g I '· ) 
C () ( 1 I ') ) ;: ,) o Q 
t. 2 c 0 { I I ' • ) = ,) • u 
oo ;!'3 t -=1 18:1 
o u 2 ·s .J :: 1 , 4 
A8 
. . 
l 3 ~ E ' ' < 1 , .r > = H E : 1 < 1 , J > + c o < r , J > 
oo 2 '• l =1, dil 
l. '• S U I I ( 1 ) :: C Cl ( I , 1 ) + c; 0 ( I , 2 ) + C 0 < t , 3 ) + C 0 ( t , I, ) 
c,O TO ?.5 
'6 F 0 RI ! ·\ T ( 1 11 , F 1 0 ' :~ I ') X , F 1 0 • 3 I s X , F 1 ll • .3 I 5 X I F 1 0 • .s ) 
61 \I H t T [ ( 3 I 2 6 ) ( ( I~ F. i I ( 1 ! J ) , J = 1 , I, ) ' I := 1 I ~ 8 ) 
~o us=10 
K".,7 
:S1 K"'K+il 
1-I =K+l 
F0 Kt; E { IlS ) =0 ,0 
oO 2il l =K ,II 
2 8 F 0 R c E ( • I s ) = ~ 0 R c £: (I< s ) +RI: 11 ( ! I '• ) ;. RE ~I ( I + R I 2 } 
NS:qj<;-1 
If (7S- K)6 2 , f1 2,31 
C>Q FU QII AT( 30X IF10,J) 
62 WRITE< 3 , 60 )(F0 RC E( J),I=1,1 0 ) 
Fl0AD(10)=F~RCE{10) 
0 0 6 t, I :.: 1 , 'J 
64 FL 0AD (I) :F0RCE {l) +{- 1,0) * F0R CE(I +1) 
w ~~ l T E ( 1 I 6 (, ) ( F l l ) 11 f) ( 1 ) , I :: 1 ' 1 0 ) 
06 FU !~ JI A T(I,0X tf·1U, :S> 
I F ( N F ) 'I 4 , 7 2 , '• 2 
'•2 sTOf> 
END 
A9 
00 117 Fl'~lStl 
END Of CO •tPIL!\ TI Dtl- NO ER R')RS 
5 / C SUUFILE ; 20 ;}:.JC KE T$ USED 
. :o DOCUMENT MATR I CES I IHlHN ( ' IAT.RlCES LP00 ON ZH/11 / 76 AT 17,08 
CONSO L IDATED Uy XPC !< 12K fi,; T E 2 fi /11/78 T I 11 E 17/08/08 
l CLfORTR1\'I ( 0) ~ E 11 td1 E D lCLfi-OEFAULT ( <) ) 
~. ~ 
PRCJuR,\1-, P!!OG 
~: Exru: ot:D DATA ( 2 <' t\fl) 
COH!' ACT PnOG RM-1 (DHI-1 ) 
. - CO Rt-. ? 4"12 
-. 
S[G f( 11 c i, 
~- !, CL V SFF I~ 
I DOC Uil[N T PROG RESULTS , N :1 IHH ' I ,A, T R l C E S LPOO 011 2 11 /11/lfl. AT 17 , 08 
o . ~oo 0 , 000 0 1000 0 ,500 J oint l 
-
0, .5.3~ 0 1000 0133.3 o, :n ~ J oint 2 , e tc . t 0, 000 0 , 000 0 , 500 I) . 5110 
....... o, ooo 0 1000 \) 1000 0, 000 Dis>crib u tion 
o, ooo o, ouo 01000 0. 01)0 Factors ( 0 , 00~) 0 , 001) o,ooo 0 , 000 l \ .·. 0, 001) 0 , 000 0 1000 0 , 000 0, 001) 0 , 000 0 1000 o, ono 
0 . 33 :~ 0 , 3.33 o, ooo o. 3:n 
O, l50 0 , 2~0 0 , 250 0,1.50 
o, ooo 0 , 353 0,333 o. Yn ( 0 , 000 0,000 o, ooo 0,0()0 
0. 00,) 0, 000 o, ooo 0 , Oi)O 
0 , 001) 0,000 o, ooo 0 , 001) 
\. 0, 000 0 , 000 0 , 000 0 , 001) 
0 , 000 o, ouo o, ooo 0 , 01)!) 
o, .B3 O, J.S3 o,ooo o,:n3 
0, ,50 o . ?.~o 0 , ?.50 0 , 7.50 
0 , 001) 0,3.53 o I ·n:s o, J :n 
0 , OOt) o. ouo ll 1000 i),OOO 
0 , 001) 0 , 000 0 , 000 0 , 000 
0. 00 ,1 0,000 0 1000 0, 000 
o, ooo / o, ouo 0,()(10 0 • \l ,') () 
0, 000 0 , 000 u,ooo 0 . 01)1) 
0,.533. 0,3.33 1) . (, 0 0 0 . 3:-iJ 
~- . O,l50 Q, 2:>f} 0,?.50 0.1. 5 0 ( O , (JOO o.~J3 0,333 o .3:n 
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APPENDIX C 
MODE SHAPES CALCULATED FROI-1 PAFEC FINITE 
ELEl'iENT COI-1PUTER PACKAGE FOR THE BUILDINGS 
- RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLLEGE 
- BRITISH RAIL BUILDING 
- CIVIC CENTRE 
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Figure C.l. RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLLEGE 
1st Mode 
f = 0.833 
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Figure C.2. RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLLEGE 
2nd Mode 
f = 2.487 
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Figure C. 3. · RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLLEGE 
3rd Mode 
f = 4.103 
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Figure C.4. RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLLEGE 
1st Mode 
f = 1.222 
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Figure C. 5. RESIDENTIAI. NAUTICAL COLLEGE · 
2nd 11ode 
f = 3.600 
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Figure C.6. RESIDENTIAL NAUTICAL COLlEGE 
3rd Mode 
f = 5.920 
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Figure C.7. BRITISH RAIL BUILDING 
1st !-lode 
f = 0.236 
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Figure C.B. BRITISH RA·(L BUILDING 
2nd Mode 
f = 0.758 
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Figur.e C.9. BRITISH Rl\IL BUILDING 
3rd Mode 
f = 1.431 
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Figure C.lO. BRITISH RAIL BUILDING 
1st !~ode 
f = 0.184 
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Figure C.ll. BRITISH RAIL BUILDING 
2nd Mode 
f = 0.413 
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Figure C.l2, BRITISH RAIL BUILDING 
3rd ~lode 
f = 0. 774 
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F.igure C.l3. CIVIC CE!<TRE 
lst Bode 
f = 0.137 
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Figure C .14. CIVIC ~NTRE 
2nd Mode 
f = 0.495 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are numerous problems assoc~ated 1·1i th full scale· test.ing. 
l·!easuring techniques ~:hich can be readily employed in the l.::J.boratory, 
' for one reason or another, arc not so eusily 'employed in the field. 
-If structural vibrations are to be monitored, then inertia type trans-
aucers are suitable ·for laboratory and field observations. Dyna11\ic 
' 
movements can also be measured in a lab~n:atory with, for fJXample,~ 
capacitance type pick-ups or linear voltage differential transformers, 
because it is always possible to establish a stationary reference point. 
For the same reason, very slowly varying'displacements can also be 
measured in a laboratory with dial gauges. JJnagine the difficulties, 
ho~1ever, of measuring slo1·1 horizontal movements at the top of a tall 
building armed 1·;ith only a dial gauJe~ In ryro-..md-structure interaction 
aystems it is also likely that measurements will need to be taken over 
a long period of time a.nd some ·form of automatic measuring device would 
then be desirable. 
The purpose of the paper is to describe a prototype system which 
can mea::;ure the relative two dimensional movement between two points 
~1hich are a large dista.nce apill:t. This system automatically records 
the relative movement, and has the potential for monitoring large slowly 
varying displac2:nents such· a~ tho;;e associated with settlement of 
structures. In order to demonst.rate the application of this equipment, 
measurements were taken of the movements produced on a railway bridge 
pier, founded Ol~ a river bed, as trains passed OVer the bridge. 
1 
lJ\SEH BASED HEASUHING SYSTEM 
As mentioned previously the equipment measures relative displace-· 
ments between two points in adjac.ent two dimensional planes. The 
system ~ses a helium-neon gas laser, locat~d at a reference position, 
while an X-Y plotter is mounted at the point where movements are to be 
monitored. Photo-diodes arc attached to the pen carriage of the plotter 
and 1-lith associated electronics, the carriage is kept on line 1~ith the 
.'pencil' laser beam. The beam can be thought of as a pointe:r, with a 
large length, but no inertia. With the present arrangement the distance 
between the laser and the X-Y plotter can be as much as 200 m. 
The photo-diodes are arranged so. t.'1ey will always centre themselves 
on the beam of light produced by the laser; four photo-diodes are used in 
the simple rosette shown in figure 1. The two opposite diodes, in the· X 
or Y direction ?re coru1ected in reverse polarity to each other. Their 
output is then integrated and fed back into ·the respective pen ·recor~er 
input terminals X or Y. By this means the pen recorder is operated in 
reverse to its normal function; if the body of the recorder moves the 
pen remains locked on the laser beam. Thus, a line could be drawn on 
paper attached to the plotter, but it would be produced because the 
plotter moved and not the pen. The relative movement between the refer-
ence point and the location of the X-Y plotter is always proportional to 
the voltage output of the t~1o integrators in the feedback system. The 
tl~o vol tages, one for each rectangular axis in a plane perpendicular to 
the laser beam, are recorded on site by an FM tape recorder to provide an 
automatic and continuous record of the relative movement. If the pen is 
lowered it is also possible to draw the variation of the deflection on 
paper. 
There are a number of advantages in having the data on magnetic 
tape. These include the ability to play the tape back at a higher speed 
than recording speed; in practice one hour's data can be played back in 
less than one minute. Also, both·x and Y direction displacements can be 
played back to reproduce them as a function of time on a galvanometer or 
any other type of recorder. For instance, it is even possible to use the 
same recorder that is employed to obtain the data in the first place. If 
the movements are small then the sensitivity of the pen recorder can be 
used to amplify the signal. On some experimental investigations gains of 
up to 500 have been obtained on the actual deflections \·hich have taken 
place. Thus, an original displacement of 0.1 mm can be magnified on play-
2 
back to SO mm. The real maximum movement .,.;hich can be recorded is 
limited by the physical size of the face of ~he plotter and in the proto-. 
type system this is 300 mm. 
The system h~s proved very accurate, and applications are continu-
ally b2ing found for it in both field and laboratory studies. It seems 
likely that a significant range of field measurements will be possible 
withthe equipment. For instance, current tests on the Tamar Suspension 
Bridge at Plymouth sho.,.1 that the laser system can record the bridge • s 
wind induced oscillations. At 0.25 Hz, the fundamental frequency of the 
bridge, velocities of up to 7 mm/s have been recorded. 
SITE INVESTIGATIONS 
It is inevitu.ble that extra problems arise when full scale measure-
ments are attempted. One such problem with this· system and that which 
can produce the greatest spurious results, is a non-stationary reference 
point. In most applications the laser must provide a stationary reference. 
~otations,in particular, produce large errors due to the lever-arm effect. 
The beam of the low powered laser in present use drifts during warm 
up. A period of t.,.;o hours must lapse before it stabilizes and then the 
measurements can commence. Thermal atmospheric effects can also produce 
changes in refractive index, but the present indications suggest that 
this influence may not be too significant. 
In order to assess some of these practical problems, an investiga-
tion was carried out on a raihmy bridge, over the river Plym, at Pl:{mouth. 
The movements which .,.1ere recorded are those of the piers due to the passage 
of a train over the bridge. 
The bridge is very old and is on the main line from Plymouth to 
London. It was first opened on the 3rd May, 1848 and originally it 
carried only a single track; during the late 1890's it was widened to 
carry a double track. This involved the extension of the piers and one of 
the original two longitudinal beams with curved top flanges was moved to 
accommodate the widening. Ne\"/ inside beams and cross members were added 
and each track rests independently on the piers. Figure 2 shows an 
elevation and plan of the bridge in its present form and figure 3 is an 
elevation of a pier. 
3 
'fhe original base of the pier 1-1as thought to consist of a faggot 
construction, that is, bundles of bl·ush Hood 1-1ere laid down 'in criss-cross 
fashion. It is doabtful that piles would have been used in such an early 
construction·. 
The vertical movement of the piers was taken with the co-operation 
of the Plymouth District Engineer of British Rail. ?art of the interest 
in this bridge sterns from the fact that its-maintenance costs are high and 
a new.bridge may be considered. The laser was placed in what appeared to 
be the most suitable reference position on 'the site. This, hm1ever, did 
not prove to be the best choice, as it was beneath the A38 road viaduct 
to Exeter. Traffic vibrations were propagated through the bridge columns 
to the ground and as a consequence the laser was not completely station-
ary. This slight flutter did sho1-1 up in the results and is discussed 
later. 
The pen recorder, mounted on a steel frame, was rigidly fixed to the 
pier. The first test ~1as concerned with pier number 1 which is the near-
est one to Plymouth. In figure 4 there is a plot of the vertical movement 
of this masonry pier, due to the passage of a freight train. The vertical 
distance scale has a gain of approximately fifty and the time base is 
1 cm/s. _Thus, it can be seen that the maximum value of deflection was 
0. 80 mm. In effect the measurements are an influence line diagram for the 
displacement cif the pier. At the moment it is difficult to be absolutely 
certain about the accuracy of the system,· but the indications are that its 
resolution is better than 0.05 mm. 
Another pier was investigated, but in this case the sensitivity of 
the system was increased by reducing the volts per cm setting on the X-Y 
plotter. This i.r.Jproves the frequency response of the system and so· faster 
movements of a structure can be followed. 'l'he test was on pier number 3 
and figure S·shows the resultnnt vertical deflection with time. The load-
ing this time was a passenger train and the maximum deflection recorded 
was approximately 1.3 mm. It can be seen that the graph is not as smooth 
as in figure .4, but shows an oscillatory signal superimposed on the 
deflection curve. Figure 6 is the approximate mean line of the signal 
and gives the initial deflection of the pier due to the heavy locomotive. 
Then as the passenger carriages move across the pier there is a reduced 
loading condition and consequently the deflection falls to about 0.5 mm. 
Consider now the original deflection curve of figure 5. The 
oscillato1:y signal which appears at approximately a frequency of 0. 0 Hz · 
4 
could be due to the vibrat:ion of the pier. With the increased sensitiv-
ity of the system the apparatus would pick this up, whereas the setting 
for the test on pier number 1 would not have done so. This explanation, 
ho\vever, does not seem likely since the oscillation could be observed, 
even when there was no train on the bridge. -The answer is most likely _to 
be found in the effects of either traffic ground induced vibration· or 
instability in the feedback system. This latter effect is commonly 
called "hunting" and it becomes· a problem when system gains are turned up 
too high. One major topic of theoretical research now underway is a 
theoretical analysis of the stability criteria for this system. 
The laser system could quite easily have been used to measure the 
central deflections of the longitudinal beams. The movements of the pier, 
however, represented a ground-structure interaction problem and even 
though they were relatively small, nevertheless ~1ey were easily detectP.d. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The basic idea ~hich has been described in this paper has proven 
itself as a possible source of instrwnentation for full-scale testing. 
Although the movements W'lich have been described are quite small, there 
seems to be no major obstacle in monitoring large ground movements over 
longer periods of time. At present the longest test with t:he equipment 
has lasted 24 hours and the indications arc that thermal effects are 
negligible. 
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SYNOPSIS 
Almost by definition it can be taken that a slender structure will. 
be responsive to live loads. Normally speaking then, the designer. 
of such a structure will need to consider the dynamic actions associated 
with the. forces of nature, which include wind, wave and earthquake. 
loading. These fo.rces can produce cat as trophic results, as witnessed 
by the effects of recent earthquakes in China and Europe. On the other 
hand the consequences may be less spectacular, but nevertheless lead to 
a situation where the structure cannot perform its proper function; one 
.example of this kind would be represented in a case where wind-induced 
movements in a tall block of flats, even though of no structural 
significance, might be psychologically disturbing for the tenants. 
Before the designer can accurately predict the response of his 
structure to live loads, he needs to be able to estimate the actual 
characteristics of the structure and the load. The structural 
characteristics of major concern are the stiffness, inertia and 
damping of the man~made structure, and its interaction with the 
naturally occurring foundation soil. Some of the information that is 
needed about the load include its magnitude, frequencies and probability 
of occurrence. If the philosophies embodied in modern limit state 
design approaches are to be based on reality, then it is particularly 
important that much more data are obtained about the real loads acting 
on structures. 
INTRODUCTION · 
In this paper, information is given about full-scale test methods 
that have been used to measure the real characteristics of structure. 
Data are presented on relevant structural parameters obtained from· 
measurements on a number of multi-storey buildings, a long box girde.r 
bridge and a tall chimney. This knowledge has been used to find just 
how good theoretical methods might be to predict these structural 
parameters. An assessment of the current position relating to this 
aspect of the problem is briefiy outlined. 
A point has been reached now when it is vitally important to 
concentrate efforts in measuring the loads which act on structures. It 
is only recently that instrumentation techniques for this task have become 
available. A prototype piece of equipment that might fall into this 
category is described, together with a brief outline of how this type 
of instrumentation might be used to obtain data on structural loads. 
1. FULL-SCALE STRUCTURAL TESTS 
- ·~·. 
There are a number of techniques that have been employed over the 
last two decades for the full-scale testing·of structures. These have 
included loads produced by both artifical and natural means (1,2,3). In 
this section of the paper examples from each of these two main divisions 
for applying loads ~ill be dealt with. 
2. WIND-INDUCED VIBRATIONS 
Recordings taken on tall buildings, suggest that the peak energy 
~n the \~ind pressure loading occurs predominantly in the frequency 
range 0-0 ·05 llz. At higher frequencies the spectral energy content 
becomes rather small, and more or less uniform. In effect this means 
for most tall buildings the wind tends to produce quasi-static 
displacements, on top of which are superimposed much smaller dynamic 
displacements. For many years now these small wind-induced 
vibrations have been measured to obtain experimental data on the 
dynamic· characteristics of multi-storey buildings. 
The measurements are obtained by using transducers which typically 
need a linear response in the frequency range O~l-100 llz, and must be 
capable of resolving velocities of around lxl0_ 3 ·--~/sec. These 
-. ~-·. ,. - . 
transducers are spread throughout the structure in such a way that 
information can be derived about the lateral and torsional modes of 
vibration for~the -building. The analogue data from the transducers 
are recorded on a FM taperecorder for analysis at a later date. 
The analysis of. randomly varying signals has been considerably 
simplified with the de~elopment of specialised systems, to carry out 
such procedures as power spectrum analysis, correlation analyses and 
the calculation of amplitude probability densities. All of these 
techniques are of relevance in the study of wind-induced movement_s in 
buildings. For instance the power spectrum analysis of these movements, 
developed on each floor of a tall building, enable the mode shapes and 
•· 
- ~ ... 
associated frequencies of vibrations to be determined. Figure 1 
includes a collection of results obtained this way for the lateral 
frequencies of the first two modes· of vibration of some multi-storey 
structures. The drawing of a straight line through these data points 
should not be interpretated too literally! 
Although there is still some research work needed to completely 
resolve the finer details, it is possible to obtain damping data from 
wind-induced vibrations which is adequate for design purposes. This 
information can· be derived from a power spectrum analysis of the 
vibration records, but it is e<;ually satisfactory to use autocorrelation 
techniques. If some form of controlled excitation is available then 
it is also possible to observe the decay of a forced vibration in order 
to determine damping characteristics. All three of these methods have 
been used during the investigations dealt with in this paper, and 
generally speaking they produced similar results. 
In Figure 2 there is a plot of the equivalent vLscous damping, 
as a function of frequency, for the multi-storey buildings considered 1 
Ln Figure 1. Relatively low values of damping resulted in the cases 
where the buildings were founded on rock-like foundations, but 
significantly larger values were observed in the case _\vhen the building 
was founded on a deep layer of clay. TI1is introduces the topic of 
ground-structure interaction which warrants considerable attention 
when slender structur~are subjected to dynamic loads. At this point 
it is perhaps important to reiterate that although this information 
may be adequate for design purposes, more research work is needed to 
really understand the damping mechanisms in tall buildings. 
As a further step in the investigation of the ground-structure 
interaction .. phenomana, an opportunity was·taken to monitor the wind-
induced movements of the chimney at the Richard L. Hearn Generating 
Station in Toronto. This reinforced concrete circular stack stands 
a little over 213m high, and tapers from a diameter of 18·89m at the 
base to 10·97m at··.the top. The wall thickness tapers in the same way 
from 760mm to 229mm. At foundation level there LS a regular octahedral 
shaped base \vhich has a width of 29m and a depth of 3 · 3Sm. The base 
LS itself supported by about 360 piles which are up to 2lm long. 
Servo-drive accelerometers were used to measure the.translational 
and rocking motion of the base, as \vell as the translational motion of 
the stack at a height of 167m .. Although the wind speed was not recorded 
on the site, local forecasts at the time suggested the velocities in the 
area ranged from 4-10 m/sec. In one series of measurements the lateral 
motions of the base were measured simultaneously in a N-S and E-W 
direction. The wind was blowing from an easterly direction and the 
maximum accelerations that were recorded equalled 2xl0-4g in the N-S 
direction and 0 8xl0-4g in the E-W direct1on. In both records of the 
base translations, the predominant frequencies were 2•8 Hz and S•S Ht. 
A short sample of the data for the coupled rocking and translation motion 
of the base are shown in Fig. 3a. The rocking motion is directly 
proportional to the vertical acceleration, whereas there is no rotational 
component in the record at the centre of the chimney base. 
Fig. 3b is a short record of the simultaneous movements measured 
1n a N-S direction on the chimney base and at a height of 167m. In 
this case the predominant frequency at a height of 167m is.0·4 Hz. · 
Although it would be quite reasonable to attempt an explanation of ;this 
frequency on the basis of that due to vortex shedding, it turns out that 
·' ' 
this frequency did not alter over a period of two hours, and therefore 
it is probably the fundamental frequency of the chimney. There is no 
sign of the 0 ·4 H z signal in the base motion, but this is not too 
surprising in the case of a fundamental mode. 
The recording and analysis of wind-induced movements 1n tall slender 
structures is now a relatively simple method for obtaining information 
on their built characteristics. In other words the sensitive 
transducers and analysis techniques required to perform the job are 
available and well established. There are some disadvantages in this 
approach, such as the lack of control over the force input a·nd also 
the need for the investigator to have quite a wide range of engineering 
expe.rience to deal with the instrumentation and analysis techniques. 
3. ARTIFICIALLY GENERATED VIBRATIONS 
In principle the most satisfactory test method for tall buildings 
would appear to be the use of a simusoidal force vibrator. In practice, 
however, this approach is not all that simple, mainly on account of 
the fairly large forces that need to be generated at low frequencies 
(1-10Hz). One of the best ways of getting round this difficulty is 
to utilise an electro-hydraulic vibrator, but this introduces logistic 
and cost penalties. Another consideration that must be borne.in mind 
~s the possibility that the owner of a structure might object to the use 
of a vibrator. The foregoing statements are not intended to decry the 
value of vibrators but merely to point out some of the problems that 
should be taken into account before a final decision is made about their 
use. 
Sometimes it is possible to take advantage of accidental loading 
conditions so as to test a structure. One such situation is represented 
by the vibration record of Fig. 4, which was taken on the McDonald-
Cartier bridge in Ottawa. During its deck .construction, heavily loaded 
trucks were driven over raised expansion joints, and this impulsive 
loading produced vibrations which alarmed the men working on the bridge. 
Vibrations measurements were taken, firstly to reassure the contractor 
that the trucks were not having any detrimental effect on the bridge, 
and also to see if any useful structural information could be obtained. 
In actual fact it was possible to estimate the first two lower modes 
and frequencies o·f vertical vibration for the bridge. 
Another unusual approach, which can be made to work ~n buildings 
between 5 and 15 storeys high, is to use man-induced vibrations. In' 
this method, a visual display of the buildings movements are used to 
enable one or more people to phase their pushes on the walls or the 
columns of the building so as to build-up the movements. Obviously it 
is more effective to apply these efforts on the top floor of a building, 
and the technique can probably be used only to excite motion ~n the 
fundamental mode. One example of a test to try this method ~n an 
eleven storey building is shown ~n Fig. 5. In this way it is quite easy 
to measure the frequency, shape and damping of the fundamental mode for 
a tall building. The technique will normally work only on those days 
when there is very little or no wind. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF TEST RESULTS 
Reliable experimental results from full-scale structural tests 
have been obtained by numerous investigators over the last two decades. 
One of the main applications of these results has been to use them to 
compare the reliability of different theoretical models ~n predicting 
the real stiffnesses of buildings. Experience with work of this kind 
suggests modern structural analysis techniques are capable of closely 
predicting the first few lower modes and frequencies of vibration for 
tall buildings, founded on 'stiff' soils or rock. In more recent years 
attempts have been made to use the reliability of these. theoretical 
models to infer soil impedance data from measurements taken when .structures 
are founded on 'soft' soils. 
5. THE ME~SUREMENT OF STRUCTURAL LOADS 
Given the position, as outlined in·the previous paragraph, where 
reasonable estimates of a structures stiffness can be obtained by a 
combination of experimental and theoretical approaches, it is natural 
to see how this knowledge may be put to work. One obvioOJs way is to 
see if it is possible to use the building as its own force transducer. 
In other words if its stiffness is known, and if the movements generated 
by some disturbing force can be measured, then i? principle it should be 
possible to determine the force. This idea has been under investigation 
in the U.K. and N. America and presents an interesting area for research. 
The remainder of this paper will concentrate on how real information 
might be obtained about the action of wind loads on tall buildings. It 
is perhaps rather fortunate that the dynamic wind loads 1~hich produce-
information on structural stiffness, have frequencies which are much 
higher than the wind loads which are of concern to the designer of a 
tall building. These latter loads, however, produce quasi-static 
displacemehts which are rather difficult to 'measure. 
The authors ·are currently working on .this problem and have 
developed a prototype piece of equipment which is relatively inexpensive. 
Basically the equipment consists of a SmH· laser based at a reference 
point and an X-Y plotter located at the moving point. Four photo:-diodes 
are placed on the pen support of the plotter and an electronic system 
ensures that the pen remains locked on to the laser beam. In other 
words if the plotter body moves relatively to the laser then the pen 
does··not move. The relative movement,can be ,plotted on paper placed 
on the plotter, or voltages are available which are directly proportional 
to the movements. The system can be arranged so as to measure two 
dimensional structural movements in either a vertical or a horizontal 
plane. 
A preliminary trial of the equipment was arranged, with the 
permission of the Plymouth District Engineer of British Rail, to measure 
the movements of a bridge pier as a train rolled over the bridge. The 
bridge crosses the River Plym at Plymouth. A plot of the vertical 
movements measured on Pier No. 1 (the pier nearest Plymouth), as a 
freight train passed over the bridge, is shown in Fig. 6. In the next 
year or so, a programme of work is planned to use this equipment in order 
to measure the quasi-static movements in tall buildings due to the action 
of wind loading. At the end of this period a clearer picture will emerge 
about the validity of using a building's movements to obtain information 
on the causes of these movements. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results from full-scale structural tests can be used in one of 
two ways. If the nature of the load is known and the resulting 
movements are measured then it is possible to obtain some knowledge about 
the structural stiffness. This approach has been used for some years 
now and is a well established technique. On the other hand if the 
S·tructural stiffness is known and movements are measured, then in theory 
it should be possible to obtain information about. the forces producing 
the movements. This is a nel~er concept and its value is still to be 
proved in practice. 
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